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ABSTRACT

This study examines the interactions between population

mobility and the macro socioeconomic proc~ss~s of a third

world society. It focuses on the movement of wage workers

from the standpoint of a housing construction project at

Antapani in Bandung, Indonesia. In particular, it aims to

address two sets of research questions. First, to what degree

are housing construction workers, drawn from the village to

engage in jobs at urban development sites, following an

adaptive strategy in reaction to the uncertainty of rural

incomes? Second, to what extent does a segmentary labor

market reflect itself in the labor relations of the "housing

construction industry? These concerns are explicitly

connected in two broad propositions. First, most construction

workers are villagers who circulate between rural communities

and urban housing sites; and second, the labor market in the

construction industry is highly segmented. This study is

geographical in orientation for it examines the spatial links

between migr~nt workers at urban project sites and their

rural households of origin.

These concerns are approached in terms of three

dimensions: population mobility, considered in a multilevel

and integrated manner; labor market segmentation; and the

adaptive strategy of rural household. The research questions

are pursued through detailed examination of a particular
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rural-urban case: a housing project at Antapani in west Java,

and the rural community of Slendro in central Java, from

which many construction workers are drawn.

Guided by its propositions, this primary study concludes

that the practice of labor segmentation in housing

construction projects reflects how large firms maximize

their control over the process of labor recruitment and

management. The workforce consists of several types of

workers, each of which experiences different employment

conditions and exhibits variable commitment to the industry.

Only a small fraction of workers is hired directly by the

project contractor and the great majority are recruited by

subcontractors of labor.

The labor market in the construction industry is not

competitive, in that subcontractors (mandors) prefer to

recruit workers from their work gangs, members of whom are

drawn mainly from their own village. with this system of

employment, improved construction skills can only be acquired

by transferring from one work gang to a different one on the

same project or, more frequently, from one site to another.

Job and migration histories reveal that the more skilled

workers are, the greater their commitment to a particular

project, whereas unskilled workers change construction jobs

quite frequently. This contrast summarizes the ways in which

methods and patterns of recruiting a workforce are reflected

in flows of construction labor.
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In general, migrant workers shift far more often from

site to site than do the nonmigrant, work more hours, and

stay longer on the construction site. They are also more

willing to accept lower weekly wages and minimize daily urban

expenditures by reducing expenditures on food and by living

rent free in project houses still under construction.

Migrants are also responsible for paying transport costs

between their rural communities and the construction site.

Considered from the standpoint of project management,

migrants constitute a far more reliable and cheap workforce

than do th~ nonmigrant.

For migrant labor, being employed on a project site aims

primarily to supplement rural incomes. Closer examination of

eighteen households in Slendro village, in central Java,

indicates that families sent adult members to Antapani to

earn money in preference to them engaging in local

agricultural activities. Some family members may also travel

to cities to work as domestic servants, factory personnel,

and food traders; yet others cOlnrnute between Slendro village

and Sragen city to sell produce and other local items in the

open market. This dispersion of a family's membership to

several different location means that, in structure, it has

become bi- or multilocal.

In general, this study has confirmed both its

propositions. Yet detailed examination of both the Antapani

project site and the SlenGro community reveals the
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interlinkages between contractors, mandors, workers, and

members of rural households to be far more complex and

diverse than had been anticipated involving as they do both

the personal characteristics of the actors and the peculiar

nature of urban and rural conditions.

This study makes four principal contributions. First, it

establishes how the scale of hu~an behavior is linked with

the varying territorial contexts of rural-urban relations and

the complex interactions existing between population movement

and the dynamics of socioeconomic change. secondly it uses

the strategy of indepth field enquiry to demonstrate a scale

linkage approach to population movement. Thirdly, it reveals

population mobility to be a spatially discontinuous process

that both connects and gives territorial expression to the

dynamic of labor market segmentation and rural household

strategies. This is rather different from neoclassical

"thinking that views population movement as a direct function

of rural-urban income differentials. Finally, this study has

contributed towards a broader understanding of

industrialization in Indonesia by delineating the complex

interactions that exist between urban industrial activities

and the rural households of Javanese society.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF PROBLEH

This study is designed to address a general research

question: how does population mobility interact with the

macro socioeconomic pro~esses in a society? It focuses on the

mobility of wage workers in housing construction in Bandung,

the largest city in west Java (Fig. 1.1). It is also

essentially geographical in nature, in the sense that it

explores the interaction between construction workers in the

place of destination and their family or household in the

place of origin.' In other words, this study is concerned with

flows of labor and with the spatial dimension of the

workforce between urban construction sites and villages of

origin.

contemporary studies of population mobility in Indonesia,

not including ones of transmigration, basically have followed

two traditions, the descriptive and the structural.

Descriptive studies consider population mobility at both the

macro and micro level and in a dominantly static manner.

Their main concern is with typologies, patterns and processes

of migration, reasons for moving, and the commitment of

migrants to villages and cities (McNicoll, 1968; Naim, 1972;

Hugo p 1978; Mantra, 1981; Hugo and Mantra, 1983; Lerman, 1983;

Leinbach and Suwarno, 1985; RUmbiak, 1985).
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structural research considers the broad political and

socioeconomic forces affecting population mobility at both

the macro and the micro level (Titus, 1978; Forbes: 1980,

1981a and 1981b).

The problem with desc~iptive studies is that, although

providing much detail about population mobility in Indonesia,

little attention is given to the macro socioeconomic forces

that shape and affect such a process. Descriptive

characteristics do not explain the phenomenon of population

mobility and essentially fragment their socioeconomic

context, while typologies can lead into an explanatory cul

de-sac by imposing a theoretical significance upon a

descriptive device (Forbes, 1981a:54). The structural

tradition, on the other hand, begins with the basic

proposition.that population mobility reflects both social and

regional inequalities as a consequence of the incomplete

capitalization of production (Titus, 1978; Forbes, 1981a and

. 1981b). Its serious weakness is that it oversimplifies the

socioeconomic condition of Indonesian society and tends to

overlook local aspects of people's movement. Titus' work, in

particular, which considers inter provincial migration

derived from the 1971 census, obviously does not capture

population mobility at the level of the community, household,

or individual.

However, these descriptive and. structural traditions are

not competitive, but rather complementary. Given their
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strengths and weaknesses, what is needed is to place the

meticulous data presented by descriptive studies in the wider

socioeconomic context of Indonesian society and attempt to

understand how broad contextual forces shape population

mobility and how, in turn, that movement affects such forces

(see also Forbes, 1981c and 1984; Hugo, 1982). For this

reason, the present study looks at the two-way interaction

between macro socioeconomic processes and individual

migrants, their families and households, to examine in what

ways each is transformed by the other. Such an approach

permits the consideration of all levels of analysis - macro

structure, community, household, and individual. Despite

recent suggestions by specialists in Indonesian population

mobility (Forbes, 1981c; Hugo, 1982 and 1985) 0' very few

studies have examined the links between different levels of

analysis. Hugo (1985) attempts to explore the connections

between structural change and labor mobility in rural Java,

but is not completely successful because originally his field

observations did not proceed with these goals in mind.

The above concern is essentially parallel with the theory

of structuration, originally introduced in the mid seventies

by the sociologist Anthony Giddens (1979 and 1984). The

basic tenet of this theory is the "duality of structure":

macro socioeconomic st:ructures are simultaneously the medium

and the outcome of day-to-day activities of human agencies.
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Gidden's work is particularly important to human geography,

because it suggests that the spatiality of social practices

belongs at the center of social theory and historical

analysis (storper, 1985). Despite criticism and skepticism

from some (Storper, 1985; Gregson, 1986), many human

geographers like Gregory (1981), Pred (1981, 1984, 1985),

Thrift (1982 and 1983), Soja (1985), and Kellerman

(1987a and 1987b) favor this theory in one way or another,

arguing that space and time are active dimensions in the

structuration of society and continuously change as a result

of transitions in their uses by both individuals and society

(Kellerman, 1987a).

The theory of structuration, emphasizing the dialectic of

social structures and everyday human activities in both time

and space, suggests an integration between geography,

sociology, and history. In fact, this theory is partially

constructed from the work of human geographers, notably of

Hagerstrand's concept of time-geography (Thrift, 1983;

Giddens, 1984 and 1985; Gregson, 1986). Hagerstrand regards

time and space as scarce resources which constrain human

activities, the allocation of which forms the basis of social

reality (Goodall, 1987:47i). In other words, time and space

reflect the ongoing relationships between human agency and

social structure (Kellerman, 1987b:262). As Giddens

(1985:265) argues~
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Social scientists have failed to construct their
thinking around the modes in which social systems are
constrained across time-space. (1985:265)

and

The interest of time-geography in the theory of
structuration is surely evident. Time-geography is
concerned with the constraints that shape the routines
of day to day life and shares with structuration theory
an emphasis upon the significance of the practical
characteristics of daily activities in circumstances of
co-presence, for the constitution of social conduct
(1984:116).

At the micro-~evel, this concept rests on the premise

that each of the actions and events occurring consecutively

between the birth and death of a person are limited by an

individual's indivisibility, or inability to participate

simultaneously in spatially separated activities, and by the

finite amount of time at an individual's disposal (Pred,

1981:9).

As Thrift (1982:1281) notes the long-term impact of

structuration theory on human geography is difficult to

gauge, because most of research has been~lite general and

theoretical. Given this current situation, Thrift urges

geographers to participate actively in developing the links

between social structu~e and spatial structure, and to

initiate more empirical studies based upon structuration

perspectives.

Indonesian history reveals that mobility in Java reflects

the transformation of society, from one of peasant

subsistence to one of wage labor. Given such a historical
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context, this study aims to explore the extent to which the

movement of wage workers is interrelated with both the labor

process in the construction industry and with the strategy of

~~ral households to counteract the uncertainty of rural

incomes. The labor process,. which concerns the dynamic

aspects of capitalist management and labor relations in the

construction industry, provides a context for the flow of

laborers, while the idea of household strategy is a framework

to understand the movement of adult males between

cpnstruction sites and their rural households. The labor

market and the flow of wage workers constitute an ongoing and

dialectical process in the sense that the nature of the

market influences the patterns of movement, and vice versa.

The explicitly spatial dimension of the labor process in

the construction industry involves these flows of wage

workers, who by and large are villagers cirCUlating between

rural communities of residence and urban project sites.

Similarly, the strategies of rural households to be

associated with economic activities located in both rural and

urban places involves the territorial deployment and spatial

separation of adult members. The links between migrant

workers at urban construction sites and their rural household

of origin thus suggest a system of spatial interaction.

The focus on migrant workers in housing construction

reflects the fact that, since the mid seventies, the

government of Indonesia has promoted housing ownership for
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low- and middle-income groups that at the same time has

created visible employment opportunities. Consequently, to

focus on the construction industry allows examination of the

linkages between the management of capital by the formal

sector and migrant construction workers - that is, how far

the nature of capital shapes the kinds of population

mobility, which in turn affect the characteristics of the

construction industry.

The city of Bandung was selected for detailed study as

illustrative of middle-level cities in Indonesia that have

received large amounts of investment for housing development.

It also reflects the nature of urbanization processes

occurring at t~is level of the national settlement hierarchy.

As a native of Bandung, the author's familiarity with the

city, also reinforced this choice. Two interrelated sets of

~~estions are addressed. First, to what degree are housing

construction workers, drawn from the village to engage in

jobs at urban construction sites, following an adaptive

strategy in reaction to the uncertainty of rural incomes?

Second, to what degree does labor market segmentati.on reflect

itself in the labor relations of the housing constructio~

industry? These two concerns are explicitly connected in two

broad propositions detailed in the next chapter. First, most

construction workers, particularly those doing unskilled

jobs, are villagers who circulate between rural communities
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and urban housing sites. Second, the labor market in the

housing construction industry is highly segmented.

Three analytical concepts are employed to pursue these

concerns. The first is a multi level and integrated approach

to population mobility in order to examine the ways in which

macro socioeconomic forces influence movement behavior at the

level of communities, households, and individuals. The second

is labor market segmentation, or the way in which the

construction industry is characterized by practices of labor

contracting and sub-contracting and by different working

conditions and sense of commitment between different segments

of workers, and where a minority of the total workforce share

in the relatively high net value added. The third is

household adaptive strategy, defined here as the process by'

which the rural household actively allocates scarce resources

among a range o~ potentially competing demands, especially in

response to changes in the socioeconomic environment. Whilst

the first concept is largely advanced by population

geographers (Chapman and Prothero; 1985; Forbes, 1981a, 1981b

and 1984; Hugo, 1982 and 1985), the last two originate from

sociology, economics, and anthropology. Yet there is an

important territorial dimension to both the second and third

concepts that has been largely overlooked by geographers and

that this study aims to identify and emphasize.

This examination of urban housing development in

Indonesia relies heavily on the case study, which permits in
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depth and comprehensive understanding of relevant phenomena

and, from this basis, to develop broader theoretical

statements about social and spatial structures· and processes

(Becker, 1968). More importantly, it permits us to examine

the interaction between theoretical propositions and detailed

field data: in this particular study, between macro

socioeconomic forces and local aspects of population

mobility. In Bandung, this case-study method involved several

techniques of data collection: small-scale census,

participant observation, life-history and questionnaire

surveys, indepth interviews, examination of historical

records, and previous research.

Apart for the problem statement, this dissertation

consists of seven chapters. The second critically reviews key

theories, concepts, and experience, including the history of

people's movement in Java; theoret~cal approaches to

population mobility, flows of labor, Qud of construction
-

workers in third world societies; and theories of labor

market and of peasant economy. In turn, these lead to a more

detailed and explicit statement of propositions beyond that

summarized above. Chapter three describes the context of the

housing development program in Bandung. The fourth chapter

discusses field study methods, the argument for adopting a

case-study approach, and how primary enquiries were made.

Workforce characteristics and work organization at the

Antapani construction site in the city of Bandung is examined

10
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in chapter five, notably labor practices and labor market

segmentation. Chapter six analyses links between rural

households, flows of wage workers, and labor-market

segmentation in the construction industry, emphasizing the

role of migrant workers in the segmentation process and the

flows of goods and money between construction site workers

and their village households.

with the analysis of the urban-based survey completed,

chapter seven turns to the extent to which flows of

construction workers from and back to the village of Slendro,

central Java, reflect the adaptive strategy of certain

households. In particular, it explores how labor is allocated

within the household; the transfers of money and goods made

by migrant workers; in what ways households use remittances

and subsidize the industrial cost of labor; and whether the

experience of and return from wage work create socioeconomic

differentials among rural households. The final and eighth

chapter summarizes the linkages involved between the

construction industry, individual site workers, the economic

division of labor, and a socioeconomic strategy by village

households; how the management of capital interacts with the

process of population mobility; and the contribution of such

a study to the fields of population, industrial, and urban

geography, along with its policy implications.
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CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL CONTEXTS AND STUDY FRAMEWORK

To unravel the basic characteristics, processes and

macro socioeconomic factors associated with Javanese

population mobility, it is necessary to examine the history

of Java since the colonial period. With this context

established, theories of population mobility are critically

examined and extended to the mobility of construction workers

in third world societies to identify their characteristics

and dynamics. Following this are discussed theories of labor

market segmentation and of household strategies of peasant

communities 'in the third world. Finally, based on the entire

discussion, a framework of analysis is constructed for this

study of urban wage workers i~ the housing industry.

His~ory of Popula~ion Mobili~y in Java

The penetration of western capitalism into Javanese

society began in 1830, when the Dutch colonial government

implemented the cultuur-stelsel system. Peasants who were

assigned by the government to cultivate export crops (coffee,

tea, tobacco) had their land rents remitted, while other

peasants were required to work up to sixty days each year on

government-owned estates or in other agricultural projects •.



The change from a collective to an individualistic economy

occurred with the introduction of this cultuur-stelsel

system, and when new econoD\ic institutions such as trade and

wage labor were created (Furnival, 1956). Geertz (J,963) also

argues that this system brought about a symbiotic

relationship between the peasant subsistence and capitalist

sectors, in the sense that the latter extracted agricultural

products cheaply from the former, thus reinforcing the low

level of technology and labor productivity of the peasantry.

Implementation of cultuur-stelsel was largely facilitated

through changes in the nature of village administration, by

which the central government kept closer control over the

population of rural Java.

Although the idea of cultuur stelsel was based on an

expectation that Javanese peasants would not migrate and

would remain in particular rural places to cultivate export

crops designated-by government, substantial numbers moved to

lands that were not subject to that system. citing the work

of Day in 1904, Hugo (1980:103) gives the example of

Priangan, in west Java (Fig. 1.1), where compulsory work on

government plantations required under the Preanger system of

cultivation caused large numbers to shift up to eighty miles

away from their usual places of residence. In 1870, the

colonial government abolished cultuur stelsel (except for

Priangan where it cpntinued until 1930), replacing it with

agrarian legislation whereby individual estate enterprises
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were permitted to lease uplands for as long as seventy-five

years. Private export-oriented enterprises could now lease

wet-rice fields and cultivate sugar cane in rotation with the

rice grown by local owners. This situation further weakened

the local ownership of rural land.

During the period of agrarian legislation, particularly

from 1870 to the end of the nineteenth century, large numbers

of Javanese peasants were involved in the coolie labor (wage

labor) on plantation estates, which in turn gradually made

them accustomed to engaging in part-time jobs outside the

village (Wertheim, 1959). Hugo (1980) mentions specifically

that in west Java this legislation stimulated temporary wage

work on private plantation-estates, since leasing and selling

of land to private enterprises by local owners had

substantially increased the demand for wage laborers.

Wertheim (1959) points out that Javanese agriculturalists did

this to meet their own needs, sought other income only when

compelled to, and attempted to restrict the periods of

employment at a western-owned undertaking.

Late in the nineteenth century, government felt that

land in Java for agricultural d~velopment had become scarce

and therefore encouraged new estates to locate in the

northeastern low lands of Sumatra (Fig. 1.1). This caused

substantial movements of Javanese peasants to the new sisal,

palm oil, and" rubber estates, which otherwise would have

experienced problem of labor scarcity (Hugo, 1980). Thus was
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begun the system of contract wage-labor, whereby estate

agents recruited workers for the plantation estates

throughout Indonesia. Such contracted wage-laborers were

severely exploited and subject to heavy penal sanctions if

they broke the contract, which finally led in 1909 to the

colonial government assuming control of their recruitment

(Furnival, 1956).

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the colonial

government attempted to contribute to the welfare of rural

Javanese by promoting formal education, irrigation systems,

rural credit facilities, and expert agricultural advice. This

policy, the ethische politiek (ethical policy), reflected the

philosophy that the economic development of a colony should

not be left to individual initiative, for it was the

government's duty to protect the Javanese especially against

the unfavorable effects of broader economic forces (Wertheim,

1950). As a result of the education program, for example,

large numbers of Javanese gained access to administrative and

technical occupations which in turn affected patterns of

popUlation movement. As Wertheim (1950:6) points out:

Western methods of transport gave rise to a need for
mechanics and chauffeurs. The shortage of farm land
drove many Javanese first into retail, and later into
the intermediary trade. Many left for the towns in
search of work.

Even so, the dominant patterns of movement in Java at

this time were mainly rural to rural,. particularly to

plantation estates. Ranneft (1929, cited in Hugo, 1980:102)

15
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notes that few rural migrants went to cities in Java, which

were not particularly attractiv8 as sources of work since the

government discouraged industrial development, aiming instead

to have the island remain a place of various subsidiary

industries. Under this strategy, the raw materials extracted

from the countryside were exported in unprocessed and semi

processed form to support secondary industry in the

Netherlands, not Indonesia (Hugo, 1980).

During the late nineteenth century and early twentieth

century, increasing employment opportunities stimulated large

numbers of rural Javanese to move to the big cities and to

other islands (Ingelson, 1986). However, the great depression

saw substantial numbers of dismissed wage-laborers leaving

from Sumatra, particulariy from Deli in north Sumatra (Fig.

1.1). In addition, many unemployed left the cities and sought

jobs in the countryside. This situation further increased the

socio economic burden carried by Javanese villagers.

After the revolution (1945-1950), the expansion of the

civil service and the increase in urban trade activities

attracted many rural migrants to the largest cities. Most

were paasants who, unable to produce enough food 9n their

small plots or to earn sufficient cash as agricultural labor,

turned to shift work in the cities which also permitted them

to cultivate their fields. The cities became places of many

labor migrants. Most were engaged in the service sector, as

pedicab drivers, domestic servants, food sellers, and petty
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traders - a fact that reflected the limited range of

employment possibilities rather than any marked demand for

such services. During the 1950s and the early 1960s, security

reasons saw a great influx of West Javanese into the large

cities, reflecting the rebellion of "Darul Islam" - a Muslim

group intent on transfc~ing Indonesia to an Islamic state.

Since the late 1960s the flow of migrants from rural to

urban places in Java has increased tremendously. Many authors

argue that this reflects the "green revolution", by which the

socioeconomic condition and agricultural practices of rural

Java were transformed and surplus labor drawn from rural

places (Temple, 1976; Collier, 1981; Rusli, 1982a and 1982b),

whereas others consider this exodus within the context of

"the attraction of urban pl/ilces" (Koentjaraningrat, 1975;

Evers, 1980; Suharso and Speare, 1981; Hugo and Mantra, 1983;

Speare and Harris, 1986). Despite this difference of opinion,

common to both interpretations is the view that during the

last two decades official development pOlicies have

significantly affected patterns of mobility throughout Java.

One of the best known attempts to explain these changes in

the socioeconomic structure of rural Java is Geertz's (196~)

theory of agricultural involution, by which the development

of labor-intensive agriculture was considered the defensive

attempt of a traditional society to cope with population

pressure. Many scholars feel that this explanation no longer

fits the economy and society of rural Java {Sayogyo, 1976;
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White, 1976 and 1983; Alexander and Alexander, 1979 and 1982;

Kano, 1980; collier, 1981; Stoller, 1981; Kikuchi et aI,

1984). Collier (1981), in particular argues that Geertz's

theory focuses on sawah (paddy field) as the only peasant

economic activity and ignores virtually all rural efforts

that occur beyond the fields. The peasant household in Java

has survived as a result of extreme occupational multiplicity

and a highly flexible division of labor among household

members, in which men, women, and children together share the

burdens of subsistence (wnite, 1976; Stoller, 1981; Wolf,

1984 and 1986; Hart, 1987). Among the alternative income

producing activities are agricultural wage~labor, preparation

of food for sale, keeping poultry and livestock, various

forms of market trade, and cUltivating mixed gardens for both

income and consumption (stoller, 1981).

The second criticism of Geertz's concept of involution

is that it views the Javanese economy as homogenous and

ignores the class division existing between land owners and

landless peasants. Sayogyo (1976), for instance, notes that

four million households in rural Java own either no land or

less than 0.1 hectares and essentially constitute a landless

group dependent on agricultural employment and rural

enterprises requiring very little capital.

Recent research in rural Java further documents that

neither wage work nor rural incomes are distributed along the

lines of the patron-client relationships that characterize
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technological, and demographic forces only leads to omitting

some important features of peasantry and the labor process.

She asserts that a conceptual framework is needed to capture

the interactions between macro political-economic forces and

the operation of labor processes at the local level. To this

end, she advocates three levels of analysis: of the macro

political and economic structure, especially the interest in,

and relation with, the rural sector of those in control of

the state; the structure of relations within rural

society and associated modes of labor control; and intra

household relations and labor deployment. Internal household

strategies are not only shaped by resources and social

relations, but also operate so as to reinforce them (Hart

1986:202).

Sharing the same view, the sociologist Wolf (1986)

examines the relationships between rural industrialization,

and gender and class, by using a multitiered approach

involving several levels of analysis: individuals, families,

factories, and villages. She found that, in rural Java,

factory employment was a strategy pursued by poor families

less for their daily subsistence and more to ensure their

long term socioeconomic existence, at the very least to

maintain the status quo (Wolf, 1986a:374).

Despite the number of recent studies of Javanese rural

economy and society, surprisingly little attention has been

given to population movement as a survival mechanism adopted
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by peasant agriculturalists. Research on urban occupations in

the large cities of Java demonstrates that migrants largely

engaged in the informal sector as pedicab drivers and petty

traders are earning money to supplement rural incomes

(Koentjaraningrat, 1975; Papanek, 1975; Hidayat, 1978;

Jellinek, 1978; Baross, 1980). The circulation of rural

labor in Java has been found to be especially significant

(Bryant, 1973 and 1974; Nurmanaf, 1980; Mantra, 1981; Collier

et aI, 1982; Hugo, 1981, 1982 and 1983; Lerman, 1983). Yet,

the economist Hart, who conducted a field stUdy of household

labor allocation in villages of central Java, found that

population movement was not an important aspect of rural

strategies. She specifically argues:

Why, if the life of the rural poor in Java is so
miserable and their prospects so dim, do they not move
to urban areas in search for something better? The
answer seems to be that, until very recently, migration
simply was not an option for many poor rural Javanese
households (Hart, 1986:203).

One of the goals of the present stUdy is consequently to

explore the extent to which population movement is associated

with the socioeconomic strategies used by rural households.

Theoretical Approaches To Population Ko~ility

In terms of neoclassical thinking, population mobility is

viewed as a territorial flow of labor reacting to imbalances

in the spatial distribution of labor, natural resources,

land, and capital. Labor moves from places where it is
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abundant and capital is scarce to those where labor is scarce

and capital plentiful (Lewis, 1954; Fei and Rennis, 1964).

The flow of labor is also seen as a mechanism which operates

to correct rural-urban and interregional imbalances.

The earliest examples of this approach were by economists

and sociologists in their studies of African societies (Berg,

1959; Elkan, 1959; Gugler, 1969), which found that short-term

movements of labor occurred in response to varying economic

opportunities in different areas. Elkan, in particular, notes

that the migra~t's purpose in seeking employment is not to

enjoy an immediate increase in his standard of living but

rather to save as much money as possible, in a more or less

given time, with which to increase village productivity. It

was these characteristics that led to the-notion of target

incomes and the village wage-workers who went away to achieve

them came to be known as target workers.

Perhaps the best known neoclassical model of migration

is that of Todaro, in which the decision to move from rural

to urban places is functionally related to two components:

first, the expected differential in rural-urban incomes, and

second, the probability of obtaining urban employment

(Todaro, 1969; Harris and Todaro, 1970). The second component

represents an improvement on previous neoclassical models

which assume that urban jobs are readily available - a

situation that is not necessarily true in the third world.

Oshima (cited in Meilink, 1978:57) proceeds beyond the rural-
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urban sectors of the Harris-Todaro model by suggesting that

an economy consists of three sectors: a capital intensive non

agricultural sector, a labor. intensive non agricultural

sector, and a labor intensive agricultural sector. other

economists, such as Eicher and Byrlee (cited in Meilink,

1978:57), suggest a four-sector scheme: rural agricultural,

rural non agricultural, urban large scale, and urban small

scale. In both Oshima's and the Eicher-Byrlee's models,

population movement is considered to be interaction between

the different sectors.

Since the late 1960s, rural to urban movement in third

world societies has also been associated with the notion of a

formal-informal sector (McGee, 1973, 1974) and lower-upper

circuits (Santos, 1976). According to this thinking, which

originates from the theo~ of dualistic economy (Boeke, 1953

and 1961; Geertz, 1963a and 1963b), an urban economy consists

of two independent sectors: informal, characterized-by labor

intensive methods; and formal, typified by capital intensive

methods and modern technology. Most migrants in third world

cities are found in the informal sector.

When neoclassical economists focus on the household,

then movement is viewed as a collective decision to maximize

income as well as the utility from consumption, and to behave

in a way that both maximizes income and averts risk (Fan and

Stretton, 1980 and 1985; Kartz. and Stark, 1986) •. The former

dimension considers the spatial allocation of a family's
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labor resources, whereas the latter demonstrates that risk-

averse decision makers prefer circular and recurrent to

longer term movement, even through more permanent migration

promises higher expected incomes. These two dimensions are

complementary rather than competitive. Rather similar is the

argument presented by the anthropologist Harbinson (1981),

who maintains that the relative motivation and incentive to

move is a function of the role that the family assigns to an

individual as member of the subsistence unit.

Just as neoclassical economists attempt to establish a

connection between the characteristics of economic growth and

stages of economic development, so neoclassical mobility

theorists within geography have tried to relate economic

growth with the characteristics of population movement

(Zelinsky, 1971; Pryor, 1975). Perhaps the most ambitious

statement is Zelinsky's hypothesis of the mobility

transition, in which he argues that:

There are definite patterned regularities in the
growth of personal mobility through space-time during
recent history, and these regularities comprise an
essential component of the modernization process.
(Zelinski, 1971:221-222)

Analytically, neoclassical approaches to population

movement rely heavily on mUltiple regression and other

quantitative techniques. The flow of people is treated as a

dependent variable and such aspects ~s wage-level

differential; formal education, and gender as independent

variables to establish a quantitative relationship between
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movement, its causes and effects. However, such research is

restricted to examining the measurable parts of the relations

between tangible elements and, being positivistic in

orientation, accepts these relations only if they can be

tested by statistical procedures. Little concern is evident

for intangible aspects, like the political situation,

cultural characteristics, or traditional behavior, although

these may well affect the movement of people.

Unlike neoclassical models, which emphasize individual

decision making, structural approaches are concerned with the

sociocultural and economic structures of a given society and

how these affect the nature of population mobility (Young,

1982). structuralists argue that neoclassical approaches and

models fail to incorporate into a framework IJf analysis the

transfers of value that occur from peripheral to central

regions (Amin, 1974). Contemporary movement reflects flows of

labor rather than of people per se, which no amount of

mathematical sophistication or benefit-cost analysis by neo

classicists can camouflage (see Meilink, 1978; Portes, 1978;

Wood, 1982). Much of the ~tructuralist research on labor

movement originated in Latin America, where it remains strong

(Jellin, 1977; Roberts, 1978; Balan, 1980). Subsequently,

this thinking was transferred to studies of African societies

(Mitchell, 1969; Amin, 1974; Burrawoy, 1976; Cliffe, 1978;

Gregory and Piche, 1978; Murray, 1981; Kennedy, 1983), and

even later to Asian societies, notably India, Indonesia,
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Korea, the Philippines, and Thailand (Rempel and Lobdel,

1978; Titus, 1978; Forbes, 1980; Lipton, 1980; Douglass,

1982; Moon and Koo, 1983; Smith and Koo, 1983).

Several structuralists view labor mobility as a strategy

of household or family survival to cope with problems of

unemployment and underdevelopment in rural areas (Jellinek,

1978; Murray, 1980; Wood, 1980; curtain, 1981; Arizpe, 1982;

Merrick, 1983; Bates, 1985; Breman, 1985). Murray (1980), for

instance, argues that labor migrants in southern Africa have

two functions: first, to supply a cheap workforce to the

capitalist sector; and second, to provide part of the means of

subsistence to rural households. Wood (1982:312-314)

considers that the household context of population mobility

reflects an attempt to integrate individual and structural

approaches in movement research. For him mobility is an

activity embedded in, and conditional upon success or failure

of, the initiatives undertak~n by households as they interact

with their social, economic, and political environments. The

strategy of household subsistence therefore acknowledges the

more complex interaction between structural and behavioral

factors in determining patterns of population mobility. As

Vlassoff (1983:33) observes, however, the problem with this

perspective is that it suffers from a lack of clarity; its

relationship with demographic variables is vaguely specified;'

and its theoretical links are neither clear nor consistent.
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In the third world, the labor processes of capitalism are

reflected in proletarianization, by which an increasing

number of people lack control over the means of production

and survive by selling the power of their labor (Elkan,

1976; Wallerstein, 1979; Standing, 1981). A number of

structuralists use this framework to criticize the concept of

informal sector, arguing that it is too simplistic and static

in character and therefore avoids such problems of

underdevelopment as poverty and of unemployment that results

from consequence of imbalances in the economic structure

(Bromley, 1978; Mosler, 1978; McGee, 1978, 1982; Forbes,

1981a and 1981b). Instead, they suggest the concept of mode

of production to focus on the structural linkages and

relationships between different systems of production and

distribution, on constraints to the expansion of small-scale

economic activities, and on the levels of capital

accumulation and dynamics of production (Bienefield, 1975;

Lebrun and Gerry, 1975; Forbes, 1981a). Forbes, in

particular, maintains that the relationship between

traditional commodity production and the capitalist sector is

essentially exploitative in nature, since the mechanism of

this relationship permits economic surplUS to be transferred

from the former to the latter, which in turn gives rise to

underdevelopment. As a result, traditional producers provide

che~p commodities and reduce the costs of reproduction of the

urban labor force.
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Another alternative to explaining labor processes in the

third world is labor market segmentation (Breman, 1976 and

1985; Cho, 1978; Manning, 1980; Mazumdar, 1983; stretton,

1983 and 1984; House, 1984). This concept basically refers to

a situation in which the urban economy is characterized by

widening wage differentials and different working conditions

between the formal and residual sectors, with a declining

proportion of the urban labor force in the former (Mazumdar,

1983:258). A privileged class of urban workers is created in

the "formal sector" who share in the relatively high net

value added, but who constitute a minority of the total

workforce.

The primary strength of structural theories for third

world situations is that they are rooted in their historical

experience of development and consequently provide a context

to analyse their integration into the world capitalist

system. Compared with neoclassical thinking, which describes

a state of equilibrium and looks towards the harmonization of

economic systems, structuralist thought seeks to account for

movement and change, although confined in its examinations of

people's mobility to third world development. Rather than

offering development models, the simple prescriptions is for

the capitalist dimension of third world economies to be

restructured so as to facilitate to participation in

activities that foster self reliance. Persistent focus on the

world capitalist system also leads str~cturalists to pay
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insufficient attention to the domestic structures of the

third world. Only recently has this dimension been explored

by scholars like Forbes (1981a and 1981b), Murray (1981),

McGee (1982), and Breman (1985), working respectively in

central Indonesia, southern Africa, southeast Asia, and

northern India. Another weakness is that structural theories

lack empirical verification, mainly because they are

difficult to implement and because operational concepts and

methods of analysis have lagged far behind conceptual

statements.

Despite many differences, neoclassical and structural

theories of population mobility share common characteristics.

Both are economically determinist and reductionist in nature,

in the sense that both regard the economic condition of a

place as the single most important aspect of popUlation

movement. Both theories also rely heavily on aggregate data.

Unlike neoclassical and structuralist thought, the

application of the humanist approach to popUlation movement

is both more recent and less conscious - just as was

characteristics of the structuralists about 10-15 years ago.

The uniqueness and strength of this approach is that it

considers people as human beings and therefore looks at the

characteristics, dynamics, and processes of movement in real

world situations (see Hagerstrand, 1963; Chapman, 1975; HugQ;

1978; Mantra, 1981; Singhanetra-Renard, 1981; Trager, 1981

and 1984). It also takes a more dynamic and less
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deterministic view of time and of changes that occur in

people's behavior. Humanistic studies deal mainly with· the

types and dimensions of all forms of mobility in terms of the

duration of stay of movers in the places of destination,

movement histories of individual participants, and the

interaction that occurs between migrants in places of

destination and their families who remain at different places

of origin. From the humanist point of view, the movement of

people is a continuing dialectic between centripetal forces,

such as social obligations, and centrifugal forces of

employment opportunities, set within the context of

particular social, economic, and political settings (Chapman

and Prothero, 1983:612).

One result of such great concern with people as

individuals and small groups, however, is to pay insufficient

attention to the influence of macro processes on their

mobility behavior (De Souza and Porter, 1974:70). In his

critique of microlevel studies of population mobility in

Indonesia, Forbes (1980) argues that the humanist approach

has dealt largely with classification and other empirical

aspects of mobility with little regard for their economic

context. A typology of movement is an unsatisfactory starting

point for the development of theory, because it is basically

atheoretical and fragments the underlying structural unity of

change. What is needed, Forbes notes, is consolidation of

these details of movement set within the context of
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socioeconomic change: that is, the way in which population

mobility is both a cause and a reflection of economic,

political, and social change, and not simply one or the other

(Forbes, 1984:146-47). Another disadvantage of the humanist

approach is that such detailed understanding can only come

from prolonged study of a particular locality or community

(e.g. Chapman, 1969) or focus over many years on a particular

society or country (e.g. Hugo 1975, 1978, 1982, 1983 and

1985). In addition, it relies on great amounts of detailed

data about individual movers, without which indepths

understanding and meaningful interpretation is difficult.

This study attempts to take a step forward and build on
.

the strengths and weaknesses of these various perspectives of

population mobility in third world societies. It aims to

look at the two-way dialectical interaction between macro

socioeconomic processes, on the one hand, and individual

migrants, their families, households and communities, on the

other, by examining the ways in which each is transformed by

the other. Despite recent suggestions (Mitchell, 1969;

Forbes, 1981c and 1984; Murray, 1981; Chapman, 1982; Chapman

and Prothero, 1983 and 1985; Hugo, 1982 and 1985), very few

studies of population movement have sought to implement an

interactional approach. As Chapman and Prothero (1985:25 and

438) argue:
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..• Today, as from time immemorial, third world
peoples have circulated between places and
circumstances of complementary attributes and
character. Connections of kin, as well as comparable
resources, pa4allel social practices, and common
world view, tie together locationally~spread

communities Which, given the consequent cross-flows
of people, social scientists have come to designate
as places of origin and destination. With the
differential penetration of capitalism into the
territory or state of which these communities form
part, there is a perceptible increase in the number
of such places. In addition, they are more diverse r
more unlike, and become progressively linked by a
greater variety and intensity of cross flows; food,
money, gifts, information, ideas, technologies. These
reciprocal connections define social fields, within
which the choices of small groups and individuals
gradually become both more intricate and more
contingent, as households seek collectively through
the act of circulation to maximize family welfare and
their members to avert risk. The continuing dialectic
between local households and communities on the one
hand, and their CUltural, socio-economic, and
political environments on the other, may be conceived
as one of changing sets of relationships. Such
relationships, as well as the tzansformation
experienced by both whole communities and the wider
society, denote processes of far greater subtlety and
complexity than can be reduced to a remorseless
sequence of lineally-arranged stages from things
"rural" to things "urban." (p. 25)

and

To comprehend its complex nature more adequately,
circulation [or popUlation mobility] needs to be
investigated and analysed at a variety of different
scales. These range from the micro (individual,
family), through meso (community, settlement system,
region) to macro (country, continent, world).
Integration of these different scale of enquiry will
be achieved through the better understanding of each
and of the ways in which they relate to one another.
(p. 438)
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Mobility of construction Workers in Third World societies

When the construction industry and its flows of labor

become the focus, the neoclassical position is exhibited in

the work of Turin (Unido, 1969) and the early studies of

stretton (1977, 1979 and 1981). Based on observation in sri

Lanka, Ethiopia, and Kenya, Turin found that construction

workers basically constitute the transitional stage between

unskilled rural agricultural and skilled urban industrial

employment. Thus the construction industry plays a passive,

but useful role in urbanization. Although not actively

attracting labor, construction provides short-term employment

for migrants who arrive in the city and are unable to obtain

jobs in manufacturing and service industries.

In research on the building industry and employment

creation in Greater Manila (GMA), the Philippines, stretton

(1977, 1979, 1981) found that Turin's conclusions provided

only partial explanation, being only applicable to unskilled

workers in the building industry. Most such workers are

committed to the industry and move specifically to building

sites, where they earn relatively high wages. The

uncertainties of intermittent or seasonal employment are

offset by the socioeconomic links that workers have with

foremen, who must regularly recruit the labor force. At least

two advantages result from this practice. First, the services

and goods able to be purchased from incomes derived from
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urban construction work are maximized just as are, second,

their incomes by keeping urban living costs to a minimum.

Workers, for instance, usually sleep on the building sites.

Similarly, the living costs of a worker's family are

minimized by their remaining behind in the village. Stretton

(1983) also noted that the networks of circulation binding

together rural places of residence and urban work sites

reflect the efforts of laborers to protect themselves against

the precarious nature of employment offered by the industry.

In a second study of the building industry in Papua New

Guinea, Stretton (1984) found the flows of workers to be

rather different and for circulation to have diminished as a

dominant feature of the labor market. He attributes this

partly to the changing ethnic mix of the urban workforce and

partly to the role in town of wantoks, those who come from

the same places, who support fellow villagers during periods of

unemployment.

singhanetra-Renard (1982) exemplifies the microlevel

approach to the flow of construction workers in her study of

Chiang Mai city, in northern Thailand. Here, two groups of

construction workers were drawn from the village. The first

were village men who had acquired such skills as painting,

carpentry, roofing, iron working, or concrete polishing: who

had taken up construction work as a primary occupation: and

some of whom had risen to the position of foreman. The second

group of young villagers were either surplus to the
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agricultural labor needed by their families or came from

landless houeeholds. These people were hired for such manual

jobs as excavation, hauling dirt, and shifting equipment.

The ready supply of cheap rural labor means that

contractors or subcontractors prefer to employ village

workers, who have no rights or bargaining power. Contractors

or foremen have no formal system of hiring, maintain no

records of their labor force and, by using village workers as

messengers, can call for any number of able-bodied men at one

or two days notice. Such construction worke~s in Chiang Mai

are only too willing to contact friends and relatives from

their own neighboring villages. Singhanetra-Renard points out

that daily or weekly commuting from the village is the

mechanism by which construction workers cope with

fluctuations in the composition and size of the industry and

by which they take simultaneous advantage of urban and rural

socioeconomic opportunities.

Unlike Stretton's findings of construction workers in

Manila, Sugiarto (cited in Evers, 1980) shows that daily

workers on low-cost housing projects (Perumnas) at Klender,

in East Jakarta, have all the characteristics of Jakarta's

floating mass. Labor gangs are recruited through mandors

(intermediaries), most workers circulate from villages in

West and Central Java, and their families earn a living as

poor peasant, and agricultural laborers. The employment

histories of these daily workers is quite unstable: more than
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eighty percent have changed jobs more than five times and

they take jobs as sand diggers, becak drivers, and

agricultural laborers. In contrast, potentially long-term

employment at the construction sites of urban housing is

provided by large private companies and governm~nt agencies.

Several authors have examined construction activities,

in both third world and other societies, within the context

of labor market segmentation (Johri and Pandey, 1972; Seddon,

Blaike and Cameron, 1979; Subrahmaniam et al, 1980; Moore,

1981; Villa, 1981; Stretton, 1983 and 1984). In general,

contractors coordinate and organize the various components

and materials to produce the final output, but in labor

recruitment deal only with intermediaries (Pakiao in the

Philippines; Jamadars in India; and Naik in Nepal).

Recruitment of s~illed laborers is more difficult, however,

for they may obtain jobs without the help of intermediaries

and/or be in high demand during peak seasons. Wage

differentials occur, not only between the skilled and

unskilled categories of workers but also within them, with

the former being more pronounced. The wages of skilled

workers also vary among contractors, often from one site to

another, depending on the magnitude and nature of building

activities.

Seddon, Blaikie, and Cameron (1976) report that, in a

highway construction project in Nepal, workers were recruited

from Bihar and Orissa in India, as well as from within Nepal
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itself. Indian workers from orissa, predominantly from groups

discriminated against in the caste system of north India, had

a four-month contract and that included an advance payment

from their future wages for traveling e~~enses and tools.

Although the Nepalese specialized in the more dangerous areas

of side-cutting and loosening rocks, they real earnings were

at a bare subsistence minimum for a family. To compensate for

such low incomes, all adults in a family worked either at

construction or other types of wage labor. In general,

remittances from the earnings of both Indian and Nepali

migrant workers sent back to their villages of origin were

used immediately for current consumption.

A characteristic often reported is the exploitation of

workers by contractors and intermediaries, particularly among

those doing unskilled jobs. In a study of migrant labor at

constrUction sites in New Delhi, Lin and Patnaik (1982) found

that workers received less than the minimum wage, defined by

both the current wages act and the price index, while

Subrahmaniam and others (1982) report that construction work

in Ahmedabad was physically demanding and hazardous, with

greater likelihood of accidents, yet workers received no

fringe benefits like medical facilities, paid holidays, or

transport subsidies.

In summary, the construction indust~7 in the ~hird world

is characterized mainly by labor market segmentation, each

category of which has different working conditions and job
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commitment. Contractors achieve economic efficiency through

the use of intermediaries (jamadars, pakiao, naiks) to

assemble unskilled labor and of subcontractors to undertake

different aspects of construction projects. These mechanisms

allow contractors to reduce the incidence of long-term

employment and to avoid paying salaries or wages to unskilled

laborers during the off season or to providing any fringe

benefits. In some cases, either contractors or subcontractors

exploit their workforce. In terms of the flow of labor, some

authors argue that recurrent circulation has evolved to

enable construction workers to cope with uncertain employment

in cities, but this conclusion is debatable given that the

systems of contracting and subcontracting have created labor

segmentation in the const~~ction industry, rather than the

reverse. From the standpoint of the contractors, the

circulation of labor makes these systems far more economic

than would otherwise be the case.

perspectives of Labor Markets and L~or Market segmentation

From a neoclassical standpoint, labor is assumed to be

homogenous, flows of labor and information are costless, and

the supply of and demand for labor are equilibrated by market

forces. The labor market is always part of the competitive

environment among employers to secure labor and among workers

to get a job. In other words, the labor market is considered
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to be commodity market, in which sellers and buyers are in

relation to exchange.

The essence of this perspective (Wilkinson, 1981) is that

the market signals its demand for "quality" labor and labor

adapts itself by increasing human capital investment to raise

its productivity and hence its price. This condition is

always considered to be in dynamic equilibrium. In this

respect, labor market segmentation, - different wages for

workers of equal quality exists due to market imperfections

resulting from the misallocation of human resources, in

character it is only transitional and temporary, and the

market will readjust itself towards equilibrium.

The perspective of the dual labor market represents a

different theoretical stance, built upon the theories of

internal labor market, of wage discrimination, and of

divergent dualist development in an economy. It focuses

primarily on technological developments under capitalism and

conceives the labor market as consisting of two differ~nt

sectors: primary and secondary (Doeringer and Piore, 1971;

Piore, 1977; Rubery, 1982). Manning (1979:44), in reviewing

the work of Doeringer and Piore, systematizes the differences

between these two types of labor market (Table 2.1). However,

___ lIl_i:lI'ly_ocC:\lP~tions or firms may share a blend of primary and

secondary characteristics, which depend on employment

conditions and socioeconomic forces affecting the supply of

and demand for labor.
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Table 2.1

Major Characteristics of Primary and Secondary Labor Markets

Characteristics

Conditions of
employment

Wages

Wage
determination

Administration
of wage and
labor

Training

vertical
mobility

Structured
(Primary)
Labor Market

Relatively stable

Relatively high,
generous fringe
benefits

Heavily influenced
by internal labor
market
considerations

Promotion, wage
increases, and
condition of
employment set by
rules and influenced
by customs and
activities of
trade unions

On-the-job and formal
training increases
the possibility of
advancement and
higher earnings

Considerable
opportunity for
advancement, given
years of experience
and acquisition of
new skills

Unstructured
(Secondary)
Labor Market

Unstable

Low and unstable,
few fringe
benefits

Strongly influenced
by external wage
and employment
conditions

Adhoc administra
tion according to
prevailing market
conditions; weak
unions, if any

No formal training
and little on-the
job training

Very little skill
differentiation
few chances for
new advancement
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Table 2.1 (continued): Major Characteristics of Primary and
Secondary Labor Markets

Characteristics

Labor
performance

Structured
(Primary)
Labor Market

Low turnover, low
absenteeism, high
degree of commitment
to the firm; rules
enforcing a high
level of discipline
and penalizing poor
performance

Unstructured
(Secondary)
Labor Market

High turnover and
absenteeism, low
level of work
discipline

Source: Manning (1979:44), based on Doeringer and Piore
(1971:165-77)

Historically, labor segmentation began to appear during

the transition from competitive to monopoly capitalism in the

United States, roughly from 1890 to the present (Reich, Gordon

and Edwards, 1977; see also Braverman, 1974). Prior to

competitive capitalism, the American labor market was

characterized by the homogeneity of the labor force and this,

together with its increasingly proletarian nature, created

many pressures in labor relations that accompanied the rise

of monopoly capitalism. Because of these tensions, employers

consciously and actively fostered the segmentation of the

labor market to divide and conquer the work force. In other

words, labor market segmentation originated from both

socioeconomic forces and conscious management strategies and

has persisted because it is functional in facilitating the
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operation of capitalist institutions (Reich, Gordon and

Edwards, 1977': 112). Despite the fact that the theory of

labor market segmentation has its roots in American labor

history, several studies of employment in third world

countries also document the presence of labor market

segmentation - for instance, in India (Breman, 1976), in

southeast Asia (Manning, 1979 and 1980; Mazumdar, 1979 and

1983; stretton, 1983 and 1984), and in Cyprus (House, 1984).

Clairmont, Apostle, and Kreckel (1983) assert that there

are seven tenets of the theory of labor market segmentation.

These are inequity, where economic returns to workers of

similar quality vary by segment; inequality of opportunity,

the existence of barriers that somehow restrict movement

across segments; distribution of bargaining power, or the

fact that workers with different social traits in different

sectors possess differential capacity and bargaining power to

protect themselves against exploitation; internal labor

market, where opportunities for training and promotion differ

substantially by segment of workers, which in turn creates

different prospects in a job career; stability of work

careers, the fact that both employers and employees in

disadvantaged segments are presumed to have little

commitment to a listable workforce", in turn related to

instability product demand factor; capriciousness of

management, labor-management relations are sharply

differentiated by segment, so that employer-employee links
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are less institutionalized and more capricious within the

disadvantaged sectors; and finally alienation, the negative

effects on work attitudes and behavior through being a member

of a disadvantaged. segment.

Locating labor market phenomena within the broader macro

socioeconomic context, the theory of labor market

segmentation focuses on the dynamics of structural barriers

between segments of different job conditions; and more

broadly with how compensation, working conditions, training,

and promotion opportunities are linked to the distribution of

power in society, and with the ways in which market

activities are structured and institutionalized (Ryan, 1981;

Rubbery, 1982; Stark, 1982; Clairmont, Apostle and Kreckel,

1983). The source of labor segmentation is chiefly the

separation of the work of production into its constituent

elements, which in turn inhibits the workers from undertaking

the whole process of production (see also Braverman, 1982).

This division of labor in the workplace is essentially the

special product of capitalist society.

There are three main factors which generate and

perpetuate the structure of the labor market. First is the

behavioral requirements that employers impose upon the

workforce, especially that of employment stability, in which

secondary jobs are more tolerant of absenteeism and lateness.

Second, where workers who possess behavioral traits to work

efficiently in the primary labor market are actually placed
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in secondary labor markets, since their traits resemble those

of secondary workers. This results from employers deciding on

the basis of a few, readily assessed characteristics, such as

race and accent, which leads to the rejection of a number of

qualified candidates for primary jobs who do not have them

(Piore, 1977:94). Third, the common practices of

subcontracting work in normal primary markets helps to

maintain the existence of dual a labor market.

As a consequence, the conditions and dynamics of work

in secondary jobs reinforce the behavioral traits said to be

characteristic of secondary markets (Gordon, 1972; Piore,

1977). The theory of dual labor markets considers that

poverty is persistent, since the poor are not only separated

from the less poor by their exclusion from institution~ and

economic activities but also by those groups actively

interested in seeking the perpetuation of poverty (Piore,

1977). Consequently, this theory is sometimes expressed by

way of analogy to an underdeveloped economy or even to a

colony exploited by an imperialistic primary economy (cain,

1976) •

Another alternative to explaining labor market

segmentation is the "Cambridge Approach" (Villa, 1986). This

focuses on the role of trade unions to organize themselves

in reaction to the conditions of production within which they

operate. In order to obtain job security and higher wage$ for

their members, worker organizations act defensively to dampen
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the competition of external labor markets. This involves

various strategies and screening devices to control labor

supply, like skill credentials, and ultimately creates a

highly segmented labor market.

In much recent research, the term "labor market

flexibility" is used instead of "labor market segmentation"

(Meulders and Witkin, 1987), but basically these explain the

same process. For some scholars, labor market flexibility

consists of either adjustment of the labor force and hours of

work to an economic situation that has become unstable and

that consequently fluctuates, or the possibility of bringing

wages into line with the demand of the economic situation and

the reorganization of the wage structure (Meulders and

Wilkin, 1987:5). In general, however, flexibility refers to

the dynamic and adaptive capacity of firms to change in

institutional, cultural, and other social and economic

regulation (Atkinson, 1987).

According to Meulders and Wilkin (1987). there are

basically four forms of flexibility. First is the

flexibility, or adaptation of wages to socioeconomic cyclical

fluctuation, terms of trade, and variation in job

performance; second, numerical flexibility, by which is meant

the adjustment of work volume to need, responding to cyclical

or structural variation in demand and/or technological

changes; third, technical-organizational flexibility, or the

structural capacity of a production unit to combine new
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organizational techniques and diversified equipment

to satisfy uncertain demand, in both composition and volume;

and fourth, the flexibility, or adaptation, of organizing

work time and work schedules.

In addition to these four dimensions, Atkinson (1987:87

105) adds that of distancing; defined as the displacement of

employment contracts exemplified by sUbcontracting. He argues

that flexibility may result in labor market being stratified

into three categories; First are the core workers, employees

who conduct what firms regard as the most important and

unique activities and who are more likely male, permanent

with long job tenure, full time, and deploying skills not

readily available beyond the firm. Peripheral workers, those

performing what firms consider as mechanical and routine

tasks, comprise the second category and tend to be female,

part-time with shorter job tenures, and deploying skills

available on the external market. External 'workers, the third

category are not directly employed although they may be hired

by other firms, be subcontractors, or be self employed.

These, performing activities from which firms choose to

distance themselves, are more likely either highly

specialized workers or more varied in terms of skill compared

to the other two groups.

In sum, labor market segmentation includes several

aspects; technology, the control of labor demand, and the

conditions of labor supply. Any study of this process
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consequently demands an integrated mode of explanation. As

Rubery and Wilkinson (1981:116, cited in Villa, 1986:23)

comment:

••• Segmentation requires multi-causal explanations,
and••• various explanatory hypotheses - based on
the structure of technology, product markets, control
over the labour process and labour supply conditions 
are complementary rather than competitive.

The phenomenon of labor market segmentation should take as

its context of the interactions between socioeconomic

inequality and the nature of the market. The market cannot be

blamed for inequalities that are brought to it without being

in any way part of its creation (Ryan, 1981:6). This implies

that labor market segmentatio~ is not only a matter of demand

but also has to do with labor supply, which in turn may be

analysed at several levels of enquiry: the industry, the

firm, the job, and specific labor characteristics. Segments

of labor may cut across the occupational hierarchy vertically

as well as horizontally.

Theories of dual, segmented, and flexible labor markets

challenge neoclassical thinking about the market in three

ways. First, the condition of e~~ilibrium central to

neoclassical theories does not exist, since labor markets

have always been structured, and the higher the status of a

worker the more protected and organized their position

(wilkinson, 1981; Manning, 1979). The neoclassical idea of

commodity exchange is highly misleading when applied to
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labor! which is not a commodity in the sens~ used for other

commodities. Workers are free to sell or not sell their labor

power, but this freedom is formal rather than real because

their choice may be to work or to starve (Villa, 1986:6).

Therefore the labor market is far from competitive. The

relations between employers and workers are not equal and

free but rather a social relation exercised under constraint

and specified within the labor process (Villa, 1986).

Second, compared to neoclassical theories, those of dual

labor markets and labor market segmentation are built upon

the historical and institutional dimensions of labor

experience and hence enrich our understanding of the

economics of bureaucratic organization (Cain, 1976). Not. only

do they take into account the supply and demand aspects of

labor markets, but also the socio political factors affecting

the supply and demand for labor itself, to which neo

classicists give little consideration. Theories of labor

market segmentation are conce~ned with labor behavior and

labor interests as well as the historical bases for

collective actions, which often extend into the political

domain (Cain, 1976:1248). Third, unlike neoclassical

theories, those of dual and labor market segmentation try to

explain variances of earning function by segment, employer

strategies and interest, and inequity.

Despite these differences, studies of both dual labor

markets and labor market segmentation have predominantly
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focused on macro structural contexts. They often overlook or

underestimate the microcontext of labor, such as the ability

of workers to adapt themselves to socioeconomic change and

the relative autonomy of the reproduction of labor (see also

Humpries and Rubery, 1984). This indicates that both dual-

market and segmentary theories are as determinist and

reductionist as most other radical theories of social and

economic change. Therefore, what is needed, is a framework to

can help establish the dialectical interactions between macro

socioeconomic and political forcas and between labor

processes at micro or local levels of enquiry. As Kalleberg

and Berg (1987:5) argue:

A thorough study of work and industry must draw upon
a wide range of theoretical perspectives and value
orientations. Work structures are diverse and operate
at many levels of analysis: from macroscopic (economic
systems) to "mezzoscopic" (occupations) to microscopies
structures (jobs) •••• Advancing our knowledge of the
correlates and consequences of these works structures
requires efforts working towards syntheses of insights
derived from variety of approaches. Such syntheses are
not discipline-bound but incqrporate all of the units
and levels of analysis involved in the organization
and experience of work. While such efforts, finally,
are useful in and of themselves, they are also
necessary to identify lacunae and discontinuities,
thus helping scholars to sharpen their theoretical
perspectives.

Rural Bousehola strategy of village communities

In the study of rural economy in preSoviet Russia,

Chayanov (1966) tries to establish a connection between the

productive and demographic aspects of peasant economy. He
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assumes that the peasant household is a unit of consumption

and production, with means of production and land and with

land being utilized without resort to wage labor. The

peasant's objective is to maintain a constant level of

wellbeing rather than to maximize income. Chayanov argues

that the economic differentiation found among peasant

households results from "demographic differentiation" rather

than from differential access to the mode of production as

maintained by Marxian scholars. Basically, there are two

components in Chayanov's concept of demographic

differentiation. First, the size of land for agricultural

activities is determined by size of household; as the

household grows in size, more land is taken under

cultivation. Second, the intensity of peasant household

activities reflects the interaction between number of

consumers and of producers present in the household during

its domestic life cycle.

More recent stUdies of peasant households in Asia and

Latin America support Chayanov's concept (Harrison, 1979;

Dove, 1984) but some Latin American research challenges this

representation of reality (Heynig, 1982). Scholars of the the

latter persuasion criticize this concept for not considering

socioeconomic and political factors that affect peasant

households in maintaining their wellbeing. More specifically,

Heynig (1982) mentions that Chayanov's concept is powerful in

its description of peasant households but presents a static
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view of economy, which cannot explain the of social relations

of production that exist within those same households. In

other words, the Chayanov concept fails to identify processes

of peasant differentiation based on differential access to

the means of production and property relations (Clauss, 1982).

A microeconomic framework has also been applied in

peasant studies, by considering the household as both

consumer and producer involved in the decision making process

of maximizing income with constrained resources, given

seyeral alternative uses. According to Nerlove (cited in

Vlasoff, 1983:28), what is termed "new household economy

theory" has four basic elements. The first is a utility

function, which captures family preference, or uhome-produced

bundles of satisfaction"; second is a technology of household

production technology; the third, an external market,

enabling the household to turn inputs into "commodities"; and

the fourth a set of resource constraints that consist of

inherited wealth and the time available to family members for

home production and market activities.

Within the Asian context, the new household economy has

been applied in anthropological studies of nutrition,

fertility behavior, value of children, and labor allocation

in rural households (Binswanger, et al , 1981). Although

these studies must be credited with containing carefUlly

defined models, well delineated hypotheses, clear-cut and

concrete results, in the end they contain very little theory
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(Vlassoff, 1983:30). and display the same limitations as do

Chayanov's concept. The anthropologist White (1980:23), a

prominent scholar in this area, observes:

••• We are not interested in the question 'how people
make choice' as in determining 'why they don't have any
choice to make': and ••• the answer to this latter
question lies not in the internal characteristics of
households and their members but in their differential
access to productive resources - in other words, in the
relationships between households and between classes in
rural society.

The political economy approach to peasant hous~holds

represents an entirely different perspective and argues that

the penetration of capitalism on a world scale has resulted

in the destruction of peasant economies, particularly in

terms of subsistence productivity (Elwert and Wong, 1980).

Several important mechanisms responsible for this process

include dependency on industrial goods, which substitute for

traditional peasant products: the monetization of peasant

social relations: the destruction of the ecological balance

in peasant livelihood: the disintegration of the domestic

economy; and the development of new needs (Elwert and Wong,

1980: Clauss, 1982). As a reSUlt, the traditional economy of

the peasant household has become increasingly integrated into

that of the world capitalist economy and peasant households

perform two roles: they reproduce the labor power essential

for the continued functioning of capitalism and they provide

a ~heap source of labor through the mobility of rural
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workers, who in turn satisfy their subsistence needs through

ties to their villages of origin (Vlassoff, 1983).

The political economy perspective essentially parallels

that of, Scott (1976) on the moral economy of rural

households. Assuming that the basic aim of the peasant

household is to maintain a subsistence level, Scott argues

that peasant behavior cannot be understood without

appreciating household survival. For this reason, peasants

some third world societies are reluctant to adopt or even

resist programs of agricultural innovation and local

development, since from their perspective such programs put

their basic subsistence at risk rather than improving the

quality of life. In this sense, moral economists reach the

same conclusion as do radical political economists. In sum,

the incorporation of peasant households into the world

capitalist system destroy the very social institutions

designed to ensure peasant survival because, within the

social relations of capitalist societies, labor and land are

turned into commodities. This enables certain groups of

people, like landlords" to enrich themselves at the expense

of the survival of other agriculturalists (Clauss; 1983).

Popkin (1979) observed peasant households in Vietnam

and, contrary to Scott's concept of moral economy, maintains

that they both attempt to sustain themselves beyond the

subsistence level and to improve their socioeconomic

condition through long-term plans for the future. Popkin sees
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peasant behavior as "rational" and as not necessarily

following a "safety-first" ideology or being averse to risk

as Scott argues. He believes that the processes and

implications of agricultural modernization and

commercialization are no~ totally deleterious to peasants,

although they may dramatically change the nature of agrarian

society. This is not because capitalism is more benevolent

than moral economists believe but rather because peasant

institutions work less well (Popkin, 1979:79).

Perhaps the primary weakness of the political economy

approach lies in its determinist and reductionist character.

By regarding the economic factor as the single most important

determinant of peasant households! it ignores the complex

socioeconomic contexts in which such households are embedded,

which in turn may influence how economic forces operate at

the level of the household. Consequently an analytical

framework is needed that incorporates the interactions

between macro socioeconomic forces and the behavior of

peasant households (see also de Janvri and Deere, 1978:2;

Hart, 1986:9).

Framework of the study

Thus far, several themes have been addressed. First,

changes in population movement throughout Java reflect a

transformation of society from one of peasant
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agriculturalists to that of wage workers. Second, peasant

household strategies have ensured the maintenance of above

subsistence levels. Third, labor market segmentation in the

construction industry is reflected in the mobility of

construction workers. And fourth, there is need to integrate

macrostructural and micro approaches to population mobility.

with these issues in mind, this study focuses on the

interaction between the construction industry, migrant

workers at a particular urban site, and the mainly rural

households from which these wage earners are drawn. In

general, it addresses two interrelated questions. ~irst, to

what extent are housing construction workers, drawn mainly

from the village to engage in jobs at urban construction

sites, following an adaptive strategy to counteract the

uncertainty of rural incomes? Second, to what extent does

labor market segmentation manifest itself in the labor

relations of the housing construction industry?

Two sets of propositions make more explicit the

connections between these two concerns (Figure 2.1). First,

most construction workers, particularly those doing unskilled

jobs, are villagers who circulate between rural communities

and urban project sites - a process which is specifically

associated with:

I.1. Able-bodied village males go to the city seeking work at

urban construction sites as a means to satisfy the

basic subsistence needs of the rural household. They
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labor market
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11.2, 11.3. 11.4, 11.5)
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Figure 2.1
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attempt to save most of their incomes, which is remitted

to the rural household, either while still in the city

or on their return to the village. During the off season

of urban construction, the cost of sustaining this

workforce is borne by the rural household rather than by

the employer.

I.2. The frequent return of construction workers to the

village reflects their socioeconomic obligations to

rural households and their responsibility for certain

kinds of agricultural activity.

I.3. Urban construction fi~s benefit from the circulation of

labor through having available a steady supply of

unskilled workers from rural communities, which in turn

reinforces and meshes with the segmentary nature of the

industry (I.1 and I.2). This proposition is contrary to

Stretton (1983), who argues that circulation causes labor

market segmentation.

I.4. Construction workers minimize the cost of living in urban

places by staying on the construction site and keeping

daily expenditures as low as possible. This situation

enables the contractors to pay low wages without

suffering from lack of workers.

Second, the labor market in the housing construction

industry is highly segmented and characterized by:
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II.l. Contractors who employ subcontractors (mandors) to

ensure that their operations are more economic. By

this mechanism, contractors are able to transfer

economic risks and uncertainties to subcontractors, and

therefore indirectly to workers. They are also able to

raduce the direct employment of construction workers,

because contractors do not have any obligations to pay

salaries and wages during the off season or to provide

health fees or other fringe benefits. Thus it is the

construction workers, rather than contractors or

subcontractors, who bear the socioeconomic costs of the

seasonal and intermittent nature of their wage

employment.

II.2. Jobs are accessible only to certain groups of workers

who originate from the same place pr who know mandors

from previous jobs in town. The labor market is also

not competitive and the acquisition of employable

skills only takes place within these groups or work

gangs. Such workers are not recruited, paid,

transferred, or terminated by contractors but rather

by mandors (subcontractors), who usually have long work

relationships with them or are bound by kinship ties.

II.3. Mandors, who basically subcontract only for labor, are

paid by contractors on the basis of the output of

their work gangs during a certain period of time.
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II.4. Key employees, such as project managers, quasi

managers, and mandors, aiong with several kinds of

skilled workers, receive higher wages and salaries and

more fringe benefits from contractors and

subcontractors, since they are the types of workers in

scarce supply.

II.5. As a result of the management practices of and labor

relations between contractors and subcontractors in the

construction industry (II.l, II.2, II.3), the lower

stratum of unskilled workers is characterized by

instability. Such workers change their jobs frequently

and this instability is compounded by high rates of both

absenteeism and labor turnover. Unskilled workers

represent a cheap workforce for both contractors and

subcontractors.

Such a framework emphasizes the spatial dimension of

interconnections between labor market segmentation in the

urban construct~on industry and the worker's strategy of

assisting the rural household. Although these interrelations

have both vertical and horizontal dimensions, they are viewed

here primarily as indicating the territorial separation of

workers between rural households and the urban construction

site. Embedded in these integrated propositions are three

levels of analysis: the urban-rural system, the rural

household, and the individual worker. Wage workers are also
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members of rural households, that in turn represent a

socioeconomic unit and may use the division of rural labor to

cope with uncertain local and household incomes. The flows of

such village males to urban construction sites thus link

together rural communities with urban places of work, to form

a rural-urban system of socioeconomic relations at the same

time as the industry itself also is subject to broader social

and economic forces. with such a framework in mind, this

study will first focus on the development of housing

construction in Bandung and with the characteristics of its

workforce and of the labor process.
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CHAPTER III

DEVELOP~.ENT AND CHARACTERiSTiCS OF HOUSING CONSTRUCTION

IN BANDUNG

Like many other sectors of development, urban low-cost

housing is a main concern of the Indonesian government. A

tremendous growth in the provision of housing has not only

benefited the consumers, mainly upper low-income and middle

income groups, but also created large employment

opportunities - dire9tly in the housing construction

industries and indirectly through supporting others making

cement, brick, and plywood. Many villagers, as well as urban

born individuals, work at various labor-intensive jobs in the

housing construction projects of many large cities, like

Jakarta', Surabaya, Bandung, and Semarang.

This chapter will provide the national as well as ~he

local context of Indonesia's housing development programs. It

will describe, first, the characteristics of recent housing

development throughout Indonesia and, secondly, construction

programs in the Bandung metropolitan center, focusing on both

the accomplishments and implications for urban physical

growth, employment creation, and the nature of the

construction workforce.



Low-Cos~ Housing Deve1opmen~ Programs in Indonesia, 1974~85

Prior to the midseventies, there was almost no

systematic national housing program in Indonesia. The

provision of planned housing was insignificant and programs

were fragmented. They were mostly implemented by large,

state-owned companies and several government institutions for

their own employees, and by housing cooperatives (Yayasan Kas

Perumahan) for purchase by the public.

In 1974, the government set up the national housing

authority (Badan Koordinasi Pembangunan Perumahan), a

committee of ministers now chaired by the minister of housing

but formerly (1974-1985) by the minister of pUblic works,

whose task was to establish an overall housing policy and to

coordinate the activities of relevent ministries. At the same

time, the government also established Perum Perumnas (the

state-owned national urban development corporation) to

acquire and develop of urban land, construct low-cost

housing, provide site and service facilities, and to supply

the necessary finance. In 1975, the government set up the

national mortgage bank to organize financing for low-income

applicants intending to purchase houses built by Perumnas. In

addition, the ministry of housing, formerly a junior ministry

of housing, was established to coordinate all matters

relating to housing programs (Fig 3.1).
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Organizatian· of Housing Development Programs In Indonesia
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Figure 3.1 Organization of Housing Development Programs in
Indonesia
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with 163 million people and an annual rate of population

growth of 2.3 per cent in the mideighties, Indonesia needs

about 615,000 new housing units every single year: an

estimated 518,000 in rural and 147,000 in urban areas. In

1974 alone, when the government began the program of mass

housing, Indonesia required no less than two million houses

to meet the existing demand (Prisma 5, 1986). The housing

problems in large cities are far more complex, for land

prices are high and slum areas and old houses call for urban

renewal and redevelopment planning. One estimate shows that

the shortage of housing in large cities has substantially

increased during 1981-85 (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1

Estimate of Houses Needed in Six Large cities of
Indonesia, 1981-85

City 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Jakarta 252,819 262,754 273,081 ~83,813 294,967
Surabaya 209,280 267,217(?) 213~331 219,624 226,103
Bandung 73,810 75,297 77,485 79,750 82,093
Medan 28,249 30,952 33,702 36,693 39,953
Semarang 125,419 133,035 141,055 149,508 158,415
Palembang 48,818 50,459 52,154 53,906 55,718

Total 738,395 819,714 790,808 823,294 857,249

Source: Prisma (4) , 1983:76.
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since the second five-year development plan, 1974-79

(Repelita II), the government has established three different

programs in urban housing (Suyono, 1983; Prawirasumantri,

1986). The first, the Kampung (urban precinct) improvement

program (KIP), is designed to encourage low-income owners to

improve structures built haphazardly in several parts of such

major cities as Jakarta, Bandung, Semarang, and Surabaya and

which have few facilities for water supply and sewerage.

The second program aims to provide new houses for low and

lower - mi.ddle income groups on lots which range from 15 to

45 square meters. This is implemented under the Perumnas

scheme, and provides long-term loans through the state-owned

savings bank (BTN: Bank Tabungan Negara) to buyers for up to

25 years at subsidized annual rates of interest (9 to 12 per

cent). The monthly income of applicants should not exceed

100,000 rupiah ($150.00), they must have been employed for

at least ten years, and not previously have owned a house.

Priority is given-to lower-ranking government employees,

including pensioners and military personnel. Initially,

Perumnas administers the occupancy of such houses in two

stages:

In the stage I, the house is rented. The occupant is
expected to establish permanent residence in the house
and demonstrate that he is willing to respect the terms
of his rental agreement. The minimum duration of stage
I is normally two years. The occupant then has the
option of retaining rental status or applying for a
hire purchase status. If his application is accepted,
he can then acquire stage II ownership of the house on
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terms that are more economic but still within his
ability to pay (Moochtar, 1980:327).

Recently, Perumnas has allowed the direct purchase of

houses through 20-year housing mortgages at an interest rate

of 9-12 percent. To cover the subsidy given to low-income

groups, Perumnas now has a hidden sUbsidy (subsidi silang) on

its housing estate by selling lots ready for use (kaveling

tanah matang) at prevailing prices to real estate companies

or individual applicants.

During the third, five-year development plan (1979-1984),

Perumnas spent 300,545 billion rupiah ($273.2 million) to

build 81,323 housing units on 66 housing sites, covering a

total area of 3,607.14 hectares in 45 cities throughout

Indonesia. The annual government budget provided 31.75 per

cent of this investment, 4.62 per cent came from

international aid, and 63.63 per cent from internally

generated income. In implementing this program, Perumnas

usually worked with large domestic contractors. In the

fourth, five-year development plan (1984-1989) it is

projected that Perumnas will build 140~OOO housing units out

of the national target of 300,000 units. However, by the

1986, the second year of the plan, Perumnas had only been

able to build 27,281 housing units, or about 19.5 per cent of

its target.

This program of providing mass housing concentrated

mainly in the provincial capitals, cities with populations of
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at least 100,000, those designated as centers for regional

development, and the kabupaten (district) capitals. Perumnas

may also consider local government proposals for constructing

low-cost houses in their main cities and towns.

In fiscal year 1981-82, there were 16,949 applicants for

such low-cost houses, 15,243 (89%) of which were successful,

whereas in fiscal year 1982-83 applicants increased to 39,559

but Perumnas could only accept 18,045, or 45.6 per cent of them

(Perumnas Annual Report, 1982-83). Costs of housing units

vary from city to city and are extremly high in urban centers

like Jakarta because of land prices. On the Antapani site in

Bandung, for instance, a Perumnas unit of 15 square meters

sited on a lot of 60 square meters amounts to 2.47 million

rupiah, whereas in Jakarta 'the same housing unit costs about

3.25 million rupiahs (prisma 6, 1986). Although buyers can

payoff their loans for periods of up to twenty-five years,

they are required to provide a down payment of five to ten

per cent of the unit price.

The third program, intended particularly for people with

middle and upper-middle incomes, provides long-term housing

loans at prevailing rates of interest. This program aims not

only to stimulate increased housing construction but also to

relieve the pressure that such groups could create on those

from low and lower-middle incomes. For instance in Jakarta,

at current market price; a house of 36 square meters sited on

a lot of 60 s~~are meters costs eight million rupiah (Prisma
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6, 1986). Although buyers have up to twenty years to repay

their loan, they must provide a down payment equal to fifteen

to twenty per cent of the total unit cost, plus insurance and

administrative fees. Unlike the Perumnas housing program,

this one is directly managed from the state-owned savings

bank (BTN) and executed by private developers.

During the past ten years, as a result of both Perumnas

and BTN activities, many Indonesian cities have obtained

large numbers of new ho~sing units (Table 3.2). Although the

total number of units range from 388 for Banda Aceh to 84,178

for metropolitan Jakarta, most are concentrated in the cities

of Java (Figure 3.2). Metropolitan Jakarta, including

Jakarta, Bogor, Depok, Tangerang, and Bekasi, received 93,027

housing units during 1976-1985, whereas the Bandung

metropolitan area (Bandung .Raya) and metropolitan Surabaya

received only about a quarter as many - 26,786 and 21,989

units respectively. As far as cities outside Java are

concerned, only Medan (north Sumatra) and Ujung Pandang

(south SUlawesi) received substantial numbers of new housing

unit (16,485 and 8,468) during the same period (Table 3.2).

Of all housing mortgages provided through the state-owned

savings bank from 1976 to 1984, Java received about four

fifths of that investment (Table 3.3). In total, the province

of west Java, including part of Metropolitan Jakarta (Bogor,

Tangerang, Depok, Bekasi: Figure 3.3), received ~91.7

billion rupiahs, or 37.5 per cent of national commitment.
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Table 3.2

Number of Housing units Constructed in Selected cities
of Indonesia under Perumnas and BTN Schemes,

1976-85
(As of 31 March 1985)

City

SUMATRA

Perumnas, Program

Core simple Walk-up
House* House** Flat

BTN Program
(as of end
of 1984)

TOTAL

Subtotal 34,140

Banda Aceh
Pematang Siantar
Medan
Padang
Pakanbaru
Jambi
Palembang
Bengkulu
Tanjungkarang

JAVA

Jakarta Metro 1)
Bogor
Cirebon
Bandung Metro
Surakarta
Semarang
Y'ogyakarta
Madiun
Surabaya Metro

1,692
6,355

600
638

2,202
158

1,342

24,679
706

1,174
5,318
3,176
2,500
1,518

556
8,384

388
224

7,260
1,768

612
148

1,102
286
522

18,509
874

2,848
2,078

824
3,578
1,430

488
2,400

600

2,8i10

864

654

2,870
3,029,

689
88

950
106
511

38,150
7,269

908
18,526

105
6,626

184
505

10,551

388
1,916

16,485
4,797
1,901

874
4,854

550
2,375

84,178
8,849
4,930

26,786
4,105

12,704
3,132
1,549

21,989

BALI,
NUSA TENGGARA,
EAST TIMOR

Denpasar
Mataram
Dilli

514
1,922

216

500
250
456

69

Subtotal 168,222

1,014
2,172

672

Subtotal 3,85,8

To be continued



Table 3.2 (continued): Number of Housing units Constructed in
Selected cities of Indonesia under Perumnas and BTN
Schemes, 1976-85 (As of 31 March 1985)

city

KALIMANTAN

Perumnas Program

Core Simple Walk-up
House* House** Flat

BTN Program
(as of end
of 1984)

TOTAL

Pontianak
Palangkaraya
Banjarmasin
Balikpapan
Samarinda

832

304
340
722

1,198
216
502
218
240

664
34

1,076
130
747

2,694
250

1,882
688

1,709

SULAWESI,
MALUKU,
IRIAN JAYA

Subtotal 7,223

Gorontalo
Manado
Ujung Pandang
Kendari
Ambon
Jayapura

456

1,100

200
536

82
688

3,56°1
282
300
148

250
297

3,807
266

788
985

8,468
548
500
684

Subtotal 11,973

Tot a 1 68,140 53,980 4,958 98,338 225,416

Source: Statistik Pembangunan Perumahan Indonesia 1984
(statistics of Housing Construction in
Indonesia, 1984); Central Bureau of Statistics, 1985.

Note: 1) InclUding Jakarta, Depok, Bekasi, a~d Tangerang

*) 30 and 40 square meter house on the respective 90-120
and 120-200 square meter lot.

**) 20 square meter house on 72 square meter lot
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Table 3.3

Cumulative Housing Mortgages Provided through the state-Owned
Saving Bank (BTN), by Province, 1977-84 (Million Runiahs)

Province Perumnas BTN TOTAL
Scheme Program

Aceh Special Region 1,045.3 5,670.0 6,715.3
North Sumatra 17,083.4 16,053.1 33,136.5
West Sumatra 3,444.8 12,562.5 16,007.3
Riau 1,835.3 4,223.8 6,059.1
Jambi 504.8 504.8
South Sumatra 3,315.4 6,197.4 9,512.8
Bengkulu 1,450.7 264.9 1,715.6
Lampung 3,046.5 6,358.8 9,404.3
Jakarta Special Region 31,928.0 58,800.7 90,728.7
West Java 61,923.5 229,805.7 291,729.2
Central Java 12,023.1 67,229.6 79,252.7
Yogyakarta 2,009.3 10,357.8 12,367.1
East Java 13,992.4 100,416.5 114,408.9
B a 1 i 208.0 5,943.5 6,151. 5
West Nusa Tenggara 1,688.1 3,422.0 5,110.1
East Nusa Tenggara 1,495.4 1,495.4
East Timor
West Kalimantan 1,855.9 2,218.2 4,074.1
Central Kalimantan 191.5 440.7 632.2
East Kalimantan 5,983.9 5,983.9
South Kalimantan 10,542.3 10,542.3
NQrth Sulawesi 1,358.6 6,174.6 7,533.2
Central Sulawesi 638~9 1,165.7 1,804.6
South Sulawesi 4,186.7 19,091. 3 23,278.0
Southeast Sulawesi 489.0 1,170.6 1,659.6
Maluku
Irian Jaya 177.0 177.0

INDONESIA Rp.165,209.8 Rp.574,775.4 Rp.739,984.2

Source : Statistik Pembangunan Perumahan Indonesia 1984
(Statistics of Housing Construction in Indonesia
1984); Central Bureau of Statistics, 1985.
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One problem is that substantial numbers of creditors are not

paying their monthly installments on time, as a result of

which the state-owned savings bank (BTN) now requires

potential house buyers to have savings of at least 300,000

rupiah for a down payment (Tabungan Dang MUka) and not to

hold any other form of credit. From April 1986 due to high

inflation, rates of interest for housing loans have been

increased from five to nine per cent for credit of up to 3.5

million rupiah, nine to twelve per cent for that between 3.5

to 5 million rupiah, and 12-15 per cent for that between 5

to 7.7 million rupiah. Another problem is that both Perumnas

and private developers are experiencing difficulties in

obtaining land at suitable prices, particularly in such large

cities as Jakarta, Surabaya, and Bandung.

In addition to these three housing programs, the

government encourages private developers of real estate to

build rather luxurious' housing for high-income groups by

providing facilities for land acquisition and construction

credits. In return, these developers are required to build

low-cost houses. The government similarly encourages private

banks and semi-private financial institutions to become

involved in providing housing loans to interested parties.

In total, almost half a million housing units were built

during 1976 and 1984 by Perumnas and private developers under

both the state-owned savings bank (BTN) and independent

schemes (Table 3.4). Inevitably, these achievements have
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Table 3.4

Number of Housing Units cons'czucced in Indonesia, by Island
and Type of Program, 1976-85

Island Programs
-------------------------------------- Total
Perumnas BTN Private Real-Estate

Developers (1) Developers (2)

Java 94,077 107,355
Sumatra 28,309 12,516
Sulawesi 8,109 6,512
Kalimantan 5,542 4,038
Other Island 6,270 2,143

INDONESIA 142,307 132,564

162,969
3,873
1,286

168,128

364,401
44,698
15,907

9,580
8,413

449,999

Source : Statistik Pembangunan Perumahan (statistics of
Housing Construction); Central Bureau of Statistics,
1985.

Note : 1) Those under the State-Owned Savings Bank Program.
2) Those constructing luxurious housing units.

several implications on the urban economy and the physical

settlement structure of Indonesia. First, substantial

employment opportunities have been created, both directly in

the housing construction and industrial sectors that deal

with construction materials, like plywood, cement, window

glass, and roof tiles, as well as indirectly through such

support activities as transportation, banking, and trade.

Even the informal sector has been affected. A crude estimate

(Infobank, May 1986) indicates that to construct a house of

36 square meters in Indonesia generates seven man-months in

direct employment opportunities. If this estimate is used as
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a basis and if it is also assumed that government will

succeed in building 300,000 housing units as targeted, then

2,100,000 man-months of employment opportunities will have

been created by the housing construction sector in Indonesian

cities during the fourth five-year development plan 1984-89

(Repelita IV).

Secondly, the increased visibility of the housing sector

has attracted large numbers of migrant workers from rural

villages to undertake unskilled and semiskilled construction

jobs in the cities. Interviews with such workers on a

Perumnas site at Bandung, west Java, indicated that many of

them, mostly Javanese and Sundanese, had previous experience

on project sites in other cities. Some had even worked on

housing projects in the large cities of S~atra (Medan,

Padang, Jambi, p~lembang, Pakanbaru) and Sulawesi (Ujun~

Pandang and Manado: Fig. 3.2). According to both site

managers and some mandors (subcontractors), most people in

Sumatra and Sulawesi are not interested in this kind of

ardous work, so that local recruitment is difficult and

particularly for skilled workers. Therefore labor gangs are

often recruited ~o Sumatra and Sulawesi from Java, with

contractors paying the transportation.

Thirdly, the national program of constructing mass

housing has greatly changed the land use pattern of

Indonesian cities and consequently the physical structure of

its urban centers. What were once sizable open spaces and
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sawah (paddy fields) on the periphery of urban places have

been replaced by new residential areas. This is particularly

striking .~.~l the largest metropolitan centers of Jakarta,

Surabaya, Bandung, and Semarang, where finding tracts of land

for housing development within the built~p area is almost

impossible. As a result, many new dormitory towns now

surround the largest cities of Indonesia.

Housing Cons~ruc~ion in Bandung

Like the largest cities of Indonesia, the municipality

(kotamadya) of Bandung is experiencing a boom in .mass housing

construction, although recently slowed by economic recession.

The provincial capital of west Java, Bandung had a population

in 1986 of 1.6 million, and is third in size to Jakarta, the

national capital, and surabaya, the regional center for east

Java. During 1975-84, the rate of urban popUlation grvwth

averaged 2.42 per cent per year. With a municipal area of

8,098 hectares, in 1984 Bandung had a crude popUlation

density of 186.7 persons per hectare (Table 3.5), making the

municipality amongst the most densely inhabited of any urban

place in Indonesia. In several neighborhoods, popUlation

densities have reached as high as 600-700 persons per

hectare. The city is located on the uplands of west Java (Fig

3.3), between approximately 650 to 770 meters above sea level
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Table 3.5

Population Growth and Density of Bandung, 1906-84

Builtup
Area

Year

1906
1911
1916
1921
1926
1931
1950
1954
1961
1971
1975
1980
1981
1984

Population

38,403
47,980
70,000

114,311
140,181
161,569
644,475
802,404
972,566

1,201,369
1,217,583
1,345,432
1,381,771
1,551,845

Municipal
ity Area

(Ha)

900
2,150
2,150
2,853
2,853
2,853
8,098
8,098
8,098
8,098
8,098
8,098
8,098
8,098

240
300
380
850

1,050
1,300
1,900
2,500
4,667
6,500
n.a
n.a

7,120
n.a

Crude
Density

(Person/Ha)

42.6
22.3
32.6
40.0
49.1
56.6
79.5
99.0

120.0
148.4
150.4
166.1
170.6
186.7

Density of
Builtup
Area

(Person/Ha)

160
160
184
135
134
124
339

208
185
n.a
n.a
194
n.a

Source: 1) 1906-1961, B. Panudju, 1978.
2) 1971-1984, Statistic Office of The Municipality

of Bandung.

It is surrounded on three sides by volcanic mountain ranges,

rising to more than 2,500 meters above sea level, but the

southern periphery stands on a relatively wide plain. The

builtup areas of Bandung have grown beyond its municipal

boundary, leading to ribbon development along the major

arterial roads that connect the adjacent smaller urban

centers of Cimahi to the west, Cicadas and Ujungberung to the

east, and Pameungpeuk to the south (Fig. 3.4). Physical

expansion to the.north is limited by the ridges of the

mountain range, which also impedes rapid development. In
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terms of urban structure, Bandung is slowly changing from a

concentric to a mUltiple-nuclei city.

From 1976-77 to 1985-86 The BTN branch of Bandung

approved housing mortages to the value of 123,878.45 million

rupiah for building 23,865 housing units in metropolitan

Bandung alone, not including those constructed under the

Perumnas scheme (BTN Bandung Branch, 1985). In 1985, this

financial commitment represented about 54 per cent of all

housing mortages advanced by BTN in west Java and 21.6 per

cent of those for Indonesia as a whole. From 1977 to 1985,

the Perumnas branch of Bandung was responsible for having

built 10,346 housing units, these accounting for about twenty

and seven per cent respectively of those financed by

Perumnas in west Java and all of Indonesia. All- these figures

reflect the significance of Bandung in the national program

of housing development, which is a primary reason for this

metropolitan center being selected for detailed study.

Research on Bandung, as a middle-sized city, can highlight

how the housing construction sector affects the economic

growth of intermediate urban centers not only in Indonesia

but also ~hroughout Southeast Asia - a topic that remains

relatively unexplored compared to that of primate cities.

Between L977 and 1985, 64 private developers in Bandung

were working on 77 construction sites under the auspices of

the BTN scheme (Fig 3.5 and Table 3.6). By far the largest

project was in Buahbatu (site 44) where 3,495 housing units
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Table 3.6

BTN Housing Construction sites in Bandung
1979-85

Sit,e Location Number Construction status
Number of Houses Period July 1985
(Fig. 3.5) Built

1 Padalarang 116 79-82 Completed
2 cimerang 93 81-84 Completed
3 Cisangkan 51 80-82 Completed
4 Cisangkan 51 81-82 Completed
5 Cisangkan n.a n.a n.a
6 Cihanjuang 107 80-81 Completed
7 Cihanjuang n.a n.a n.a
8 Cihanjuang 196 82 Completed
9 Gunung Batu 50 82-84 Completed

10 Cimi:adi n.a n.a n.a
11 Gunung Batu 78 81-84 Completed
12 Cimindi n.a n.a n.a
13 SUkaraja 80 81-82 Completed
14 Sukawarna 72 80-82 Completed
15 Leuwigajah 124 80-82 Completed
16 Leuwigajah n.a n.a n.a
17 Leuwigajah 300 79-84 Completed
18 Leuwigajah 63 80-83 Completed
19 Leuwigajah n.a n , Cl. n.a
20 Cibeureum 1280 79-a5 Under Cons.
21 Cijerah 198 81-84 Completed
22 Leuwigajah 201 79-80 Completed
23 Inhoftank 119 81-84 Completed
24 Kopo 224 82-84 Completed
25 Cibaduyut 120 82-83 Completed
26 Kopo 898 81-85 Under Cons.
27 Kopo 380 82-85 Under Cons.
28 SUkamenak 50 80 Completed
29 Margahayu 976 81-85 Under Cons.
30 Cibaduyut 95 82-85 Un.dar Cons.
31 Cibaduyut 250 81-82 Completed
32 Cibaduyut 50 81-85 Under Cons.
33 Cijagra n.a n.a n.a
34 Cipagalo 52 79 n.a
35 Bale Endah 43 80-81 Completed
36 Bale Endah 109 80-81 Completed
37 Bale Endah 167 82-83 Completed
38 Bale Endah 73 81-84 Completed

To be continued
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Table 3.6 (continued) : BTN Housing Construction sites in
Bandung 1979-85

site Location Number Construction status
Number of Houses Period July 1985
(Fig. 3.5) Built

39 Cibolerang 728 81-84 Completed
40 Buah Batu 139 81-82 Completed
41 Marga cinta 137 80-83 Completed
42 Cipagalo 175 79-83 Completed
43 Buah Batu 128 81-83 Completed
44 Buah Batu 3495 79-85 Under Cons.
45 Cijawura 412 79-83 Completed
46 Buah Batu 178 80-85 Under Cons.
47 Cijawura 240 82-85 Under Cons.
48 Cipamakolan 205 83-84 Completed
49 Cipamokolan 700 82-85 Under Cons.
50 Rancakasumba 136 82-83 Completed
51 Sukamiskin 556 82-85 Completed
52 Rancakendal 267 79-83 Completed
53 Awiligar 650 79-85 Completed
54 Bojongkoneng 49 81-84 Completed
55 Pasirlayung 391 79-84 Completed
56 Jatihandap 133 81-82 Completed
57 Sindanglaya n.a n.a n.a
58 Sindanglaya 350 79-83 Completed
59 Sindanglaya 182 82-85 Under Cons.
60 Cijambe 197 81-84 Completed
61 Cijambe 184 80-84 Completed
62 Cijambe 300 81-85 Under Cons.
63 Ciporeat 30 82-83 Completed
64 Cilengkrang 510 82-85 Under Cons.
65 Cilengkrang 160 79-81 Completed
66 Cipadung 136 79-83 Completed
67 cipadung n.a n.a . n.a
68 Cibiru 22 82-84 Completed
69 Lembang 181 79-81 Completed
70 Lembang 34 82-85 Under Cons.
71 Rancaekek n.a n.a n.a
72 Rancaekek 122 82-84 Completed
73 Ciparay 135 81-84 Completed
74 Majalaya n.a n.a n.a
75 Babakan Jati n.a n.a n.a
76 Cisaranten 70 79-84 Completed
77 Pakemitan 148 81-83 Completed

Source: Bandung Branch of state-Owned Bank (BTN), 1985.
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were being built, whereas the range for other site was from

22 (Cibiru: site 68) to 1,280 (Cibeureum: site 20; Fig. 3.5).

The mean and median size of housing units for all project

sites was 277.6 and 139 respectively. About the same period,

1977 to 1987, Perumnas established six housing sites

(Table 3.7 and Fig. 3.5) and there were also three high

income housing (Fig. 3.5). By 1985-86 most of these projects

had been completed and, at only 15 out of 86 identified sites

was still under construction. All are now becoming

transformed into new residential arecs, which will appear

even more numerous throughout Bandung in the near future,

since recently the West Java Planning Board (Bappeda Jawa

Barat) agreed that contractors and developers be granted

permits to acquire land. In July and August 1985, the Bandung

branch of the state-owned bank also authorized nine

developers (four old, five new) to construct 859 housing

units during the 1986-1987 fiscal year.

Due to the unavailability of large tracts of cheap land

within Bandung's central city, most housing projects are

located beyond the municipality boundary and in the adjacent

kecamatan (subdistricts) of Cicadas, Buahbatu, Dayeuhkolot,

Batujajar, Padalarang, Cisarua, Lembang, and Ujungberung, as

well as within the kota administratif (administrative city)

of Cimahi (Fig. 3n4). Such developments have three important

spatial implications for metropolitan Bandung. First, sizable

areas of paddy fields (sawah), the dominant land use in these
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Table 3.7

Perumnas Housing Construction sites in Bandung
1977-87

Year
site Location
(Fig
3.5)

Area
(Ha)

Number
of Houses

Built

Type/Size
of House

(Sq.m)
status

1979-80 E
1980-82 F
1981/83 G
1981/83 B
1983/85 D
1985/88 A

n.a C

SUkaluyu 3 150 Maisonette Completed
Sadangserang 15 860 20-45 Completed
Cijerah 63 2,840 36-45 Completed
sarijadi 83 3,346 21-36 Completed
Cibuntu n.a n.a n.a Completed
Antapani

- Phase 1 50 3,000 15-30 Recently
Completed

- Phase 2 55 3,000 15-30 Under
Cons.

Melong Asih n.a n.a n.a Completed

Source: Perumnas of Bandung Branch

kecamatan, are being converted to residential use. Secondly,

~hese scattered residential development~ areas are not part

of or sited with regard to any metropolitan plan, which

therefore adds inefficiencies to the provision of urban

services. And third, during the past decade both the numbers

of population as well as their density had increased

tremendously (Table 3.8). In particular, the annual rates of

population growth for all these kecamatan, except Batujajar,

is higher than the 2.42 per cent recorded for Bandung

city itself.
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Table 3.8

Total Population, Annual Growth Rate, and Population Density
of Kecamatan (Subdistrict) Surrounding Bandung City

1975-84

Kecamatan
(Sub
district)

Area
(Ha)

Population
1975 1984

Annual Rate
of Growth
1975-84

(%)

Population
Density

(Person/Ha)
1975 1984

Gimahi 3,983 172,071 246,776 4.08 43.2 61.9
Batujajar 9,864 104,490 105,770 0.14 10.6 10.8
Padalarang 6,973 87,912 128,372 4.30 12.6 18.4
Dayeuhkolot 3,661 82,757 134,616 5.55 22.6 36.8
Buahbatu 6,897 67,686 108,358 5.36 9.8 15.7
Cicadas 5,602 61,223 95,308 5.03 10.9 17.0
Ujungberung 10,370 82,021 123,566 4.65 7.9 11.9
Cisarua 5,741 59,351 76,949 2,92 10.3 13.4
Lembang 10,264 66,620 85,092 2,75 6.5 8.3

Source: The statistics Office of Kabupaten (District) Bandung.

Workforce Characteristics and the Labor Process

Aside from its spatial impact, both direct and indirect

~mployment opportunities have been created within

metropolitan Bandung by this housing program. During

1977-1985, a total of 26,786 housing units were completed

which, based on the Infobank (May 1986) estimate that one

unit generates seven man-months in direct employment,

generated about 187,502 man-months in job opportunities. In

large-scale construction projects, it is common for the

developer or contractor to employ subcontractors (mandors)

whose task it is to search for, allocate, supervise, pay, and

terminate all workers on a particular site. Although so
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common, the practice of labor sUbcontracting varies from one

construction site to another depending upon the size and

nature of the housing project.

Contractor Permai Indah, a pseudonym, is a state-owned

construction company that won a contract to build four

stories offices on about 3,000 square meters of land. This

project took about a year, from 21 February 1985. Due to

particular project characteristics, the company subcontracted

out the mechanical and electrical tasks 'to other companies

specializing in such work. To ensure both more economic and

good quality construction, the company used two patterns of

labor recruitment. Initially, the contractor subcontracted

for labor through those mandor tetap (fixed mandor) with whom

the company had a long-term association. The mandors then

hired their regular labor gangs and subcontracted the

construction jobs to those workers. The contractor was not

responsible for the transport ~osts of bringing workers from

their villages to the project site, a system that enabled the

mandors to make a profit out of the lump sum they received

from the contractor.

When approximately seventy per cent of the work was

completed, the contractor changed his method of labor

management to paying daily workers directly, even though they

were still supervised by the mandors. This method permitted

greater control over work quality, so important to the

finishing process. At this stage, the contractor's field
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supervisor had the authority to terminate any workers not

seen to be performing adequately, whereas in the initial

stages this was impossible since workers were directly

responsible to their mandors.

At the time of field survey (26-27 December 1985), about

200 workers lived on the site of the office building. Most

were migrant workers from Tasikmalaya, Garut (west Java), and

areas surrounding Bandung and returned home once every week

or two, particularly on Saturdays when they were paid.

Contractor utami is the pseudonym for a small private

operator who constructed five houses, each ninety square

meters in size, as well as 544 square meters of road and 450

square meters of drainage. This contract, for 50 million

rupiah, was undertaken on behalf of army officers. The

project commenced in September 1985 and was completed in five

months, while workers were directly hired and supervised by

the contractor without any need for a mandor. Thirty-eight

workers were involved in this project, four of whom came from

Surabaya, in east Java.

The pseudon}~ Rumah Indah refers to a contractor and real

estate company that holds a license to develop residential

units in east Bandung. This project began in 1980 and up

until December 1985 there had been sold as many as 1,100

upper-income houses of several and types, and dimensions.

From January 1986 another 40 units, ranging in size from

sixty to two hundred square meters, had been constructed.
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Low-cost units are also built under the BTN scheme by this

company. For upper-income housing, construction workers were

hired on a daily basis and directly through the company's own

agents (mandors), thus enabling the company's field

supervisor direct control over the labor force and

facilitating frequent onsite inspection of work quality. with

low-cost housing, in contrast, the company subcontracted

trusted mandors to recruit and manage construction workers

since quality of workmanship was of less concern. Mandors

were paid for each piece of work completed by their labor

gangs. At the time of field survey (10 January 1986), five

mandors and 48 workers were involved in this project, most of

whom had migrated from Sumedang, Garut, Cicalengka, and

Cianjur in west Java.

Contractor Cipta utama, a pseudonym, is a large contractor

who between January 1985 and July 1986 contracted to build a

new library of five stories at a large university in Bandung.

Some contract components, including electrical fitting, air

conditioning, plumbing and elevator setting, were given to

companies that specialized in such work. Almost all labor

requirements were also contracted to their mandor tetap, who

met the cost of transporting workers from their local

communities and was held responsible for such employee

benefits as paid holidays and health insurance. To ensure

good workmanship, the contractor required mandors to hire

workers on a daily basis rather than to subcontract specific
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tasks to their regular labor gangs, who might not work well

and be little concerned with their quality of craftmanship.

This dual strategy reflects the contractor's desire to

deal with labor relations on the one hand and obtain a

guaranteed quality of work on the other, all at the expense

of the mandor and his regular labor force. On 6 December

1985, there were four mandors, 35 staff contractors, and 176

workers of various skills on the project. Most laborers and

mandors were migrant workers from cirebon, Cicalengka, and

sindang Laut in west Java and Semarang. and Purwodadi in

central Java.

These four examples document that, from the perspective

of contractor and developer, to subcontract labor

recruitments to mandors avoids direct dealings' with workers

and enable them to communicate exclusively with

subcontractors. In this way, contractors have no obligation

to offer regular salaries, paid holidays, and other fringe

benefits. This not only reduces direct employment costs to

the contractor and links wages directly to the final

product but also permits direct control over worker

performance and job efficiency.

More important, such subcontracting methods allow

contractors to cope with uncertainties associated with the

nature of the construction industry. First, the demand for

construction products is not only more limited than those for

manufacturing but also work volume constantly fluctuates.
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Hence both the number of employees and the amount of

equipment needed depends on the type of construction ordered

by building owners (for comparison see Birrel, 1978; World

Bank, 1984a). At one time contractors may have to build

offices, at another bridges or a highway, all of which

require different numbers of workers and types of job skills.

To employ a permanent construction workforce is therefore

inefficient. In addition, the industry is not normally asked

to provide a standardized product, because most projects have

special characteristics and specifications (Jaycox and Hardy,

1975). One inevitable result is that contractors attempt to

reduce their regular labor force and use subcontractors

wherever possible to recruit casual workers on a temporary

basis (see also Moore, 1981; Villa, 1981 and 1986).

Second, construction projects are highly vulnerable to

physical the environmental conditions, availability of

product materials in the market, inflation, and unexpected

site conditions. These also explain why the industry

subcontracts for labor to minimize the risks involved,

Through subontracting, substantial burden of such

uncertainties are transferred to mandors, who in turn pass

them on to the workers. In short, subcontracting out for

labor segments or compartmentalizes the different functions

of large construction projects, with the key role of matching

demand and supply of construction labor being performed by

mandors.
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The mandor system, as a method of organizing a labor

force, is not new in Indonesia and has long been used for

jobs in construction and plantation estates. Its convenience

for employers is that it enables them to deal with workers

through a small number of leaders (see also Ingelson, 1983).

Mandors usually have their own labor gangs, with whom they

maintain good relations so that they may be easily mobilized

at short notice. Often the members of a labor gang come from

the same village as the mandors themselves or previously have

worked with them on urban project sites. In many cases, the

labor gang consists of the relatives and families of mandors.

Labor recruitment in the construction industry is thus closed

and, unless needed, mandors will not hire workers from beyond

their labor gang, which is easy to lead, supervise, and

control. Mandors are also highly respected by village kin,

relatives, and families for the periodic jobs they provide.

Nevertheless, in large construction projects requiring

considerable numbers of workers, it is common for mandors to

employ middlemen or tradesmen who in turn subcontract the

construction work to mandors in repayment for a certain

percentage of the workers' wages.

Sannen and Sudarmo (1982:33), in their studies of this

system in Bandung, consider that mandors in the construction

sector are protessionals who operate as informal and

independent subcontractors of labor. They provide a labor

gang; for whom they are the technical and social leader.
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The authors classify mandors into three different categories

according to, first, the type of relationship between mandor

and client; second, job specialty; and third, the process of

becoming a mandor (Table 3.9). Rather different from this

classification is that suggested by the Center for Economic

and Social Studies of the University of Indonesia (LPEM-UI)

based on research with mandors in Jakarta, Surabaya, Medan,

and Ujungpandang (Fig. 3.2). Eight types of mandors are

distinguished in terms of vocational specialization: masonry,

woodworking, road work, iron work, excavation, bridge

building, electrical work, and finishing work. In addition,

about half the mandors examined could be classified as being

general rather than specialized in one particular skill

(LPEM-UI, 1981).

Most mandors interviewed during 1985 and 1986 on

construction sites in Bandung entered the profession through

an apprenticeship with an experienced mandor, usually a

family member or relative. No vocational training center

exists in Indonesia where one can learn to be a mandor. For

most, the period of apprenticeship took four to five years,

usually by starting as an unskilled and laborer gradually

moving up to become a mandor. Some were mandors merely

because of their ability to assemble a workforce; others

acknowledged that if no further projects needed their

services, they would not hesitate to return to being an

unskilled worker. In the construction industry, the mandor is
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Table 3.9

Classification of Mandors
in Construction Industries in Bandung

Relationship
with Client

I Mandor tetap (1)
II Mandor lepas (2)

- Mandor harian (2a)
- Mandor borong (2b)
- Mandor kukut (2c)
- Mandor liar (2d)

Specialty

I Mandor umum (3)
II Mandor khusus (4)

Process

I Mandor
asli (5)

II Mandor
tidak asli
(6)

Source : Summarized from Sannen and Sudarmo (1982)

Notes
1. Those who are permanently employed by contractor and

receive a monthly salary.
2. Those who are employed by contractor on a project basis:

2a. Those who work on daily basis.
2b. Those who construct a certain part of project and are

paid on a lump sum basis.
2c. Those who work regularly for the same contractor,

either on subcontract or daily basis.
2d. "wild" mandors who frequently change clients and

type of work.
3. General mandors who have experience in various skills and

capacity to carry out entire proj ectr,
4. Mandors who specialize in mainly one particular skill.,
5. Mandors who obtain status based on actual

experience in the construction sector and possess
high skill.

6. Those who dare to call themselves mandor despite little,
or not experience in construction industry.
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amongst the most stable of ~ccupations, particularly for

those who have been associated with one contractor for long

periods. Most mandors had completed primary education, but a

certain level of formal education is not part of the job

requirement.

None of the Bandung mandors had a written contract

with their contractor. They are paid on the basis of

piecework completed by their workforce, calculated at a

certain price for a certain volume or quantity of work per

cubic or square meter that is set by the contractors. Workers

are paid at a lower rate and the mandor's profit is the

difference between the lump sum received from the contractor

and what their labor force receives. In some cases, mandors

sign a written contract for payment for a particular part of

a project once it has been completed.

Labor gangs in the construction industry can be

classified into five categories (Sannen and Sudarmo,

1982:16). Kepala tUkang are craftsmen whose ability and

responsibility is very close to that of a mandor and who lead

or guide other workers when the mandor acts only as

supervisor or manager. TUkang ~hli are workers highly skilled

in a particular trade. Tukang are regular skilled workers;

setengah tUkang are semi-skilled; and laden or kenek are

unskilled. Labor gangs do not always consist of all such

types but may include combinations of them.
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General surveys in seven construction industries, as well

as indepth observations of one particular housing site in

Bandung (Table 4.1, stage 2b and 3), identify the close ties

between specialized construction workers and their villages

of origin. For instance, ground workers usually come from

kabupaten Karawang, Majalengka, and cirebon (west Java); good

carpenters from kabupaten Sukabumi and Tasikmalaya (west

Java); and bricklayers from kabupaten Subang, Garut, Sumedang

and Bandung (west Java:Fig. 3.6). By and large, construction

workers in Bandung circulate between urban project sites and

their rural communities, to which they return during the off

season in construction activity or the season for planting

and harvesting local crops. In contrast, Mandors, mostly

remain in the city and search for other construction jobs.

Should another become available, they ask their village labor

gang to return to the new project site in the city.

Conclusion

During the past ten years, the housing construction boom

in Indonesian has had a tremendous impact on both the

physical structure and economic activities of its urban

centers. In the largest cities of Java, these housing

developments have been concentrated in peripheral areas due

to difficulties in finding large areas of cheap land near the

city cores. Thus open spaces have been converted into
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residential areas and small new towns clustered on the

outskirts of city centers.

The broad spatial implications of this change are also

reflected in the internal structure of metropolitan Bandung.

The residential developments of the urban fringe, where most

housing projects are located, have substantially replaced the

productive sawah (paddy field). During 1978-85 in Bandung,

not less than seventy-seven new residential sites of various

sizes were scattered throughout the metropolitan area. In

addition, the population density of kecamatan (subdistricts)

adjoining the city center is rising rapidly due to the influx

of new residents from both the city center and surrounding

areas. In terms of economic activities, this program of mass

housing construction has generated tremendous employment

opportunities in both the construction industry itself and in

supportive enterprises concerned with cement, plywood, brick,

and roof tiles.

Seven construction projects surveyed during 1985-86 in

Bandung duplicate the features of those reported in previous

studies. Large contractors or developers mainly practice

labor segmentation, by employing mandors to recruit,

allocate, and supervise their construction workforce. This

practice enables contractors to operate more economically and

to cope in part with uncertainties inherent to the nature of

this industry. In most cases, construction workers are drawn

from the same villages as their mandors and circulate between
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urban construction sites and their rural communities. Field

observations also indicate an association between the

special skills held by workers and the villages from which

they come.

The nature of the housing construction industry in Bandung

provides a general picture of the mobility pattern of wage

workers and its labor practices. Labor segmentation largely

characterizes this process, which subsequent chapters will

examine in greater detail. But first it is necessary to

discuss the field methodology, definitions, and concepts that

were employed throughout this research and reflects its

overall framework.
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CHAPTER IV

FXELD METHODS AND CONCEPTS

The characteristics of the housing industry throughout

Indonesia f together with the nature of its workforce and the

labor processes being followed in metropolitan Bandung,

provide the context for a detailed study of urban-rural

relations. To explore. the links between labor market

segmentation in urban construction, the mobility of its

workforce, and to what extent being on an urban project site

reflects a conscious strategy for the various households from

which workers are dra~, requires indepth study of particular

situations and specific cases. This chapter examines the case

study as a means to achieve such detailed enquiry and then

critically discusses the methods chosen and instruments

employed, as well as the actual field experience. Each method

and instrument is set within a broader conceptual context and

reflected through key definitions upon which this enquiry is

based.

The Case study

The idea of case study has been much debated by social

scientists. On the one hand are those who prefer to rely on

formal survey techniques and basically quantitative analysis

to pursue their enquires and on the other are those whose



preference is for detailed observation and both quantitative

and qualitative modes of analysis. The broader issues

involved have been well summarized in the work that Mitchell

(1983), yin (1984), and Coolen, Beal and Moran (1984) have

done in third world situations. Known for his research in

quantitative sociology, Mitchell (1983:191) argues that:

The case study refers to the documentation of some
particular phenomena or set of events which has been
assembled with the explicit end in view of drawing
theoretical conclusions from it.

For Mitchell, theory and data are always in dialectical

relation, each constituting progressive corrections on the

necessary but nonetheless distorted abstractions or selective

descriptions of the other. The case study and other forms of

empirical data are good to think theory with, and vice versa

(Kapferer, 1987:i). More specifically, Mitchell (1987:9)

argues that social structure contains three epistemologically

distinct components that which the analyst must take into

account:

1. The particular sets of events, activities, behavior, or
other social phenomena Which, in the analyst's opinion,
constitute a challenge to interpretation;

2. The meaning which actors attribute to the activities,
events, behavior, and other social phenomena with which
the analyst is concerned; and

3. The wider social framework or setting within which the
first two components are located.

All these phenomena may have to be assembled by whatever

techniques of data collection analyst has available. But when
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fieldwork is pursued at the interactional level, information

about the wider contexts and its interpretation may typically

be based on studies done by other analysts, often those

working within other disciplines.

Paralleling Mitchell's argument, Yin (1984:23) notes that

a case study is an empirical inquiry to investigate a

contemporary phenomena within its real-life context; is

pursued when the boundaries between phenomena and context are

not clearly evident; and uses mUltiple sources of evidence.

It is a continues process of examination and experience

through which patterns and propositions continually arise,

surface, are tested and reformulated (Middleton, 1981:4)

Armstrong and McGee (198S:xiii) similarly consider that case

studies illustrate the actions of processes as they occur in

specific and differentiated geographic locales set within the

wider global system. They are also snapshots that enable

processes to be frozen in time and space and thus enable a

deeper level of analysis.

As a research endeavor, the case study has been heavily

criticized and considered a less viable form of inquiry than

either control led experiments or formal surveys (Yin,

1984:21). This is because, first, a case study suffers from

lack of rigor. given that practitioners often have been

sloppy and biased when implementing this methodology of

enquiry, which in turn greatly influences the direction of

their findings and the nature of their conclusions. Second,
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generalizations cannot be made from a single case. Yin's

(ibid) reaction to these two concerns is that:

The case study, like experiments, are generalized
to propositions and not to population or universe.
In this sense, the case study, like experiments,
does not represent a "sample", and the investigator's
goal is to expand and generalize theories (analytical
generalization) and not to enumerate frequencies
(statistical generalization).

In line with this reasoning Chapman, (1987:347) observes

that the nature of generalization about aspects of social

reality depends on the quality of understanding rather than

on how many cases have been subject to examination.

Consequently, the case study aims to understand the dynamic

interplay of pieces of reality within an explicit theoretical

context rather than to pursue a more narrowly defined

statistical goal· oriented towards numerical extrapolation and

precise projection. In short, it attempts to arrive at a

comprehensive understanding of phenomena and to develop more

general theoretical statements about the nature of social

structures and spatial processes (Becker, 1968:238; Colen,

Beal and Moran, 1984).

The selection of a particular case is therefore a

conceptually critical decision based on criteria indicative

of a specified research goal and theoretical position, which

in turn means that any findings may be generalized to other

cases for which the same contextual conditions hold (Chapman

and Prothero, 1983:607). More specifically, Chapman and

Prothero argue that a particular case is neither typical, in
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the sense of representing some statistical norm, nor unique,

in the sense of being idiosyncratic. In short, a particular

case should be selected with regard to its strategic value in

deepening an understanding of the theoretical relationships

between elements of a situation rather than be based on some

notions of representativeness (Mitchell, 1987). As Gluckman

(1961:9), based on many years work in the cities of Black

Africa, maintains:

Clearly one good case can illuminate the working of a
social system in a way that a series of morphological
statements cannot achieve.

When techniques of collection are considered, the case

study relies on many of the same methods as history, but it

adds two sources of data not commonly included within the

historian's repetoire: direct observation and systematic

interviewing (Yin, 1984:19). Pertinent methods of collection

include observation (either participant or not); documentary-

historical (census data, historical records, previous

research); surveying (questionnaire, personal interview); and

experimentation (laboratory, on site). According to .Coolen,

Beal and Moran (1984:7-9), the sources of data may involve

face-to-face interviews with key ·persons; records, including

statistical information; project documents and memoranda;

illustrative materials; and onsite observation. A unique

strength of the case study lies in its ability to utilize any

and all types of data and to accumulate both qualitative and

quantitative information.
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Many social scientists consider that the case-study

method can be easily mastered, involving the simple capture

what exists, so that only a minimal set of technical

procedures need to be learned (Yin, 1984). This perception is

misguided since, far more than any other research method the

case study involves the investigator's personal intellect,

emotion, and experience in that data collection procedures

are not generalized and routinized. The skills needed for

collecting information on a particular case are much more

demanding than for other, more formal methods and only

restricted use can be made of research or field assistants. A

high quality case can only be accomplished by experienced and

well-trained investigators given the continuous interaction

between the theoretical issues involved and the data needing

to be assembled. Yin (1984:56) contends that:

During data collection, only a more experienced
investigator will be able to take advantage of
unexpected opportunities rather than being trapped by
them - and also to exercise sufficient care against
potentially biased procedures.

Hugo (1984), who exemplifies the use of the case study to

understand people's mobility in west Java, argues that

conventional censuses and large-scale surveys of migration do

not necessarily detect the most significant forms of

population movement, let alone shed light upon their causes

and implications. Given these weaknesses, this approach

offers an improved ability to comprehend population mobility
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and its complex interaction with macroeconomic change, as

well as with other demographic forces.

within the context of the rural Javanese household, both

Hart (1986) and Wolf (1986a) demonstrate this ability to

unravel the complex interactions between the behavior of the

peasant household and macro political and socioeconomic

forces. Hart, an economist who studied agrarian change in

Java, maintains that indepth empirical studies are important

since they allow a much clearer understanding of how the

mechanisms at work in Javanese peasant households are both

shaped by and act upon larger forces. Sharing the same

philosophy, the sociologist Wolf explored the

interrelationships in central Java between rural

industrialization, peasant families, and their daughters who

worked in factories. She concludes that, in order to

comprehend the mechanisms underlying local industrialization,

all these interrelationships must be explored and understood

at the microlevel. The result is far greater comprehension

than can be achieved through a broadly comparative approach.

In the present study, the construction site of a

particular housing estate development constitutes the case,

the key concern of which is the interactions between the

industry's management of capital and the patterns and

dynamics of the flows of labor. This particular case spans

two distinct locales: the urban project site at which

employees work and the rural villages, often quite distant
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and from which the labor force is mainly drawn. As a result,

many intersecting sources and instruments were employed in

this research enquiry: obtaining secondary data about

Indonesian construction officials and its workforce, from

historical documents and from national censuses; making

direct observation of construction sites and rural

communities of origin; undertaking field censuses of both the

project workforce and selected village household, as well as

mounting a local mobility registers; and eclicting life

histories of both workers and rural households; and having

frequent discussion with construction workers and their

families, labor recruiters (mandors), project managers, and

village leaders.

Households and Remittances

In recent years, many social scientists have focused

their attention on the household and the family. Basically

this reflects an attempt to discover an appropriate unit of

social change to comprehend the complex interactions between

the macro and microlevels ·of social and spatial structure as

well as between systemic and social change (Wolf, 1986a). The

household constitutes both a convenient unit for the

collection of empirical data and a collective grouping that

permits middle-level analysis, but in itself the household is

not theoretically meaningful. It can only be analytically
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useful when placed within any number of theoretical

perspectives, including neoclassical economics, the life

course, and historical-structural approaches (Schmink,

1984:88). Moreover, as Wolf (1986a) argues, the household

provides an arena within which the effects and possible roots

of social change can be observed, analyzed, and documented in

microscopic fashion, since the actions and reactio~s of

households are directly linked to their socioeconomic

environments. Similarly, Schmink (1984:87) maintains:

Household studies thus have the potential to bridge the
analytical gap separating microeconomic theories that
concentrate on the atomistic behavior of individuals
(sometimes aggregated within household units) from the
historical-structural approach that focuses on the
political economy of socioeconomic and political
development.

To establish for the Javanese case the links between

urban project sites in Bandung construction workers, and

their village households of reference, the last named are

considered to constitute units of subsistence production,

whose satisfaction of basic needs and continued existence

depends at least partly upon some adult members exporting

their labor power (see also Evers, Clauss and Wong, 1984).

The rural household also consists of a set of shared

relationships among people that impose obligations and

revolve around the pooling of common resources (Friedman,

1984; Wilk and MacNetting, 1984; Hart! 1986; Wolf, 1986a).

These relationships describe the dynamic aspects of household

behavior, in which the corporate group strives to achieve a
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fit between its consumption necessities, the labor power at

its disposal, and the alternatives for generating income in

both money and in kind. Wood (1982) calls these "household

sustenance strategies" and argues that they reflect the way

in which households adapt themselves to the social, economic,

political, and other forces that lie beyond the collective

unit. As he points out:

The resources generated by the sustenance strategies
enable the household to maintain and reproduce itself.
Income derived from the sale of commodities, plus
wages received from the sale of labor power, constitute
the household's gross monetary income (p.313).

In line with Wood's argument, Wong (1984:60) similarly

considers that:

The household should not be limited to the
co-residential dwelling unit but extended to cover
those units that participate actively in the
reproduction of the members of the household.

Friedman (1984:46) lists five sources of income that

may be pooled into a the household's collective fund of

consumption. The first is wage labor and capital

relationships, where remuneration is either in wages or in

kind; the second, work occurring outside market relations

that results in directly consumable goods, and the third

labor in activities that lead to the sale of marketable

commodities. The fourth source is contractual relationships

over the use of money, land, and equipment that lead to

rental income while the fifth involves transfer payments. All

these converge on the notion of pluriactivity or multiple job
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holding, which stresses that the key to the survival of

peasant households as a persistent social form in

agricultural production depends upon the adoption of

"household work strategies" (Newby, 1987:20, see also Pahl,

1984:114-140). Such strategies should be distinyuished from

"part time farming", which refers only to individual

household members. Furthermore, as Newby (1987:20) argues:

The examination of pluriactivity offers a much more
holistic approach to an understanding of a persistence
of the family farm. For example, it recognizes that
market factors are important in establishing the
perimeters within which the family farm operates as
far as its farming activities are concerned. However,
it also recognizes that the family as a unit enters
into a variety of relations with external capital in
order to ensure its reproduction, some of which may be
in agriculture and some of which may not.

Given these possible sources of household income,

remittances as one kind of transfer payment could be highly

significant for rural households that send members to work

elsewhere and to earn supplementary income at such places as

urban construction sites. Both Hugo (1983) and standing

(1984) define remittances as the total flows of money and

goods that migrants send or personally take back to their

villages of origin (inremittances), plus the reciprocal flows

occurring from those villages to their various places of

destination (outremittances). Stark (1980) argues that

remittances should be seen in terms of the family that uses

them rather than the individual wage workers who supply them,

since the former can indicate to what extent these transfer
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payments play a pivotal role in transforming the agricultural

mode of production (see also Standing, 1984). Rural-based

enquiries of population mobility in west Java have lead Hugo

(1983, 1985) to emphasize that, within poorer village

households, most remittances are used to buy basic

necessities (food staples) and that going away to earn money

attempts to close the gap between cukupan (having enough) and

inadequate village incomes (for other third world

comparisons, see Lipton, 1980; Rempel and Lobdell, 1978).

Similarly Jellinek (1978) found, in her study of Jakarta

migrants, that much of the wage worker's savings were spent

on basic necessities for their rural households.

Hugo's (1982) review of circulation research in Indonesia

reveals that many people work i~ one place but consume,

spend, and invest their earnings in anothe~. Thus urban

incomes are maximized while costs are minimized in order to

supplement uncertain rural incomes. In Jellinek's (1978)

research, the ice-cream vendors all came from the same

village in central Java and regarded Jakarta as a place to

earn money. They minimized daily urban expenditures by living

together in pondok (rooming houses) that were owned by a

tauke (boss), who provided them with both the cart and

ingredients for the ice cream they sold. Stretton's (1977,

1979) research on construction workers in Manila also

documented that, urban living costs were kept low, so that

the remittances sent to village households were as high as
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possible. Most workers slept on the building site, eventhough

meagre quarters could be shared with other migrants from the

same village. In a more recent article, Stretton (1985:341)

summarizes this situation:

Circular migrants from the same rural area and working
in the same occupation tend to live together in the
city. This not only provides social support but also
lowers the cost of staying in the town and hence
increases the remittances that migrants can send to
his family.

In this study, as discussed in chapter two, the concern

is with links between the flows of labor, household strategy,

kinship networks, and the corporate households as an income

pooling unit. Such relationships are well exemplified by work

of Trager (1984) in the Philippines and Huang (1987) in

Taiwan. Trager's enquiry of the links that migrants in

Dagupan city, maintain with their home communities found that

movement could be viewed as part of a family or household

strategy. In some cases, it was a means of survival, as the

family sustained bare levels of subsistence from remittances

sent by one or two members working elsewhere. In others, it

permitted some degree of upward mobility, as when overall

family goals were helped by a daugter providing for her

sister's formal education (Trager, 1981:228). Observes Trager

(1981:228):

Remittances from the migrant to family member at
home may be seen to be the most important evidence
of such strategies. For one thing, remittances
can be calculated; one can compare their
value with total family income. Family members
themselves may stress the importance of remittances.
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..• however, remittances must be seen as part of a
wider pattern of interaction among those in rural-urban
networks. Those in the urban setting also receive
things, mainly food, from home.

Huang's (1987) examination of links between urban

migrants and rural households in Taiwan established that a

multilocal residence pattern among members of rural families

directly results from outmigration. She terms this corporate

result a 'federated family', whose members do not necessarily

share the same physical residence but maintain a high degree

of economic cooperation. Although, such a family is dispersed

in space, it nevertheless bears all the characteristics of a

social and economic unit.

On both conceptual and substantive grounds, the rural

households of construction workers may therefore be

considered as bi or multilocal in structure (see also Caces,

1985). One or more adult members from a particular rural

household may move to the city for wage to work in the

construction industry or other kinds of urban jobs, while yet

other members may leave elsewhere for different reasons such

as formal education. Yet all members, irrespective of their

physical location, continue to maintain significant connec

tions with both the members physically present in the rural

household of origin and others absent in different places.

However, as Schmink (1984:94) warns the notion of

household economic strategy should be treated with a caution

since many Latin America specialists have expanded it too
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rapidly to encompass far too many areas of reality. The

household may not in fact constitute the most relevant unit

in mediating such diverse and complex behaviors as family

labor allocation, people's movement, and income pooling

units. Thus far, research on household strategies has been

largely confined to the structural constraints that affect

corporate behavior, whereas the rational behaviors of

household units and their "relative autonomy", as well as

their internal processes of decision making, have all been

relatively neglected. Newby (1987:20) maintains that:

••• as a social unit, the farm household is
particularly driven by internal social relations
(such as the division of labour within the family)
and by household work strategies, and is not merely
the passive receptor of market forces.

Methods and Instruments

Based on'all the preceding consideration, fieldwork in

Bandung and central Java proceeded in six stages (Table 4.1).

At the outset, library surveys were undertaken to obtain

information about housing construction projects in

metropolitan Bandung and to identify previous research.

During this first stage, interviews were conducted with those

BTN officials of the Bandung branch of who had the authority

to provide mortgages for low cost housing, as well as with

officials of Perumnas, the state-owned corporation that

undertakes large construction projects within the city.
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Table 4.1

Types of Field Data Collected in West and Central Java,
July 1985-April 1986

stage Place Date Type of Source of
Adminis- Instrument Information
tered

Information
Sought

1

15 Sept.
1985
to
31 Jan.
1986

Bandung

2 Antapani
site

(Bandung)

July
to
August
1985

Library
survey and
interview

Officials of
BTN
(State-Owned
Savings Bank)
and
Perumnas
(National
Urban
Development
Corporation)

Location of
housing projects.
number and types
of contractors
involved, number
and t.ypes of
houses built by
each contractor.
Target group of
housing buyers,
sources of
investment.
Broad
characteristics
of workforce
in housinq
construction
industry.

a Sept.
to
Nov.
1985

Observation
and
interviews

Project
manager,
assistants,
mandors
(Subcontract
tor)

site character
istics, number
and types of
houses bU~lt,

timetable of
project. Role
of mandors
and their
tradesmen,
subcontracting
practices, ways
contractors cope
with project
uncertainties.
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Table 4.1 (continued): Types of Field Data Collected in West
and Central Java, July 1985-April 1986

stage Place Date Type of Source of
Adminis- Instrument Information
tered

Information
Sought

b sept.
to
Oct.
1985

Unstructured 13 mandors
interviews

Life histories
of previous and
present jobs;
income
sequences

c 15-20
Oct.
1985;
27-31
Jan.
1986

De facto
censuses

Construction
workers
(343 and
362)

Place and date
of birth, level
of skill, place
of origin,
formal education,
date of hire
by mandor
or contractor.

d 12 Nov.
1985
to
16 Dec.
1985

Question
aire
survey

133 Demographic
construction and
workers . socioeconomic

characteristics;
previous
construction
jobs, moves
made, and
employment held.
Histories for
past two years:
links with
village of
origin, income
and expenditures
in town,
remittances
sent and
received.

e Oct.
1985
to
Jan.
1986

Observation
and
unstructured
interview
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Three work
groups

Division of
labor wit.hin
work groups.
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Table 4.1 (continued): Types of Field Data Collected in West
and Central Java, July 1985-April 1986

stage Place Date Type of
Adminis- Instrument
tered

Source of
Information

Information
Sought

f

g

h

Oct.
1985
to
Jan.
1986

Dec.
1985

Oct.
1985
to
Jan.
1986

Indepth
unstructured
interview

Indepth
unstructured
interview

Diary

Eleven
individual
workers

Four worker
families on
site

Eleven
workers

Life histories
of movement
and work,
incomes and
expenditures,
jobs in
Antapani.

Place of
origin, date
and reasons
for moving to
site, incomes
and
expenditures.

Daily
expenditures.

3 Bandung Nov.
1985
to.
Jan.
1986

General
interview

Seven Labor
construction practices.
projects

4 Bandung Dec.
1985
to
Jan.
1986

Secondary
data

1980 census
data of six
Javanese
villages

Environmental
and
socioeconomic
data of
substantial
sources of
construction
workers:
population
size
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Table 4.1 (continued): Types of Field Data Collected in West
and Central Java, July 1985-April 1986

stage Place Date Type of Source of
Adminis- Instrument Information
tered

5 Slendro March,
week 2
to
April,
week 2
1936

Information
Sought

local
amenities,
agriculture and
other economic
activities,
land
ownership.

a

b

25 March
to 4
April
1986

March
to
April
1986

Househo,ld
survey

Secondary
data
collection

18 house
holds of
workers

Village
office

Household
membership.
Transfers made
from and to
migrant worker.
Nature of
household
property,
allocation of
labor within
household
members.

Local maps.
Village data on
socioeconomic
condition,
individual
population
movement.

To be continued
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Table 4.1 (continued): Types of Field Data Collected in West
and Central Java, July 1985-April 1986

stage Place Date Type of Source of
Adminis- Instrument Information
tered

Information
Sought

Library
survey

Research reports
of population
mobility and
village economy
in Central Java.

6 Yogja
karta
and
Bogor

Feb.
to
May
1986
(inter
mittently)

Population
Studies"
Center,
Gajahmada
University;
Bogor
Agriculture
University;
Indonesian
Center for
Agroeconomic
Survey;
and Center
for Soil
Research,
Ministry
of AgricUlture.

Detailed information was obtained on the location of all

housing projects, the numbers and types of houses" built in

Bandung by ~ach contractor, target groups among potential

house owners, different sources of investment, and the broad

characteristics of those engaged working in the housing

industry.

From this information was identified 86 locations of

housing projects that had been developed during 1977 and 1985

(Fig. 3.5). Seventy-seven occurred under the auspices of

private contractors, as part of the BTN program, six within

the Perumnas program, and three were developed by independent
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contractor. If this list of housing sites (Tables 3.6 and

3.7) was compared to another compiled by the Regional

Planning Board of West Java (Bappeda Jawa Barat), the body

responsible for evaluating requests from contractors or

developers to acquire land. There was a discrepancy of only

three developers between these two lists, simply because

these were in the process of being administratively

transferred from the Bappeda to the BTN lists.

Once these official and research data had been assembled,

it was possible to select a particular construction site in

Bandung for indepth examination (Table 4.1:stage 2). This

needed to be sUfficiently large in both area extent and

workforce to reflect management structure, contracting

practices, possibilities for labor segmentation, and the

employment of sizable numbers of migrant workers. In short,

such would make possible an examination of how far labor

segmentation was closely interrelated with flows of

construction labor. Based on observation of several project

sites, the most plausible seemed to be those involving the

greatest number of housing units: the BTN sites of Buah~atu

and Ropo (sites 47 and 29: Fig. 3.5) and the Perumnas site of

Antapani (site A: Fig. 3.5).

The project manager of Buahbatu rejected my request and

make detailed observations, saying that this could be a great

burden, although perhaps reflecting his company's desire for

secrecy. Since the business of housing construction in
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Bandung is so competitive, every developer tries to shield

details of profits and expenditures from outsiders and it

requires a careful and sympathetic approach to gain research

access to a project site. Luckily, the project manager at

Antapani kindly permitted personal observations and detailed

surveys. Later it was discovered that two contractors were

involved, each of whom was responsible for about 1,500

housing units scheduled to be built between April 1985 and

September 1986 on an area of approximately 25 hectares (61.75

acres). For practical reasons, indepth enquiries were

confined to this first contractor's activities and only

general observations made of the second one.

When an indepth examination of the Antapani site began in

midSeptember, the project was about a quarter complete and

the main activities included building house frame and

drainage channels, excavation and grading for house

foundations, drainage, and footpaths. For the first two

months (September-November 1985), detailed observations were

made of the recruitment and allocation methods used for

project workers; the role of mandors and their middlemen;

practices of subcontraGting: and how contractor's coped with

such project uncertainties as inclement weather, varying

inflation rates, and erratic availability of construction

materials.

The first two weeks of field research were very

challenging. Mandors and workers seemed nervous of my
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presence and some mandors considered me a middle man, who was

offering construction labor to the contractor and who

subsequently could assume their jobs. Even the project

manager himself, I was told later suspected me of spying for

another company to learn about competitive techniques of

housing and management. He ordered some of his subordinates

to keep a close watch on my activities, but eventually, it

was possible to overcome these suspicions by talking openly

with workers and mandors, by learning their names as much as

I could, and by taking as well as giving them copies of their

own photograph.

Several open-ended interviews were conducted with the

project manager and his assistants, plus all thirteen mandors

on this project (Table 4.1:stage 2a). To learn about the

background of mandors and potential links with their work

experience in construction, every mandor was asked to

describe his life history, the previous jobs he had held, and

the various sources of income (Table 4.1:stage 2b) Such

details were, expected to indicate the stability or

instability of project employment, the overall extent of

absenteeism and labor turnover, varying levels of commitment

to site activities among different categories of the

workforce, and the ease or difficulty of entry into

construction jobs.
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Once the project's context had been established by these

observation, a de Tacto census was conducted (Table 4.1:stage

2c). From the beginning it was realized that the help of

mandors was essential, since only they were familiar with the

site's workforce. Having been persuaded about the importance

of the project census, the first de facto enumeration was

done collaboratively on 15 October 1985.

In this, details were collected about place and date of

birth, level of skill, place of origin, formal edu~ation, and

date of hire by either mandor or contractor. From this census

were identified 13 mandors and 343 male workers of various

skills, 281 of 343 of whom were migrants.

At Antapani, the site workforce was highly mobile, with

large numbers coming into or leaving almost every day. To

document and keep records of such mobility would have been a

formidable task and not every mandor had a systematic record

of his own labor gang. To overcome this problem, a second de

facto census was undertaken from 27 to 31 January 1986,which

recorded 362 males engaged at various construction jobs under

the supervision of 15 mandors. Of these workers, 228 were not

recorded in the first census, reflecting of their very high

mobility, and 274 out of 362 were village migrants. This

second de facto census identified a painting mandcr and eight

painters (tukang cat) who had been working there at the time

of the first one but who had missed being enumerated. The
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revised size of the labor force at Antapani on 15 October

1985 thus was increased from 343 to 351 workers.

A questionnaire survey, undertaken with two assistants

from 12 November until 16 December 1985, involved 133

construction workers (Table 4.1:stage 2d). Designed on the

basis of observations made during the previous two months,

and subsequently pretested, more questions inevitably

occurred the further interviews proceeded because of

continuing interaction between questioners and respondents.

As the survey continued, more and more activities were

discovered and it was only limited financial resources that

prevented perhaps a needlessly long stay at the Antapani

site. Both assistants, senior students from the Institute of

Technology at Bandung, one of whom was Javanese and the other

from North Sumatra, had previous experience of conducting

such surveys, although the employment and movement histories

were open ended and sometimes took long periods to complete.

Language presented few problems, since most construction

workers speak bahasa Indonesia. Of 133 workers interviewed,

103 were migrant villagers, 28 were born in Bandung, and two

commuted within the metropolitan area. Despite their busy

lives almost all were willing to be interviewed and there

were only three refusals.

This survey collected information from project workers

about previous construction jobs, their history of movement

and employment during the past two years, the links
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maintained with villages of origin, urban incomes and

expenditures as well as remittances sent and received, along

with asking their impressions of daily life at the Antapani

site (Appendix II). Movement and employment histories aimed to

identify both the kinds of jobs held and the nature of their

termination as a way of understanding the relationship

between the movement of rural labor to urban construction

work (for comparison see Perlman, 1976:265-267; Hugo,

1979:80; Kothari, 1979:70); the stability and instability of

wage employment amongst all categories of jobs, and how far

shifting from job to job was related to the acquisition of

skills.

Following the survey, observations and inteLview occurred

with three work groups to establish whether a division of

labor existed on the site (Table 4.1:stage 2c). Eleven

workers were asked to describe both their jobs at Antapani

and their previous histories of wage work (Table 4.1:stage

2f). Four families were also interviewed to explore why

some migrant workers had brought them to Antapani

(Table 4.1:stage 2g).

To collect detailed data on the expenditures of workers,

eleven drawn from various skill categories consented to keep

a daily record over several weeks, although not necessarily

for every day in that sequence (Table 4.1:stage 2h). During

the first week, this record was checked each day, but for the

second week and beyond only once every three or four days. In
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total, these records of expenditure range from one to six

weeks equivalent. One the four owners of a warung (stall), at

which site workers usually took their meals, kindly loaned

his records of their cumulative expenditures that, every

Saturday, were deducted by mandors from the workers' wages.

In gratitude for this arrangement, the warung owners gave

these mandors money or free meals. Such detailed and private

information was invaluable in establishing the extent to

which site workers were minimizing the cost of urban living.

Visits were made to seven other projects in Bandung,

ranging in size from a small housing development to the

construction of large office building to compare labor

practices in comparable situations (Table 4.1:stage 3). Based

on interviews with the site managers and some mandors, it was

found that, for reasons of efficiency, labor segmentation is

commonly practiced by the contractors of large construction

projects.

The fourth stage of the field design represented a

critical shift from an urban to a rural focus, specifically

to examine the local communities from which these construction

workers came. Based on the Antapani census and many

interviews, substantial numbers were found to originate from

Sitmlekar, Sindangsari, Langensari, and Jatitujuh in west

Java; Joho, Slendro, and Kedungsuren in central Java; and

from Baruharjo in east Java (Fig 7.1). unexpectedly, a tape

of unpublished village data from the 1980 national census was
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available at the Center for Plaiming Studies within the

Institute of Technology, at Bandung (ITB). Although changes

in villages name, meant that it was impossible to identify

Kedungsuren, and Jatitujuh, two of the important communities

from which labor migrants came, data for the other six was

able to be abstracted about populati~n size, physical

amenities, agricultural and other economic activities, and

land ownership. Bilsborrow (1984:408) emphasizes the

importance of such community-level data as context for

household and individual information:

If we analyse only individual/household survey data
we are subject to the individualistic fallacy in
drawing inference for public policy, while if we use
only aggregate level data we are sUbject to the
ecological fallacy making inferences about individual
behavior •• ~ but perhaps we can pass through the
strait, by collecting data at both the individual or
household level and some larger level, such as the
community.

Assuming that the households of communities located

farther away from the Antapani site might have fewer

socioeconomic options than those closer by, it was decided to

investigate and examine the appropriateness of the village of

Slendro, in kabupaten (district) Sragen, central Java (Fig.

7.2). From the beginning, it was realized that choosing a

village in a different province might create administrative

problems, in that additional permissions would be needed from

both the p~ovincial government of central Java and of

kabupaten Sragen. In fact, many such administrative problems

were encountered, but finally Slendro village was visited on
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7 February 1986. Located about thirty-five kilometers to the

north of Sragen city and about five kilometers to the east of

kecamatan (subdistrict) Gesi, Slendro lies at the foot of the

Kendeng hills at about 300-400 meters above sea level. Since

no public transport exists between Gesi and Slendro,

villagers usually walk along the narrow, bumpy, and hilly

road to nearby communities.

In January 1986, Slendro community had a population of

2,720 distributed in 631 households, about forty of whom were

away at Antapani as wage laborers. Given a total land area of

927 hectares, the crude population density of about three

persons per hectare is relatively low compared to most parts

of central Java. Located within a limestone area, dry and

infertile, the dominant agricultural' system consisted of

rainfed sawah together with state forest land and various

types of dryland gardens. Since these dryland systems

dominated local production, annual patterns of rainfall were

highly influential on annual productivity, satisfaction of

subsistence needs, and availability of cash incomes.

When reporting the intention to conduct a field survey in

Slendro to the kecamatan office in Gesi administrators seemed

nervous and reluctant, asking why this community should be

selected for detailed enquiry. Officials at kabupa~en Sragen

had also raised the same question. Later, such caution was

found to be understandable, since these officials did not
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wish the poverty of this community to be revealed in a way

that could bring them into administrative discredit.

Permission finally was given to collect indepth information

for scholarly research, provided that no photographs were

taken of particular places, one of the kecamatan staff

accompanied me at all times, and the kecamatan office was

informed immediately the survey had been completed. Since the

lurah (village headman) had experience of other research

workers, this official caution was not present the community

level. In fact, he assisted greatly by assigning a staff

member to explain the study's goals to heads of those

households containing construction workers and by insisting

that village officials allow my interviews to be conducted in

private.

A Javanese assistant, a student of Pasundan University at

Bandung, assisted with village enquiries and translated the

interview schedule from Bahasa Indonesia into Javanese for

those that did not speak the national language. After two

days, the official from kecamatan Gesi who was assigned to

accompany me left Slendro, perhaps reporting to his head

(camat) that there was no need to be suspicious of this

enquiry. In fact, this official was uncommonly helpful in

providing pertinent village information, given his recent

arrival in the kecamatan (Table 4.1:stage 5b).

From 25 March until 4 April 1986, detailed information

was collected from eighteen of the village households with
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construction workers (Table 4.1:stage Sa): eight from dusun

(hamlet) Slendro, two from dusun Bandil, and eight from dusun

Jumbleng (Fig •. 7.3). surprisingly, at the times of interview,

all but one of household had construction workers from

Bandung' in residence. Questions were asked about the

demographic and socioeconomic attributes of household

members, the transfers of money and goods made by migrant

workers to and from the hamlet household, what collective

property was held and the means cf allocating household labor

(Appendix III). Such information aimed to established how far

the circulation of construction workers between rural

communities and urban work sites represented a strategy of

meeting or supplementing the subsistence needs of village

households. Most of the workers had returned to Slendro from

Antapani because that project was almost complete and even

the mandor himself was soon expected.

The most difficult information to·collect was that on

household income, not only because more than one adult member

is involved in such activities but also because rural

peasants have a wide range of mUltiple, irregular, and highly

flexible sources beyond agriculture. For communities like

desa Slendro, it is very difficult to obtain income data

retrospectively over as long a period as one year. One

alternative is to initiate an ongoing survey of household

income during a far shorter time, for which daily records are

kept of the types and amounts of cash and goods earned,
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expended, or exchanged. This is a formidable task, but not

all limitations are removed, for such details may document

incomes for a particular season rather than for an annual

cycle of income-generating activities. Such a detailed

enquiry, moreover, not only is immensely time consuming but

also requires extra-ordinary financial resources. Given all

these potential difficulties, compounded by the limited time

and funds available all eighteen households were asked to

describe their income sources during the previous twelve

months (April-May 1985 to April-May 1986) and then to judge

which of them was primary, secondary, or tertiary in

importance (Appendix III:question 18).

In addition, made of village records of anyone who,

during 1985 and 1986, had asked the local secretary (carik)

to issue formal administrative permission to travel (surat

jalan; Table 4.1:stage 5b). It is doubtful that all villagers

who had gone requested such a pass and, of those who perhaps

did, most went to urban markets or to marry elsewhere. Even

so, these records reveal the general characteristics of

population mobility for Slendro. A general land use survey

done within three days both updated and cross checked

information contained on a village map, along with some

secondary data about the socioeconomic condition of the

community. Informal discussions about rural living with the

." headman and his family, as well as with other villagers and
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returned workers, not only was enjoyable but also a revealing

source of information.

with enquiries completed in both on Bandung and central

Java, several visits were made to the Antapani site to thank

those, particularly the manager and his assistants, who had

helped during the surveys of construction workers. It was

surprising to learn that this housing project was practically

complete and that the Perumnas had awarded contractor another

development Perumnas to construct further 1,000 units at an

adjacent area, starting in July-August 1986.
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CHAPTER V

WORKFORCE CHARACTERISTICS AND LABOR ORGANIZATION ON THE

ANTAPANI SITE

The housing construction site at Antapani is located in

northeastern Bandung, on the border between kotamadya

(municipality) and kabupaten (district) of Bandung (Fig.

5.1), approximately one kilometer from the Cicaheum intercity

bus station (Fig. 5.1). Administratively, this area is part

of the kelurahan (minor subdistrict) Antapani and within the

jurisdiction of kabupaten (district) Bandung. Before this

housing project began, sawah (paddy field) dominated the

area~ which slopes gently from northwest to southeast at a

gradient of about 1 in 150 (Bandung Urban Development study,

n.d.). During 1982-84, Perumnas acquired about 106 hectares

and land development then began.

The site was selected from a number of alternatives for

several reasons. First, it would help channel the physical

expansion of Bandung along an urban corridor to the east

(Fig. 5.1), planned by metropolitan urban authorities for

mixed industrial and residential uses. Second, its location

nearby existing job concentrations and in particular, large

kampung (urban precinct) developments, indicated a

substantial potential market for low-cost housing. Third,

sizable land areas· were available for housing development



Figure 5.1

TERMINAL SIS
CICAHEUM
Iol:al & Inter city bI8 station

.-.~

-_._._.- Boundary or Bandullll Clfy

Location of Antapani Site, 1985
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(Fig. 5.2), so that building costs would not be excessive

(Bandung Urban Development study, n.d).

On this site, Perumnas planned to build about 5,400

housing units. To facilitate construction of low-cost

housing, some 600 lots 160 to 200 square meters (kaveling

tanah matang) in area were to be sold to developers and

individuals at prevailing market prices. Many site facilities

were proposed by Perumnas: kindergarden and elementary

schools, primary health care centers, parks, and several

shopping centers. The project was planned for two phases: the

first to occur during 1985-86 and the second 1986-87, during

which periods about 3,000 and 2,400 housing units

respectively were to be constructed. As previously mentioned,

two contractors were involved in the first phase but this

study is focused on one of them.

Kelurahan Antapani (Fig. 5.1), the site of construction,

is located seven kilometers from the city center of Bandung

and lies at an elevation of about 650 meters above sea level.

In 1986, this kelurahan had a population of 13,906,

comprising 3,169 households concentrated in 15 kampung (urban

precinct). Two of these kampung, Antapani Kaler and Antapani

Kidul, lie within the boundaries of the project site (Fig. 5.2).

From 1981 to 1985, the annual rate of population growth for

kelurahan Antapani was about 3.3 per cent, but during the

twelve months 1985-86 this rate rose dramatically to 25.2

percent (Kompilasi data kelurahan Antapani, 1986) as a result
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of 2,635 people moving in to reside in Perumnas housing

units. with a total area of 424.15 hectares, the population

density of kelurahan Antapani in was about 30.9 persons per

hectare.

In the early eighties, before the Perumnas project was

initiated, sawah (paddy field) occupied more than 46 percent

of the total area (198.5 hectares of 424.15) but by 1985 had

shrunk to about 93 hectares with the beginning of the

Antapani project (Kompilasi data kelurahan Antapani, 1986).

Most of that sawah had been owned by local people, who were

required to sell it to Perumnas through their local

government once the area had been designated a public housing

project. other land uses in the vicinity include semiurban

settlement (perkampungan), food gardens, textile industries,

and community facilities (Fig. 5.2). In 1985, 73 per cent

(3,301 of 4,513 persons) of the able-bodied population of

kelurahan Antapani did not hold permanent job. From

observation, most of these worked as pedicab drivers, food

traders, textile factory workers, and construction laborers

on the Perumnas project. Of those employed, about a fifth

(21.5%) were petani penggarap, share croppers and

agricultural wage workers, while other permanent occupations

included petani pemilik (land-owning agriculturalists), civil

servants, military personnel, traders and service workers.

This occupational distribution is paralled by a comparatively

low level of formal education. In 1983, almost ninety per
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cent of those persons aged at least fifteen years (7,095 of

8,859) had gone beyond elementary school (Kompilasi data,

kelurahan Antapani, 1986).

The focus ~uw turns to the sociodemographic

characteristics of the workforce on the Antapani site ~nd the

nature of its organization. To what extent does the process

of labor recruitment and the organization of work in the

construction industry reflect the practice of a segmentary

labor market? And if so, what are the main reasons for such a

practice considered from the contractor's standpoint.

Characteristics of The project Workforce

One part of the Antapani site is managed by construction

company Rumah Sederhana, a pseudonym for one of the largest

building contractors in Indonesia with headquarters in

Jakarta. This contractor (pemborong) is responsible for

building about 1,500 low-cost housing units, ranging in size

from 15 to 45 square meters on lots of from 60 to 120 square

meters. Other requirements involve providing roads, drainage

systems, water supply, land scaping, and sewerage systems,

covering in total an area of about 25 hectares (61.75 acres).

The total contract was for a 2,425 billion rupiah (US$ 2.204

million) with the cost of housing construction alone

accounting for about 59 percent of this amount (Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1
Types of Work and Contract Value of

Housing Project, Antapani 1985-86

Type' of Work

Preparatory Work

Value (Rupiah)

32,912,425.00

Percentage

1.493

Housing Construction 1,298,403,334.61
Preparatory and foundation
Masonry
Floor work
Timber framing
Roofing
Window and accessories
Sanitary and
electrical installation

Painting and other work

Sewerage 317,452,561.00
Trunk sewer and manholes
Area sewer and manholes
House connections

Water Supply 192 r824,248.00
Pipe distribution and
accessories

House connection pipe
Concrete blocks and
fire hydrants

Road Network 131,997,500.00
Setting and excavation
Rights of way
Precast reinforcing
Final clearence

Drainage System 222,089,200.00
Drainage and culverts works
Final clearance

58.882

14.396

8.745

5.986

10.072

LandScaping 9,400,000.00 0.426

TOT A L 2,205,079,268.16
(US$ 2,004,617.5)

Contractor's Profit (10%) 220,507,926.81

100.000

Total Contract Value 2,425,586,000.00 (US $2,205,078.2)

Source: Perumnas Office of Antapani Project,1985-86.
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As an activity for labor costs highly absorptive of labor,

this component totaled about 0.5 billion rupiah, or one fifth

of the overall contract. Funded through a loan from the Asian

Development Bank and scheduled to run from April 1985 until

September 1986, this Perumnas project had several layers of

management (Fig. 5.3).

Detailed field enquiries began on the twentieth week of

this project schedule, by which time land preparation and

grading, construction of drains and sewers, and the initial

building of house units were about a quarter completed.

Basically, two types of workers, independent and directly

contracted, were involved in site activities. Those males

directly employed by the contractor, eighteen managerial and

field supervisory staff (Fig. 5.3), were paid on a monthly

basis. Two of these, including the project manager himself,

were considered permanent employees, six were on contract,

and ten were daily wage workers (pegawai harian lepas) able

to be terminated at the contractor's discretion. The project

manager had the authority to administer the flow of cash and

to appoint administrative as well as technical staff. Apart

from being paid on a monthly basis, permanent and directly

contracted employees were given housing and limited health

allowances during the project period. Permanent staff might

also receive an annual bonus should the Jakarta headquarters

jUdge them to have been productive, from the standpoint of

quality (mutu), punctuality (waktu), and project costs
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(biaya). In addition, permanent employees have good prospects

of career promotion within the Rumah Sederhan? company

itself. so that, overall, their emploYment is stable and

their future relatively secure.

The main group of male workers, subcontractors (mando~)

and casual workers, were not part of the contractor's permanent

pay roll. Mandors are essentially independent labor

subcontractors whose task it is to recruit and allocate labor

on behalf of for the contractor. They act as intermediaries

through whom, on the one hand, large numbers of casual

workers gain access to construction jobs on the project site

and, on the .other, the contractor is supplied with the number

and type of casual workers required. Mandors have their own

labor gangs, who mainly are drawn from the same village as

themselves and in some cases consist of a mandor's family and

relatives. If, however, a mandor needs a large number of

workers, then middlemen recruit them from other villages.

The number of mandors and workers on the Antapani site

varied according to the stage of construction. On the day of

the first de facto census, 15 October 1985, there were

thirteen mandors, ten of whom were recent migrants. In

contrast, the second census (27 January 1986) identified

fifteen mandors, eleven of whom were also present during the

first census. Of those mandor enumerated in both censuses,

one was a wood worker skilled at making shutters, doors,

window and door frames, whereas the others were general
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mandors specialized in masonry work. By the time of the

second census, two mandors enumerated in the first had left

the project, whereas two of the four mandors on site only

during the second census began work in January 1985 and

specialized in drilling wells and laying drainage pipes. Of

13 mandors interviewed before the first census, all but one

are tradesmen with such construction skills as carpentry or

masonry.

Twelve Antapani mandors entered their profession

through being apprenticed to an experienced mandor, usually

a relative or family member. None received any special

training or attended a vocational school. They entered the

construction industry as unskilled workers, gradually rising

to become mandors, but should no such positions be available

on a particular site, they do not hesitate to return to

unskilled'laboring. In general, mandors had more experience

than the rest of their workforce.

In age, these mandors ranged from'25 to 47 years and

their formal education varied from having completed primary

school to having spending some years at high school. All are

married and three are natives of Bandung, five were born in

central Java, and the other seven in west Java. Most mandors

had been with this contractor for several years: eight had

worked for him on more than two housing projects and at

various sites throughout Indonesia (Jakarta, Medan, Jambi,
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Ujungpandang, Manado: Fig. 3.2). Three had even shifted from

site to site with this contractor during the last ten years.

By and large, construction workers at Antapani were

migrants who had recently come to Bandung to find wage work,

some specifically reference to be part of the Antapani

project. Nonmigrant workers included those born in Bandung,

long-term migrants, and workers who commuted from within the

metropolitan area. On 15 October 1985, a total of 303 out of

351 workers (86.3%) were migrants compared to 74.9 per cent

(271 of 362) on 27 January 1986 (Table 5.2). Apart from

drilling laborers, migrant outnumbered nonmigrant workers in

all types of construction activities and tended also to be

far younger in all categories of work (Tables 5.2 and 5.3 and

Figures 5.4 and 5.5).

Despite the overall dominance of migrant workers, during

the three months between two field censuses both the number

and percentage of nonmigrants increased considerably: from

being 13.7 to 25.1 per cent of the total workforce (Table

5.2). This mainly reflects a mandor hiring mostly within

Bandung those drilling workers needed in December 1985 to

bore and erect an artesian well for every pair of

construction units. Thus migrant workers always predominate,

even though the ratio of migrant to nonmigrants can change

throughout a project's life time. Half of the workers came

from west Java (Table 5.3), notably from the kabupaten

(district) of Bandung, Sumedang, Garut, Purwakarta, SUkabumi,
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Table 5.2

Characteristics of Workforce at Antapani Site
15 October 1985 and 27 January 1986

Census I
(15 October 1985)

Census II
(27 January 1986)

Number Mean
Age

Median
Age

Number Mean
Age

Median
Age

MIGRANT WORKERS

Mason 109 32.15 31
Carpenter 30 35.40 35
Assistant mason 84 23.93 22
Assistant 13 22.23 20
carpenter

Concrete-Block 36 27.69 27
maker

Iron frame maker 1 24.00 24
Ground worker 22 32.28 29
Pipe fitter
Drilling worker
Other worker 8 25.11 23

96
16
58

1

53
12
27

8

29.65
33.19
24.38
17.00

33.98
27.66
27.00
28.36

28
32
22
17

32
43
26
23

-----------------------------------------------------------
Sub total 303 (86.3%) 271 (74.9%)
-------------------------------------~----------------------
NONMIGRANT WORKERS

Mason 28 35.40 35 14 27.71 29
Carpenter 1 35.00 35 1 35.00 35
Assistant mason 6 33.20 36 5 25.80 20
Assistant
carpenter

Concrete-Block
maker

Iron frame maker 9 28.22 26 1 25.00 25
Ground worker 1 n.a n.a
Pipe fitter 3 25.00 23
Drilling worker 60 28.23 29
Other Worker 4 30.00 26 6 28.16 26

Sub total

Total

48 (13.7%)

351 (100.0%)

91 (25.1%)

362 (100.0%)

Source of data: Field Survey 1985-86
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Table 5.3

Antapani ConstrUction Workers by Migrant Status
15 October 1985 and 27 January 1986

Migrant status
of Workers

Urban-born: Number (1)
Age Range (2)

Mean Age (3)
Median Age (4)

Census I
(15 October 1985)

48 (13.7%)
16-55
31.43
31

Census II
27 January 1986)

91 (25.1%)
16-46
27.88
29

From
West Java

From
Central Java

From
East Java

From
Jakarta

Commuters

Other

TOT A L

( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

175 (49.9%)
15-55
29.15
28

99 (28.2%)
17-64
29.20
27

17 (4.8%)
24-50
27.82
26

4 (1.7%)
18-22
21.00
22

2 (0.6%)
35-45
40.00
35

6 (1.7%)
19-38
27.50
24.5

351 (100%)

185 (51.1%).
17-59
29.90
28

73 (20.2%)
16-59
27.80
27

6 (1.7%)
24-28
26.33
26.5

2 (0.6%)
22
22.00
22

3 (0.8%)
35-46
41.00
35

2 (0.6%)
19-23
21.00
21

362 (100%)

Source of data: Field Survey 1985-1986.
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and Ciamis (Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.6). The second most

important source (28.2%~ 20.17%) was central Java,

particularly from the kabupaten of Kendal, Sragen, and

Wonogiri (Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.6). Another group from east

Java, specialists in making concrete blocks, were from

kabupaten Trenggalek and accounted for almost five percent of

the total workforce (Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.6).

Although most workers (72%) were married (Table 5.5),

more than twice as many migrants as nonmigrants were single

(89 of 303, 15 October 1985~ 81 of 271, 27 January 1986).

This may reflect the greater difficulty that husbands have in

extricating themselves from rural and family

responsibilities. In terms of of formal education, 79 to 82

per cent of migrant workers had received no schooling, some

years at primary school, or had completed primary school, as

against 64 to 69 per cent of the nonmigrants (Table 5.6).

Migrant workers thus tend to be less well formally educated

than nonmigrants.

The first census indicates that 42 per ceilt of migrant

workers (128 of 302) had been employed on the site from four

to eight months, as against 48 per cent of the nonmigrants

(23 of 48). In the second census, about 56 per cent (153 of

271) of the migrant~ and 80 per cent (73 of 91) of the

nonmigrants had been on the job for more than two months

(Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.7). Taken together, these figures
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Table 5.4

Dominant Kabupaten of Origin for Antapani
Construction Workers

15 October 1985 and 27 January 1986

Kabupaten Census I Census II
(Fig. 5.6) (15 October 1985) (27 January 1986)

west Java
Bandung city ( *) 50 94
Bandung 14 15
Sumedang 13 15
Garut 1 23
Purwakarta 13 0
Sukabumi 19 18
Ciamis 59 64

Subtotal

Central Java
Kendal
Sragen
Wonogiri

Subtotal

East Java
Trenggalek

Subtotal

Tot a 1

169

38
29
19

86

15

15

270

229

14
34
15

63

5

5

297

Source of data: Field Survey 1985-86.
(*) Including urban born and commuters
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Table 5.5

Antapani Construction Workers by Marital status
15 October 1985 and 27 January 1986

Marital
status

Census I
(15 October 1985)

Migrant Nonmigrant
Worker Worker

Census II
(27 January 1986)

Migrant Nonmigrant
Worker Worker

Married 209 (69.0%) 44 (91. 7%) 189 (69.8%) 75 (82.4%)
Never 89 (29.4%) 4 ( 8.3%) 81 (29.9%) 15 (16.5%)
Married

Widower 3 ( 1.1%) 0 ( 0.0%) 1 ( 0.4%) 0 ( 0.0%)
Not Available 2 ( 0.7%) 0 ( 0.0%) 0 ( 0,0%) 1 ( 1.1%)

Tot a 1 303 (100%) 48 (100%) 271 (100%) 91 (100%)

Source: Field Survey 1985-86

reveal a highly greatly fluctuating demand for construction

workers depending upon the stage reached by "a housing

project.

Overall, labor turnover on the Antapani site was high and

work gangs were not static in either number or in

composition. During the first census, for instance, activity

work concentrated mainly on house construction. As a result,

masons and assistant masons respectively accounted for about

40 and 26 per cent of the total workforce (137 and 90. of 351:

Table 5.2) as against ground workers totaling only

six per cent (22 of 351) and drilling workers not being

represented on site. For census II, when most housing

construction had been completed and the emphasis transferred

to grading land, building, roads and foothpaths, constructing
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Table 5.6

Level Of Formal Education among Antapani Construction Workers
15 October 1985 and 27 January 1986

Level of
Formal
Education

Census I
(15 October 1985)

Migrant Nonmigrant
Worker Worker

Census II
(27 January 1986)

Migrant Nonmigrant
Worker Worker

None 5 ( 2%) 1 ( 2%) 17 ( 6%) 1 ( 1%)
Some primary 97 (32%) 13 (27%) 82 (30%) 9 (10%)

school
Completed 140 (46%) 27 (56%) 125 (46%) 53 (58%)
primary school

Some junior 6 ( 2%) 0 0%) 9 ( 3%) 2 ( 2%)
high school

Completed jun- 38 (13%) 3 ( 6%) 27 (10%) 14 (15%)
ior high school

Some senior 0 ( 0%) 1 ( 2%) 2 ( 1%) 2 ( 2%)
high school

Completed Senior 8 ( 3%) 3 ( 6%) 6 ( 2%) S (10%)
high school

not available 9 ( 3%) 0 ( 0%) 3 ( 1%) 1 ( 1%)

T o t a 1 303 (100%) 48 (100%) 271 (100%) 91 (100%)

Source: Field Survey 1985-86.

sewers and dr?lins, and drilling artesian wells for which

ground wor~ers and drillers workers, were in heavy demand,

the composition of the labor force changed considerably. At

the same time as masons and assistant masons declined to

thirty and seventeen per cent (63 of 362), ground workers and

drillers increased to about seventeen and fifteen per cent

(60 and 54 of 362).

Although not officially begun until April 1985, some

workers had been on the project since February (Table 5.7).
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Table 5.7

Month of Hire of Antapani Construction Workers
1985-86

Census I Census II
Month of (15 October 1985) (27 January 1986)
hire Migrant Nonmigrant Migrant Nonmigrant

Worker Worker Worker Worker
No. % No. % No. ~ No. ~0 0

February 85 16 5.3 1 2.1 0 0.0 0 0.0
March 85 29 9.6 2 4.2 25 9.2 1 1.1
April 85 24 7.9 0 0.0 11 4.0 0 0.0
May 85 59 19.5 20 41.7 26 9.6 6 6.6
June 85 22 7.3 2 4e2 14 5.2 1 1.1
July 85 42 13.9 0 0.0 8 3.0 0 0.0
August 85 41 13.6 10 20.8 12 4.4 7 7.7
September 85 59 19.5 6 12.5 16 5.9 0 0.0
October 85 10 3.3 7 14.6 6 2.2 3 3.3
November 85 0 0.0 0 0.0 56 20.7 6 6.6
December 85 0 0.0 0 0.0 62 22.9 67 73.6
January 86 O· 0.0 0 0.0 35 12.9 0 0.0

Tot a 1 302 100 48 100 271 100 91 100

Source: Field Survey 1985-86.
Note : One case missing from Census I.

During this time they had constructed a temporary access

road to the site and built a workshop to produce concrete

blocks. Before taking up a job at Antapani, more than 70

percent of the migrants had been engaged in agricultural

activities and only about six to nine percent in construction

(Table 5.8). Between the first and second censuses, the ratio

of laboring to service tasks changed SUbstantially, in turn

reflecting different stages in the project's life cycle.
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Table 5.8

Type of Job Immediately Before
Construction Work at Antapani, 1985-86

Type of Job
Census I

(15 october 1985)
Migrant Nonmigrant
Worker Worker
No. % No. %

Census II
(27 January 1986)

Migrant Nonmigrant
Worker Worker
No. % No. %

Peasant agri-
culturalist

Wage labor
Service
Petty trader
Construction

worker
Chauffeur
Carpenter/
furniture
worker

Unemployed
Not Available

Tot a 1

227 74.9

31 10.2
10 3.3

4 1.3
20 66.0

2 0.6
4 1.3

4 1.3
1 0.3

303 100

5 10.4

19 39.6
8 16.7
1 2.1

13 27.1

o 0.0
o 0.0

o 0.0
2 4.2

48 100

196

5
28

4
25

1
7

2
3

271

72.3

1.8
10.3
1.5
9.2

0.4
2.6

0.7
1.1

100

2 2.2

7 7.7
58 63.7

1 1.1
14 15.4

o 0.0
7 7.7

1 1.1
1 1.1

91 100

Source : Field Survey 1985-86.

Whereas in October ,1985 wage laborers were more dominant, by

January 1986 it was service jobs that were the most visible.

In terms of prior experience, far as the difference between

migrant and non migrant was only a quarter of the migrant

workers had been in nonagricultural jobs, as against nine out

of every ten of the of the nonmigrants (Table 5.8).

In short, the laborforce on the Antapani site was

characterized by differing levels of working conditions. The

contractor's permanent employees enjoyed both favorable
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situations and stable employment, whereas the mandors and

casual workers had no job security and their continuity of

employment depended upon the availabity of particular types

of construction work. Amongst casual workers, migrants

outnumbered the urban born, with a proportion of between four

and eight migrants to every nonmigrant. In addition, migrant

workers tended to be younger, less formally educated, and far

more likely do come from a background in peasant

agriculturalist.

Organization of Contractora and Workers

By implementing construction jobs on housing sites,

mandors fulfill several functions (Fig. 5.3). They are first

of all managers of labor and consequently must be able to

recruit, coordinate, allocate, and supervise their workforce.

Secondly, they are technical supervisors with the ability to

understand blueprints of construction plans, to provide

expert advice and correct mistakes made by laborers, to set

the speed of construction activities and, overall, to

administer their work gangs. In most cases, thirdly, mandors

act as social leaders amongst their workers, organizing

collective activities, advising the men about problems with

money, health, and families, and acting as mediator between

quarreling labor. Mandors also must be able to maintain good

relationships on the job and personal, with their work gangs,
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otherwise they may find particular members leaving the

project. Overall, the relationship between a mandor and his

team of workers is the same as between patrons and client, so

common throughout rural Java. In a sense, the mandor acts as

a worker's protector, not only in providing access to jobs

but also through solving individual problems. In return for

this protection, the men are willing to perform tasks beyond

their regular jobs, and for no additional payment, such as

taking care of the mandor's children or cooking for him.

The project manager supplies all construction materials like

cement, sand, and concrete blocks. Nevertheless, the mandor

must be able to both estimate carefully and control the use

of such materials, since the amounts made available to labor

gangs by project management reflect standard criteria of what

quantities are required for different tasks. If more than

these standarized quantities are used, then payments to the

mandor may be reduced in proportion to overruns in the cost

of materials. When construction materials must be drawn for a

particular job from places of storage, mandors must have a

request form approved by the chief field supervisor (Fig.

5.3) before transporting those raw materials to the

appropriate parts of the site.

without all these technical capabilities, it is not

unknown for a mandor to suffer financial losses during a

project's lifetime. At Antapani, between November and

December 1985, one mandor incurred losses through
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misallocating his workers and consequently was unable to pay

them in full. Fortunately the project manager resolved this

problem by loaning money to pay the labor gang and by

providing direct employment as a field supervisor paid a

daily wage. Consequently the mandor's de.bt was settled

through deductions regularly taken from his weekly wages.

Every Wednesday, mandors must make an inventory of all piece

work completed by their labor gangs the previous week, a

report of which is submitted to the chief of field

supervisors (Table 5.9; cf. Fig. 5.3). On Thursdays and

Fridays, supervisors and their staff check these mandors'

reports of materials used to determine if payments are due

for all piece work reported as cqmplete (Table 5.9). Mandors

are paid on Saturday, based on this cross checking.

If no piece work had been completed during the previous

week and no payments therefore due the workers, then mandors

could receive an advance from the project manager. "This

amount, deducted f~om subsequent payments, meant that all

members of a labor gang received some money every week. Some

mandors acknowledged that, to avoid the complicated checking

of their field inventories every week, they simply gave field

supervisors 2,000 to 5,000 rupiah (US$ 1.80-4.50), while

others, acknowledged a willingness to perform such additional

tasks for them as making window frames, chicken houses, and

bird cages. Once mandors accepted payment on behalf of their

labor gangs, they were responsible to the contractor for both
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Table 5.9

Weekly Timetable of Construction Activities
at Antapani site, 1985-86

Day Activity Working Hour
08 09 10 11 12 01 02 03 04 05

'A.M. P.M.

<--> <--------><-->
<----------------------------><-------->

<----------------------------><----------------------------><-------------><-------------><---->

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday
Friday

Saturday

Routine work
Routine work
Inventory (I)
Field checking (II)
Stock material

checking (III)
Estimate payments (I)
Coordination
meeting (IV)

Routine
Payments (I)

Source Antapani Contractor's Office
Field Survey 1985-86

Activity the responsibility of (see Fig. 5.3):
I. Mandor (Fig. 5.3);

II. Chief of field supervisors or field supervisors;
lIIo Field supervisor and storage administrator;

IV. Chief of field supervisors, field supervisors,
and mandors.

the quality and comple~eness,ofwork until the final project

was officially transferred to Perumn~s. To ensure this

occurred, five per cent of the weekly payments due mandors was

regularly withheld by project managers, to be presented as a

final payment once Perumnas had indicated final acceptance.

Most mandors preferred to employ workers from their own

villages, or at least those with whom they were familiar from

previous urban construction jobs. In this way, mandors would

not suffer from too few laborers could far more conveniently
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supervise, lead, and monitor their workforce. An equally

important motivation for mandors for preferring village

people was an attachment and sense of responsibility to their

rural communities, which in turn meant they were h~l~ in high

regard by both kin and relatives. When large numbers of

construction workers were needed and this demand could not be

met from their own labor gangs, mandors often recruited

through trusted middlemen and even from direct applicants.

Among all workers at Antapani, about four fifths of the

migrants (82 of 101) and three fifths of the nonmigrants (20

of 32) had been hired through mandors, middlemen, families,

or relatives (Table 5.10 and Fig. S.8). In contrast, only 15

per cent of the migrant workers (15 of 101) and 31 per cent

of the nonmigrant obtained their this jobs by personal

application. Transfers of labor among mandors was also

common, so that if one ~ad a temporary surplus, then those

workers could be shifted to another mandor in need to

additional personnel.

Not being irregular member of a mandor's labor gang, made

it difficult to obtain construction work at the Antapani

site. Once a job was secured, good worker could easily remain

on the project by being recommended for transfer from one

labor gang to another. In some cases, workers went back to

their village once their particular tasks were completed,

only to return once contacted by the mandor that new jobs had

become available. In many cases, mandors had their own
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Table 5.10

Mode of Recruitment by Skill Category, among Antapani
Workforce 1985-86

Skills
Through
mandorj
middle
man

Applied Hired by Other
personal- relative/
ly family

Not Total
avail-
able

Mason
Migrant 21
Nonmigrant 6

Carpenter
Migrant 12
Nonmigrant 2

Assistant Mason
Migrant 9
Nonmigrant 2

Assistant
Carpenter

Migrant 1
Nonmigrant 0

Concrete Block
Maker

Migrant 3
Nonmigrant 0

Iron Frame Maker
Migrant 0
Nonmigrant 0

Ground Worker
Migrant 3
Nonmigrant . 1

Other Worker
Migrant 2
Nonmigrant 3

11
7

o
o

4
o

o
o

o
o

o
3

o
o

o
o

13
2

2
2

10
1

o
o

2
o

o
o

4
o

1
o

o
o

1
o

o
1

1
1

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

1
o

o
o

1
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

46
15

15
4

24
4

:2
1

5
o

o
3

7
1

3
3

Migrant
Non Migrant

Tot a 1

51 (51%) 15 (15%)
14 (44%) 10 (31%)

65 (49%) 25 (19%)

31 (31%)
6 (19%)

37 (28%)

2 (3%) 2 (3%) 101
2 (6%) 0 (0%) 32

4 (3%) 2 (1%) 133

Source: Field Survey, 1985
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regular middlemen, whose task it was to recruit from either

their own or other rural communities where they had good

relations with the village headman (lurah) and other local

leaders. In such situations, the middlemen acted as labor

brokers for the mandor.

These recruitment practices tend to reinforce the links

between the villages from which workers were drawn and

particular kinds of expertise demanded for construction

tasks. High quality carpenters, for instance, came from

villages of kabupaten Sukabumi in west Java and skilled

makers of concrete blocks from those of kabupaten Trenggalek

in east Java. Similarly, ground workers from Majalengka in

west Java were highly regarded (Fig. 5.6). The labor gang is

the sole source of onsite training"and the acquisition of

skills, so that workers are apprenticed to the skilled and

more experienced ones. This process clearly compounds the

concentration of particular kinds of expertise amongst

migrants from certain rural communities.

In an attempt to maintain good relationships with the

Antapani community nearby, both the contractor and mandors

employed some local people as night guards and casual

workers, although they were often said to be lazy and

inefficient. Even so, it was helpful to hire people from

surrounding kampung to avoid thefts of construction materials

and to prevent any tension or clashes with the workforce. The

contractor tried to cultivate good community links by
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permitting nearby residents to collect and use discarded

pieces of construction materials, by reconstructing a local

bridge, and by donating some money for social activities.

In general, however, construction activities at the

Antapani site constituted an enclave of construction set

within the local community. There was almost no social mixing

between the Antapani people and migrant workers, particularly

those from central and east Java a situation that sometimes

led to minor conflict. In midDecember 1985, Pardi, a worker

from central Java, warned Saman, who was hired locally, about

taking and using his construction cart without asking

permission. A small quarrel followed, but then Saman returned

with some of his local friends to attack Pardi, causing him

to be hospitalized for a day. This situation almost grew into

open conflict between Javanese migrant workers (orang Jawa),

who demonstrated ethnic solidarity with Pardi, and the

Sundanese group (orang Sunda) of Antapani people.

Fortunately, a policeman called by the assistant manager and

mandor Ngatiyo was able to mediate a conflict that could have

escalated into something far more serious.

Many kinds of labor gangs were involved in this housing

development. Largest in number and perhaps of greatest

importance were the gangs responsible for masonry work,

consisting of skilled and semi-skilled masons (tukang batu),

along with unskilled assistants (kenek or laden; Table 5.11).

Carpentry gangs consisted of and semi skilled tradesmen
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Table 5.11

Job Descriptions for Construction Workers
at Antapani Site, 1985-86

Type Of Worker

Mason

Carpenter

Assistant mason

Assistant
carpenter

Concrete block
maker

Steel frame
worker

Pipe fitter

Painter

Ground worker

Drilling worker

Job Description

·Setting house foundation; brick laying;
making concrete floors; fitting window
and door frames; fixing asbestos roofing;
laying foothpaths; constructing
sewerage and drainage systems.

Making window and door frames; installing
doors, planks, and roof frames.

Preparing and delivering mortar; other
jobs.

Assisting cazperrcez-s to make window
and door frames; fitting and installing
do~rs, fixing up roof frames.

Making concrete blocks.

Making iron frames~ setting them in
concrete casting in house corners and
over sewer manholes.

Installing fiber synthetic p1p1ng on
closed drainage systems; installing iron
piping for electricity in houses for
electricity.

Painting doors, windows, and timber.

Digging holes for house foundations,
sewerage and drainage connections;
levelling land for road and pathway
construction; transporting soil within
the site.

Drilling artesian wells.

Source: Field Observation, 1985-86.
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(tukang kayu), together with some carpentry assistants

(pembantu tUkang kayu) engaged to make window and door frames

and to install doors, planks, and roof frames. other groups

included ones responsible for ground work pipe fitting, and

well drilling. Of all jobs, brick laying, ground working, and

concrete mixing were more likely to be available to casual

workers than carpentry, in which those hired had to meet more

technical standards satisfied through long apprenticeships.

Mandors were responsible for allocating their workers between

the several types of construction jobs received from project

management, although daily hires were also used because of

their ready availability.

As previously noted, labor gangs were paid at a standard

rate set by the contractor for each piece of work completed

during the previous week (Table 5.9). Brick laying, for

instance, was paid by the square meter, whereas ground and

wood work were assessed by the cubic meter according to the

particular job (Table 5.12). Labor gangs were paid by their

mandor at a rate between ten to twenty per cent lower than he

received from the contractor. For the higher paying jobs,

like roofing, flooring, and wood work, mandors deducted up to

20 per cent, compared to about ten per cent for the less

remunerative like ground work and plastering. These standard

deductions reflected an unwritten consensus amongst all

mandors, so that employees had little basis for complaining

about different rates of payment from one subcontractor to
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Table 5.12

Piece Work Rates at Antapani site, 1985-86

Type Of Work

Ground working
Foundation setting
Concrete-block setting
Concrete filling
Plastering
Asbestos working
Roofing
Floor working
Water container & closet
fitting

Pipe fitting
Land filling
Window & door-frame

making
Roof-frame making
Door making
Concrete-block making

Rate Unit

Cubic meter
Cubic meter
Square meter
Meter
Square meter
Square meter
Pair of house
Pair of house
Pair of house

Pair of house
Cubic meter
Cubic· meter

Cubic meter
Piece
Piece

Wage Rate (Rupiah)
(US $1.00 = Rp. 1,100)

800
3,500

650-800
400
500
150

24,000-27,000
13,000-15,000

5,000

1,500
1,000

60,000

27,500
2,150

25

Source: Interview with project manager, chief of field
supervisors, and mandors, Field Survey 1985-86.

another. Even less was earned by workers hired by and

responsible to middlemen, who made a further deduction from

their wages for finding them the job. Even worse was when a

mandor left the project without paying the labor gangs what

they were owed, as occurred twice during the period of

observation. In the absence of any written contract between

the contractor and mandors, or between mandors and their

workforce there was no legal basis for workers to summon
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these mandors to court, even if they were aware of and could

afford this mechanism.

Gangs of laborers and skilled workers consisted of

between two and five persons. In most cases, mandor

distributed the total sum earned during any week according to

level of skill and of responsibility. In brick laying, for

instance, masons received wages 25-30 percent higher than did

their unskilled assistants - a ratio that was determined by

the workers themselves and commonly practiced in most masonry

gangs. However, when a group consisted of younger men from

the same village, then the lump sum was divided equally among

every one. Since workers were responsible only to the mandor,

field supervisors had no direct access to them and could only

complain to the mandor about level or quality of output.

Perumnas also employed its own field supervisors to check if

construction jobs were being implemented properly, but the

corporation had no authority to issue instructions to worker,

and could only inform the project manager of concerns or

complaints.

Labor segmentation and Management Practices

Given these characteristics of the workforce and labor

organization on the Antapani site it remains to consider what

leads project management to practice labor segmentation by

transferring to mandors hiring and supervision. Does this

situation parallel that of other construction and housing
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projects in the third world, where contractors mainly employ

labor segmentation to cope with the problems of irregular and

intermittent demand for labor.

Field observations reveal that there are at least six

viable reasons for this practice. First, using the principles

of contracting and sUbcontracting enables management to avoid

dealing directly with labor, thus transferring this

responsibility to the mandor. In this way, the contractor

avoids having to provide workers such benefits as accident

expenses and paid holidays. Some workers inevitably suffered

injuries on the Antapani site; one crushed his finger in the

machine that makes concrete blocks while another had his leg

bruised by a cart when transporting materials. Since the

project management took no responsibility for medical or

hospital costs, the mandors of the injured workers agreed to

payout of a sense of moral obligation.

Secondly, by subcontracting the need for large numbers

of workers to mandors, project managers not only minimize the

time involved but also transfer the cost of recruitment to

them. The practice of subcontracting also copes effectively

with the irregular and intermittent demand for workers so

characteristics of the construction industry. During the

first stages of a housing project, for instance, there is

need for large numbers of ground workers compared to very few

during concluding management phases. By having mandors

shoulder the responsibility of a labor-only system of
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subcontracting management has the capacity to mesh the hiring

and firing of workers with fluctuating project requirements.

The segmentary use of labor, thirdly, permits contractors

to absorb uncertain and varying rates of inflation. In 1984,

the contractor won the Antapani contract for 2.4 billion

rupiah based on 1984-85 prices for construction materials and

labor. Since site development did not begin until 1985, the

contractor found that his estimates for raw materials and

wages were too low, due to unexpectedly higher rates of

inflation during the previous twelve months. But having

mandors responsible for recruiting almost all the labor force

at least transferred that cost component, especially given

that rates of payment were set by the contractor. Mandors, in

turn subsequently used the very same methods to transfer the

risk of additional labor costs to their work gangs.

Fourthly, market shortages in the supply of raw

materials often cause temporary work stoppages on the project

site, resulting in sporadic unemplo}~ent for casual laborers.

Since one of the principles of labor subcontracting is that

no work means no pay, mandors receive no wages for gangs who

are unable to work through no fault of their own. Given the

close links between one construction task and another, a

delay in one can have considerable impact on project

schedules and affect a large number of individuals.

Shortage of cement, for example, may delay the making of

concrete blocks, which in turn affects how soon they can be
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laid. Shortage of wood similarly disrupt the building of

windows and door frames, thus delaying any jobs that depend

upon the wooden framing have been completed. In fact, such

delays were of no concern to project management, providing

that they did not affect the tight timetable for construction

activities (Table 5.13). For them, to delay a particular job

was preferable to purchasing more expensive materials to

overcome periodic shortages. Most mandors complained

sufficiently about this problem that, for the next Perumnas

project, the manager considered trying to avoid timber

shortages by subcontracting out the supply of windows and

door frames to other firms, which then no longer would be his

concern.

From management's standpoint, fifth, sUbcontracting out

for labor is. an effective way to deal with the vuln~rability

of construction jobs to variable weather conditions and to

avoid over payment for lower productivity during the wet

season For one particularly rainy week, 16-23 October 1985,

almost all mandors received lower than normal payments (Table

5.14), since workers were unable to work continuously.

Whether such disruption translated into lower productivity

cannot be established, however, sine information is not

available for the previous three weeks, 25 September to 15

October (Table 5.13). In fact, periodic variations in output

are of little concern to contractors provided that the .

overall project does not fall much behind schedule. This was
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Table 5.13

Achievement of Planned Weekly Schedule, Antapani 1985-86
(cumulative percentage)

Week Planned Work Realization Discrepancy

4 (*) 0.833 1.191 0.358
5 1.834 2.188 0.365
6 n.a n.a n.a
7 n.a n.a n.a
8 4.574 4.138 (***) - 0.436
9 4.574 5.656 1.082

10 5.893 7.524 1.638
11 7.212 9.360 2.148
12 8.531 10.690 2.159
13 9.850 12.310 2.460
14 11.169 14.710 3.001
15 12.488 15.884 3.220
16 13.807 17.391 3.584
17 15.126 19.460 4.374
18 16.712 21. 352 4.630
19 17.317 25.035 7.718
20 18.316 26.035 7.718
21 20.060 26.225 6.159
22 21.814 28.561 6.747
23 n.a n.a n.a
24 n.a n.a n.a
25 n.a n.a n.a
26 (**) 30.100 36.640 6.540
27 32.622 38.346 (**** 5.724
28 35.394 40.113 4.819
29 37.652 41. 282 3.630
30 n.a n.a n.a
31 n.a n.a n.a

Source: Antapani Contractor Office,
Field Survey 1985-86.

Note:
(*) 4th week of May 1985
(**) 3rd week of October 1985
(***) Lebaran holiday
(****) Heavy rain
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Table 5.14

Weekly Contractor Payments to Mandors,
September-October 1985 (Rupiah)

Mandor
(Pseudo- 25 Sept.
nym)

2 Oct. 9 Oct.
Time of Heavy Rain
16 oct; , 23' Oct.

Sukardi
Made
Ngatiyo
Dadang
Suganda
Duloh
Komara
Anwari
Supendi
Kasim
Suwarno
'Kirin
Daryono

1,194,560
440,237

1,608,085
1,304,410

621,555
327,550
613,795
610,168
81,540

876,589
1,205,925

349,900
n.a

1,029,540
549,454

1,153,875
443,090
157,785
853,800
211,840
751,809
150,320
652,904

1,207,525
319,670

n.a

1,324,700
702,918

1,617,940
800,690
424,145
368,450
504,370
526,056
284,872
642,586

2,313,607
203,5:).0
133,480

582,816
662,860

n.a
n.a

477,030
773,600
411,395
582,816
136,180

1,300,450
921,724
203,510

n.a

479,125
403;380

n.a
n.a

419,110
460,580
181,960
479,'125
175,560
841,252
568,495
127,575

n.a

Source: Buku Opname Mandor (Contractor's Mandor Payment Book),
Antapani Contractors Office, Field Survey 1985-86.

unlikely to have occurred during rainy season at Antapani,

since oniy five workers returned home then 87 of the 100

migrants remained on the project despite receiving much lower

payeerrt ,

Sixth, labor subcontracting also reflected in the

management's goal of avoiding the uncertainties associated

with site conditions, like soil structure and water

availability, given the impossibility of standardizing

outputs as is characteristics for manufacturing. For

instance, a group of ground workers from Majalengka in west
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Java complained about having to excavate hard earth without

receiving additional payment for the longer time this took.

Management's response was that this problem was for mandor

and workers to overcome.

concluding Observation

The particular sociodemographic characteristics of Antapani

workers, the practices of labor management, and the

organization of construction work on the project site

together reveal a segmentary labor market. Between 75 and 85

per cent of all workers were migrant males who came from many

districts (kabupaten) of west, central, and east Java. In

age, they ranged from 15 to 64 years, and were younger than

the Bandung born or those who commuted to the project site.

About seven out of every ten workers were married and between

76 and 82 per cent had some primary schooling.

Workers, both migrant and nonmigrant, were recruited by

mandors, who came from the same villages as themselves or

knew them from previous jobs in urban construction. Labor

gangs often included family members or relatives of the

mandor. Whenever large numbers of workers were needed,

middlemen were employed to hire from villages where they had

good connections with local leaders. In short, mandors act

essentially as subcontractors of labor but need supervisory

as well as technical capabilities. Most were previously
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skilled workers who began by being apprenticed to a mandor,

usually a relative. In many cases, mandors had a long-term

working relationship with the project management, often

transferring with them from one construction site to another.

Given the strong kinship links between mandors and

members of their labor gangs, the former act largely as

patron to the latter as clients. Mandors not only provide and

secure jobs for their work groups but also assist them in

resolving personal difficulties. In return, members are

willing to serve the mandor beyond working hours. often

regarding him as a "strong man" or a "savior" whose word

should be obeyed.

Although in theory all construction jobs were open to

applicant from any casual worker, in practice they were

difficult to obtain without access to a mandor. Once

accepted, good workers tolerant of difficult physical

conditions had no difficulty in continuing to be employed as

long as jobs were available. Any training was confined to the

labor gang through apprenticeship and through the cumulative

experience of shifting between contractors and construction

sites. The responsibility workers had for certain kinds of

construction jobs were defined by the contractor and

supervised by their mandor weekly payments by the mandor were

based of the quantity of completed piece work, at amounts ten

to .. twenty per cent less than the lump sum the project manager

gave to mandors. Any worker recruited by a middle man
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suffered a second such deduction in the amount paid as wages.

These basic characteristics reflect a large industry with a

closed labor market that organizes its workforce in a

segmentary manner.

Very broadly, the workforce at Antapani can be divided

into employees who are permanent (project manager and

assistants) and impermanent: contracted employees and daily

wage earners, mar.dors and construction workers. The former

group is characterized by secure positions and good

conditions of employment, including employee benefits and the

chance of career promotion within the company, whereas among

the latter there is no job security, considerable turnover,

and almost no possibility of onsite advancement.

From management's point of view, sUbcontracting out the

recruitment of labor allowed transferring almost all the

risks and uncertainties of a construction workforce to the

mandor, who in turn passed them on to the workers themselves,

Field observations indicate that this practice enabled

management to avoid dealing directly with site workers and

consequently to consider them ineligible for production

bonuses or other kinds of project benefits, as well as

shifting to mandors the responsibilities of coping with

fluctuations in labor demand, so characteristics of different

phases of a housing development. As in any large industry,

the workforce at Antapani was characterized by its

segmentation and by the practice of management to cope with
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any uncertainties through directly relating construction

output to labor costs.

Nevertheless, local conditions mean that the contours of

this process are far more diverse and complex than might be

expected from standard texts. What is found on the Antapani

site are sets of complex interrelationships between the

contractor and local people; of personal connections between

mandors and workers, mandors and field supervisors; of

mandors acting as patron of their labor gangs and also

expecting to be held in high regard by the village

communities from which their labor gangs are hired; and of

the vagaries of incl~ment weather and variable soil

conditions being overcome through the collective solidarity

of the work group. Given these findings, what next must be

explored is the nature of connections between flows of wage

workers, the rural households from which they dominantly

originate, and the overall practice of labor segmentation in

the housing industry.
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CHAPTER VI

FLOWS OF WAGE WORKERS, URBAN CONSTRUCT:ION, LABOR-MARKET

SEGMENTAT:ION, AND RURAL HOUSEHOLDS

Given the characteristics of the workforce, the

organization of work, and the process of labor recruitment

and retention at Antapani site, it is now possible to explore

the links between the flow of wage workers, labor-market

segmentation in the construction industry, and rural

household strategies by addressing three basic questions.

First, to what extent do migrant construction workers support

the contractor's operation by participating in a segmentary

labor market and how do their contributions differ from those

of the urban born. Secondly, how does labor-market

segmentation in the housing industry intersect with the flows

of wage workers. And thirdly, to what extent do migrants

maintain links between the urban project site and their

village households of origin.

Migrant Workers and Labor segmentation

Examining the role of migrant workers in labor

segmentation first requires that they be compared to the

nonmigrant in terms of wage differentials and what this

implies for levels of attachment that the labor force has to

the industry. For all categories·of construction workers

migrants on average earned more each week than did the



nonmigrants: 18,545 as against 16,409 (Table 6.1 and Fig.

6.1). Among migrant masons, the average daily wage was about

2,400 to 2,900 rupiah, depending on whether they worked six

or seven days a week, while for the nonmigrants the range was

approxim~tely 2,380 to 2,780 rupiah. This latter amount was

considerably lower than what could have earned by the urban

born on projects in Bandung, where daily wage rates varied

from 3,500 to 4,000 rupiah. The same was true for assistant

masons, whether migrant or not, ·whose average weekly income

of 13,600 rupiah ranged from 1,900 to 2,250 rupiah a day.

Interviews with urban-born workers established that low

paying jobs at Antapani were accepted either through being

unemployed at the time or out of a desire to maintain close

links with the mandor who offered that job and with whom they

had long-standin~ connections. As soon as a better-paying

job was obtained, in Bandung or elsewhere, the locally born

usually left the project. When searching for alternative

urban work, the nonmigrants at Antapani obviously had the

advantages over migrants of better knOWledge. This

differential experience is clearly shown in rates of labor

turnover, those for nonmigrant workers being sUbstantially

higher than those for migrants (Table 6.2). Among the

nonmigrants, less than one fifth (17 of 92) were enumerated

in both site censuses, in turn less than half the proportion

recorded for migrant Morkers (117 of 27l: Table 6.2).
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Table 6.1

Mean Weekly Income during Four Weeks,
by Skill Category, November-December 1985

(Rupiah)

Skill category

Mason

Carpenter

Assistant mason

Assistant carpenter

Concrete-Block maker

Ground worker

Iron frame maker

other worker

Not available

Mea n

Migrant workers

17,655 (N 45)
R: 15-25,000
25,666 (N 15)
R: 14-60,000
13,652 (N 23)
R: 6-20,000
22,500 (N 2)
R: 20-25,000
25,000 (N 5)
R: 15-30,000
18,071 (N 7)
R: 15-25,000

21,333 (N 3)
R: 18-25,000

(N 2)

18,545

Nonmigrant
workers

16,714 (N 10)
R: 9-27,000
18,250 (N 4)
R: 15-20,000
13,500 (N 4)
R: 9-18,000
12,000 (N 1)
R: 12,000

14,000 (N 1)
R: 14,000
16,333 (N 3)
R: 15-18,000
19,166 (N 3)
R: 15-25,000

(N 1)

16,409

Source: Field Survey, 1985

Notes: N Number of workers
R Range of income

Wage level greatly influenced the average length of time

spent at a particular job. As skilled workers, drillers were

receiving a more competitive rate of 17,000 rupiah for each

artesian well completed, which resulted in a high ratio of

nonmigrants (69%) among well drillers. This phase of the

project lasted five or six weeks during December 1985 and

January 1986 and almost all drillers remained on the site for
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Table 6.2

Number Of Old And New Workers at Antapani Site,
27 January 1986

Migrant
workers

Nonmigrant
workers

Tot a 1

*Old Workers

111 (40.10%)

17 (18.48%)

128 (35.26%)

**New Workers

160 (59.90%)

75 (81.52%)

235 (64.74%)

Total

271 (100%)

92 (100%)

363 (100%)

Source: Census II (27 January 1986); Field Survey 1985-1986.
Notes: * Those enumerated in both the first and second

censuses (15 Oct. 1985 and 27 Jan. 1986).
** Those who came to the site after 15 October

1985.

the whole period working in groups of two or three. Some non

migrants acknowledged earning up to 40,000 rupiah a week and

were highly satisfied with their situation.

While at the Antapani site, migrant workers kept their

daily expenditures as low as possible. accommodation was

free, because both project contractors and mandors allowed

them 'co live in housing units that weJ:e under construction or

partly completed. Out of 102 migrant workers interviewed, 89

lived in such units whereas only ten resided elsewhere in

Bandung city, often with relatives. Permitting migrant

workers to live in these partially completed structures

provided both management and subcontractors with unpaid

watchmen, who could deter the theft of such components as
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electrical piping and window glass. Workers living together

in groups of two to five were mostly from the same labor

gangs or from the same village.

Most migrants, (84.3%), and particularly those married,

left their families behind in the village so as to reduce

urban expenditures. In contrast, about eighteen migrant

workers and two migrant mandors had families at Antapani

during the two months November-December 1985. Udin, a

bricklayer aged 49, tried to save the cost of circulating

between Bandung and desa Sindangsari, ciamis, in west Java

(Fig. 5.6) by bringing three family members to the project

site: his wife and their two daughters. They lived in a house

still under construction, so there was no charge for

accommodation. Udin's wife, helped by the two daughters,

supplemented the family income by selling food, cigarettes,

and beverages to other construction workers. Warjan , a

painter aged twenty four, had brought his second wife from

Karawang, in west Java, because she did not want them to live

apart. In fact, Warjan would have preferred her to remain in

the local community, in Karawang, west Java, just as his

first wife and son were with her parents in Jatinegara,

Jakarta. By living in a partly completed house and not having

to pay rent, Warjan and his second wife were able to save

money. Even so, daily living costs were high (about 1,500

rupiah), compared to an average daily wage of about 3,000

rupiah during four weeks. Every two weeks. Warjan sent from
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9,000 to 10,000 rupiah every two weeks to his first wife,

either through friends or by post.

As for average daily expenditures, 55 of 102 migrant

workers (54%) calculated spending between 500 to 1,000 rupiah

during the previous two weeks and 22 (21,6%) acknowledged

expenses of between 1,000 and 1,500 rupiah (Table 6.3). Based

on the detailed monitoring of ten migrant workers over

several intermittent weeks, daily expenditures averaged less

than 1,000 rupiah (Table A.1). Most were for foodstuffs, with

Table 6.3

Average Daily Expenditure of Antapani Migrant Workers
for Two Weeks, November-December 1985

Expenditure

Less than Rp. 500
Rp.500-999
Rp.1,000-1,499
Rp.l,500-1,999
Rp.2,000-2,499
Above Rp.2,500
Not available

Tot a 1

Number
of migrants

12
55
22

8
2
2
1

102

Percent of
total migrants

11.8
53.9
21.6
7.8
2.0
2.0
1.0

100.0

Source: Field Survey, 1985-86.

relatively small amounts spent on other items; including

shampoo, soap, movie tickets, kerosene, cooking oil,

cigarettes, and mosquito repellent. To lower food costs even

further, some migrant workers established cooking
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cooperatives from two to five persons. Members of these

groups took turns to prepare such foodstuffs as rice, dried

fish, vegetables, spices, and cooking oil. Each morning, food

for breakfast and lunch was cooked on a wood stove, before

beginning work at between 6 and 7 a.m. Returning from the

work site at six or seven in the evening, dinner was prepared

on stoves fuelled with wood residue collected frc)m the

project. Not having to bUy fire wood also helped lower daily

expenditures.

Most migrants, in contrast, were too fatigued to cook

for themselves at the end of a long work day and usually took

their meals in warung (small shop) .located throughout the

site. As previously noted, mandors later deducted such

expenditures from the weekly wage packet, 'in return for which

service they receive small gifts like a free meal from warung

owners. In most cases, both mandors and warung owners had

long-standing connections; at Antapani, two of the four Stall

owners were also related of one or more of the mandors.

In short, not only are migrant workers willing to accept

low-paying jobs but also they manage to transform them into a

tolerable situation by contriving to depress daily

expenditures. In this, they are far more adaptable than

nonmigrants in coping with low incomes and do not pressure

mandors for higher wages. If migrants were unable to hold

daily expenditures to such limited amounts, then neither .

project manager nor mandor would be able to employ so many of
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them for such poor wages. Consequently the high ratio of

migrant to nonmigrants in the Antapani workforce workers

helps to make the contractor's operation far more economic

and profitable than if the ratios were more evenly balanced.

Conversely, without an urban housing project and a contractor

willing to offer them jobs, villagers would have no option of

obtaining wage work no matter how low the levels of payment.

During the first weeks, before any wages have been

received, migrant workers rely on money and food brought from

the village (45%), borrowed from the mandor or from friends

or relatives who had earlier been on the site (24%), or go

into debt with the warung owner (29%: Table 6.4). Although

there was little regional variation in sources of maintenance,

Table 6.4

Sources of Maintenance during First Week on Project,
by Province of origin, November-December 1985

Province of Use own Borrow Borrow Debt to Not Total
origin money from money from warung known

mandor friends or owner
relatives

West Java 29 6 7 16 2 60

Central Java 13 7 1 11 32

East Java 3 1 1 2 7

Jakarta 1 1

Tot a 1 45 (45%) 15 (15%) 9 (9%) 29 (29%) 2 (2%) 100

Source: Field Survey, 1985.
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the proportion of those in debt to either the warung owner or

. the mandor was much higher amongst workers from central Java.

Some of these migrants complained of being forced to purchase

such items as rice, dried fish, cigarettes, and biscuits from

their mandor's wife, the prices for which were higher than

those in the open market. Even worse, payment for such items

would be deduct by the mandor from their weekly wage.

In all job categories, migrants worked longer hours

than the urban born (Table 6.5). As contract workers,

Table 6.5

Daily Hours of Antapani Workers for Previous
Two Weeks, by Skill Category, November-Decenber 1985

Skill
Category

Migrant Worker
N Mean Median Range

Non migrant Worker
N Mean Median Range

Mason
Assistant mason
Carpenter
Asst. carpenter
COI:l-Block maker
Iron frame maker
<:;round worker
Other worker

45 9.38
24 9.29
15 10.26

2 9.00
5 9.00

7 9.86
2 8.66

9
9

10
9
9

10
9

7-12
8-12
8-15
9
8-10

8-11
8-9

14 8.35
4 8.75
4 8.50
1 -8.00

3 7.66
3 8

9
8.5
8.5
8

8
8

8-10
8-10
8-9
8

7-8
8

Total
Not available

100 9.45
2

9 7-15 29 8.51
2

8 7-10

Source: Field Survey, 1985

the former were not bound by fixed times and every day most

spent from eight to ten hours on the job, six or seven d~ys a

week. Of 100 migrants interviewed, 87 had worked at nights to
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supplemeht their wages compared to only two of twenty nine

nonmigrants (Table 6.6). By doing this, migrant employees

aimed to earn as much money as possible whi.le on the project

site, and perhaps also to counter the boredom of living for

Table 6.6

Amount of Night Work Undertaken by Antapani Workers,
by Skill Category, November-December 1985

Migrant worker Nonmigrant worker
Skill category -------------------- --------------------

None Once in Often None Once in Often
a while a while

Mason 2 41 2 14 0 0
Assistant mason 0 20 4 4 0 I)

Carpenter 2 11 2 3 1 0
Assistant carpenter 2 0 0 1 0 0
Concrete-Block maker 0 2 2 0 0 0
Ir'on frame makez- 0 0 0 ... , 0.) ...
Gr':Jund worker 4 ... 0 1 0 0J

Of.:her worker 3 0 0 2 0 0

Tot a 1 13 77 10
(13.0%) (77.0%) (10.0%)

28
(93.5%)

2
(5.5%)

o
(0.0%)

Source: Field Survey, 1985.

weeks on end without a family, although the long hours of

hard physical effort were quite exhausting. Masons and their

assistants accepted the most night work (41 of 45, 20 of 24

respectively Table 6.6).

Migrants traveled to Bandung and Antapani site by bUs,

train, or minibus and paid this transport cost themselves.

The amount involved ranged from 200 to 9,800 rupiah, at an
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average of 2,837 rupiah (Table 6.7). For some, from central

and east Java, who came by truck and were charged nothing for

the ride, the total cost was far lower. In general, workers

Table 6.7

l~verage Transport Cost for Migrant Workers,
by Province of Origin, 1985

(Rupiah)

Province of origin

West Java

Central Java

East Java

Jakarta

Tot a 1

Number of
migrant workers

60

32

7

1

100

Cost

1,600.70
Range: 200-6,300

4,300.00
Range: 2,000-7,000

6,900.00
Range: 3,300-9,800

1,750.00
Range: 1,750

2,836.92

Source: Field SurveY,1985.

from kabupaten Trenggalek in east Java (Fig. 5.6) paid the

highest amount ranging from 3,300 to 9,800 rupiah (average

6,900 rupiah, since their villages were the farthest and

about 400 kilometers from Antapani. For them, the average

cost of transport equaled three days of wages for making

concrete blocks at the project site.

Almost eight of ten migrants (77 out of 100) declared

this money to be their own, followed by far less use of

family savings, borrowed cash, and gifts (Table 6.8).
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Nevertheless, continued discussion with some workers

indicated that only by selling such items as goats, sheep,

chickens, and bicycles had they been able to finance their

travel to Antapani. One labor gang acknowledged needing an

Table 6.8

Migrants' Source Of Transport Costs, by Province of origin,
1985

Province Own Family Borrow- Gift Other Total
of origin money savings ing

West Java 44 (57%) 4 (100%) 8 (80%) 4 (50%) 0 (0%) 60 (60%)

Central 27 (35%) 0 (0%) 2 (20%) 3 (38%) 0 (0%) 32 (32%)
Java

East Java 5 (7%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (12%) 1 (100%)7 (7%)

Jakarta 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (1%)

Tot a I 77 4 10 8 1 100
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Source: Field Survey, 1985.

an advance payment from their mandor, which later was

deducted from their weekly wages. Apart from this

responsibility for financing transport all workers, both

migrant and nonmigrant, also provided their own tools. Ground

workers were expected to have a hoe, cowbar, shovel, and

mattock: carpenters a hammer, saw, and plane: and bricklayers

a trowel for laying mortar.
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As mentioned by mandors and confirmed from field

observations, migrant workers appeared to be more diligent

employees than nonmigrant and more obedient to the mandors by

whom they had been hired and to whom they were immediately

responsible. Migrants from central Java, in particular,

seemed more willing to listen not only to the mandor's

instructions on the job but also his advice on personal

matters. Rather than reflecting distinctive personal or

ethnic traits, perhaps these more diligent work habit and

greater social obedience among migrant workers reflected a

greater dependence on mandors, they being far away from

family. members and unfamiliar with alternative opportunities

for jobs in. Bandung.

Despite such apparent obedience, disputes did oft~n occur

between migrants and their mandor, usually over wages. In the

last week of November 1985, Samsi, who heads a group of east

Javan workers, quarreled with mandor Warno about their not

having received all the money due them. Conversely Warno, a

man from central Java, felt that those wages already had been

paid to Samsi's group. Mandor Warno eventually became upset

with Samsi and threw some paper money at his face, shouting:

"That is the rest of your wages!" Samsi then became enraged

and beat mandor Warno, supported by workmates who were

equally angry. Other migrant workers fortunately managed to

separate the two parties and cool their tempers.
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Migrants, especially those originating from the same

village, seem more tolerant and strongly supportive of one

another. This cohesiveness derives from living, eating, and

working together as a close group, out of continually sharing

a common situation of hard physical labor, and from being far

away from the home community and family members. In November

1985, one group of migrants from desa (village) Kedungsuren,

in central Java, collected money for the medical expenses of

a sick workmate who was being treated locally at the primary

health clinic. Similarly, about twenty makers of concrete

blocks from Trenggalek, in east Java, formed a rotating

credit association (arisan), to which everyone contributed

2,500 rupiah each week that amounted to about one tenth of

their weekly earnings. within five months, by October 1985,

50,000 rupiah were available for each contributor, when it

came his turn to draw from the combined savings.
-In short, migrant workers play a pivotal role in the

economics of housing construction projects. They enable the

project manager, acting as contractor, to achieve an

economically more efficient and profitable enterprise. They

are willing to accept relatively low wages and, compared to

the nor~igrant and urban born, to work longer hours and more

days each week to maximize weekly incomes. At the same time,

these same workers minimize daily expenditures in town by

leaving their f~milies behind in .the village, by living in

housing units under construction and avoiding paying rent and
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by limiting their daily expenditures to basic necessities,

notably food. These combined characteristics permit

contractors to pay migrant workers low wages without

suffering any shortage in the supply of construction workers,

as would occur should potential employees demand higher wages

and consequently drive up the cost of labor.

Among migrants, the overall result of low daily

expenditures and mechanism to enhance income is that, despite

low wages, they are able to accumulate cash and send it to

their village families. All 100 migrants save between 45.7 to

61.3 per cent of their weekly incomes and, for ninety five of

these, a minimum of 52 per cent (Table 6.9 and ~ig. 6.2).

Those who make concrete blocks were the most conspicuous

savers, in both amount and proportion, followed in order by

ground workers, assistant masons, masons, carpenters, and

assistant carpenters. since nonmigrants must support urban

families from their earnings, savings were lower in both

total amount and proportion of weekly income. Whereas

nonmigrants saved on average 3,442 rupiah (range: zero to

12,500 rupiah), or 18.1 per cent of their weekly earnings,

the average amount for migrants was 10,154 rupiah (range:

zero to 40,000 rupiah), accounting for 53.9 per cent of

weekly incomes (Table 6.9).

The interaction between flows of wage workers and a

segmentary labor market refers to the way in which labor

segmentation in the housing construction industry reinforces
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Table 6.9

Mean Amount of Weekly Savings during Previous Four Weeks,
by Skill Category, November-December 1985

RUPiah

Migrant worker Nonmigrant worker

Skill
category Amount

(Rupiah)

Per cent
of weekly
income

Amount
Per cent
of weekly
income

Mason

Assistant mason

Carpenter

Assistant
carpenter

9,500
N 45
R 0-16,000

7,674
N 23
R 4-15,000

14,300
N 15
R 0-40,000

11,250
N 2
R 10-12,500

52.7

56.0

52.6

50.0

2,750
N 14
R 0-12,500

4,000
N 4
R 3-6,000

2,250
N 4
R 0-5,000

°N 1

R °

15.8

31.6

13.6

0.0

Concrete-block 15,000 61.3
maker N 5

R 10-20,000

Ground worker

Iron frame
maker

9,857 56.8
N 7
R 7,5-14,000

4,000
N 1
R 4,000

2,333
N 3
R 0-5,000

28.6

13.4

Other worker

Average

10,333
N 3
R 1-15,000

10,154

45.7

53.9 .

5,000
N 3
R 0-10,000

3,442 18.1

Source: Field Survey, 1985.
Note: N No of cases R Range
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the interchange of wage laborers, which in turn affects the

particular character of that labor segmentation. To isolate

these intricate connections for detailed analysis, the

initial focus will be on the difference between skilled and

unskilled workers as well as between migrants and nonmigrants.

Flows of construction Workers and a Segmentary Labor Force

As previously discussed in chapter five, mandors and

their middlemen recruit workers to undertake certain

construction jobs assigned them by the project manager, who

also acts as contractor. Upon completion of their allotted

tasks, workers may be allocated to other jobs on site or

transferred to different mandor. Most, however, return home

until informed that further jobs have become available. Such

a system of recruitment can only be practiced if adult males

comprising the migrant-labor gangs are available at any time

throughout the construction sequence and during the dominant

season of construction activity.

To understand the dynamics of this process, both migrant

and nonmigrant workers were asked to describe every job they

had held and each place they had lived during the past two

years. Two important events during 1984 and 1985 were used as

points of reference to help workers recall such details. In a

predominantly Moslem society like Indonesia, Lebaran (Idul

Fitri) is a remarkable day of celebration that people can
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remember for many years afterward. In 1984, this day of

festivities signifying the end of the month of fasting was 3

July and in 1985 it fell on 20 June. Details of jobs and

places were elicited from workers for about eight months

before Lebaran 1984 (November 1983- July 1984), between

Lebaran 1984 and 1985 (July 1984 to June 1985), and for about

five months following Lebaran 1985 (June 1985 t~

November/December 1985).

Among skilled workers the masons and carpenters, both

migrant and nonmigrant, had previous experience of

construction projects (Table 6.10). In total, 53 of the 60

masons (88.3%) and 16 of the 19 carpenters (84.2%) had worked

before at construction before coming to the Antapani project.

Conversely, for most unskilled workers this experience had

?een their first of construction; for ~xample, for 16 of the

24 assistant masons, There was apparently a similar pattern

amongst unskilled workers who were not migrants, but their

numbers are very small (Table 6.10).

During the years 1983 to 1985 (November-December), the

133 Antapani workers had held 440 different construction jobs

for an average of 3.3 per person. More than three quarters of

the migrant (78 of 102) and two thirds of the nonmigrant (21

of 31) had held such jobs at least twice during this period

(Table 6.11). The proportion of those workers who had

previously held two or more construction jobs was highest

among the skilled (migrant masons: 80%; migrant carpenters:
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Table 6.10

Number of Construction Jobs Undertaken by Workers
before Antapani Project, by Skill Category

-------------------------
Mig ran t Non mig ran t

Skill
category A B c o E Total A B C o E Total

Mason 4 14
Assistant 16 4

mason
Carpenter 1 0
Assistant 0 0
carpenter

Concrete- 3 0
block maker

Iron frame 0 0
maker

Ground 2 0
worker

Other 1 1
worker

2 24
o 4

2 12
o 2

1 1

o 0

1 4

o 2

1
o

o
o

o

o

o

o

45
24

15
2

5

o

7

4

1
1

2
o

o

2

1

2

2
1

o
o

o

o

o

1

1 10
o 2

1 1
o 0

o 0

o 1

o 0

o 0

1
o

o
1

o

o

o

o

15
4

4
1

o

3

1

3

Tot a 1 27 19 6 49 1 102 9 4 2 14 2 31

Source: Field Survey 1985.

A None
B One
C Two
o More than two
E Not available.

100%; nonmigrant carpenters: 75%), but very low for the

unskilled (e.g. migrant assistant masons: 46%). In almost

every skill category, migrant more often worked at

construction than did the nonmigrant (Table 6.12). Among

migrants, and notably carpenters and experienced masons, the

more skilled they were, the greater the"number of jobs they

had held. This differentiation was less apparent for
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Table 6.11

Number of Construction Jobs Undertaken by Skill Category,
Nov/Dec 1983-Nov/Dec 1985

Skill Migrant Nonmigrant
category 1 2-4 5-7 8-9 Total 1 2-4 5··7 8-9 Total

Mason 8 22 12 3 45 2 6 6 0 14
Assistant mason 13 9 2 0 24 1 2 1 0 4
Carpenter 0 8 4 3 15 1 2 1 0 4
Asst. carpenter 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 1
Con-block maker 3 1 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
Iron-frame maker 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 3
Ground worker 0 5 2 0 7 1 0 0 0 1
Other worker 0 2 2 0 4 2 1 0 1 4

'1' 0 t a 1 24 48 24 6 102 10 11 9 1 31

Source: Field survey 1985.

Table 6.12

Mean and Median of Construction Jobs Undertaken,
by Skill Category, Nov/Dec 1983-Nov/Dec 1985

Mason 45 3.7 3
Assistant mason 24 1.0 1
Carpenter 15 5.0 4
Asst. carpenter 2 3.5 3.5
Con-block maker 5 2.0 1.0
Iron frame maker
Ground worker 7 3.7 3.0
Other worker 4 4.0 4

Total 102 3.4 3

Source: Field Survey 1985

Skill
Category

Migrant workers
N Mean Median

200

N6nmigrant workers
N Mean Median

14 3.6 3.5
4 4.3 4.0
4 3.5 3.5
1 1.0 1.0

3 2.7 1.0
1 1.0 1.0
4: 0.7 1.0

31 3.0 3



nonmigrant workers during the past two years, among whom

the construction work had been undertaken by the assistant

and less-skilled masons.

According to Rumah Sederhana, the Antapani contractor,

migrants and nonmigrants exhibit similar level of commitment

to the construction industry and about the same percentage

(32.7 versus 35) had worked for them at least twice (Table

6.13). When level of skill is considered, then skilled

migrant workers were more committed than any other group,

both migrant and nonmigrant. Two fifths of the carpenters

(six of 15) and one third of the masons (15 of 45) had been

on at least two projects with.this contractor compared to

only 14 and 29 per cent of the unskilled migrant ground

Table 6.13

Number of Construction Jobs Held with Rumah Sederhana,
by Skill Category, November-December 1985

Skill
category

Migrant worker
1 2 3 4 Total

Nonmigrant worker
1 2 3 4 Total

Mason 30 5 3 7 45 8 2 0 4 14
Assistant mason 17 2 3 2 24 3 1 0 0 4
Carpenter 9 1 1 4 15 4 0 0 0 4
Asst. carpenter 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 1
Con-block maker 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1
Iron frame maker 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 3
Ground worker 6 0 0 1 7 0 0 0 1 1
Other worker 2 1 0 1 4 2 2 0 0 4

Tot a 1 68 10 7 16 101 19 5 1 6 31

Source: Field Survey 1985.
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workers and assistant masons. Some skilled migrants had

worked for Rumah Sederhana on similar contracts that had been

completed in Jakarta, in Ujungpandang in south SUlawesi,

Manado in north SUlawesi, Palembang in south Sumatra,

Pekanbaru in Riau (Fig. 3.2). Two had married local women

while working in these other islands and later brought their

wives to Java.

The Antapani project manager had been a permanent

employee of Rumah Sederhana since 1978, when he obtained a

degree in civil engineering (Insinyur Sipil) in Bandung from

a nationally accredited university. Initially, between 1978

and 1981, he was assigned as assistant project manager to of

a low-cost housing project in Jakarta and between 1982 and

1984 given responsibility for an office building in Surabaya

(Fig. 3.2). Being successful at managing both these

construction projects, in April 1985 he was assigned to

administer the Antapani development.

Pak Timbu1, a field superyisor (Pe1aksana: Fig. 5.3)

aged thirty three had worked for Rumah Sederhana for about

six years. As a monthly contract employee, he had shifted

throughout Indonesia from one construction site to another:

Jakarta, Padang, Palembang, Manado, and Bandung (Fig. 3.2).

Despite Pak Tirnbu1's long association with this contractor,

he had never been offered the permanent position he preferred

for the security it would offer his family.
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As indicated by the mean and median number of job-related

moves, migrant workers in every skill category were more

mobile during the previous two years than the nonmigrant

(Table 6.14), who tended to concentrate on jobs within

metropolitan Bandung. About three quarters of the migrants

(76 of 102), as against only three tenths of the nonmigrants

(9 of 31), had moved two and nine times because of

construction activities (Table 6.15). Among migrant workers,

Table 6.14

Mean and Median Number of Job-Related Moves Made,
by Skill Category, Nov/Dec 1983-Nov/Dec 1985

Number o f M 0 v e s

Skill
category

Migrant Mean Median
worker

Nonmigrant Mean Median
worker

Mason 45 3.1 3 14

Assistant mason 24 1.8 1.5 4

Carpenter 15 4.3 4 4

Asst. carpenter 2 4.0 4 1

Con-block maker 5 2.0 1 0

Iron frame maker 0 3

Ground worker 7 3.7 3 1

Other worker 4 3.6 4 4

Total 102 3.0 3 31

Source: Field Survey 1985
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Table 6.15

Number of Job-Related Moves Made, by Skill Category,
November/December 1983 - November/December 1985

Skill
category

MIGRANT WORKERS
Moves made

1 2-4 5-7 8-9 Total 0

NONMIGRANT WORKER
Moves made

1 2-4 5-7 8-9 Total

Mason 8 28

Assistant 12 11
mason

Carpenter 1 9

Assistant 0 1
carpenter

Con-block 3 1
maker

Iron frame 0 0
maker

Ground 2 3
worker

Other 0 2
worker

Tot a 1 26 55

8

1

3

1

1

o

2

2

18

1 45 12 2

o 24 4 0

2 15 2 1

o 201

050 0

002 1

o 701

042 1

3 102 22 7

o

o

1

o

o

o

o

o

1

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

1

1

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

14

4

4'

1

o

3

1

4

31

Source: Field Survey 1985.

the more skilled had moved the most, with carpenters

averaging 4.3 transfers during 24 months as against 1.8 for

unskilled assistant masons. This contrast reflects differences

in both the amount of mobility and of job experience in that

for half the assistant masons, Antapani was their first

exposure to the housing construction industry (Table 6.15).
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Details from both job and mobility histories indicate

that, regardless of skill, most migrant and nonmigrant workers

experienced periods of unemployment (Table 6.16). During 1984

and 1985, three quarters (99 of 133) had one or two periods

of unemployment each lasting at least two weeks (Table 6.16).

Mean and median values reveal more periods of unemployment

Table 6.16

Number of Two-Weeks Periods Unemployed, by skill
category, November/December 1983 - November/December 1985

Skill
category

MIGRANT WORKER
Number of periods
unemployed
o 1 2 3 4 Total

NON MIGRANT WORKER
Number of periods TOTAL
unemployed
o 1 2 3 4 Total

Mason 3 24 11 4 3
Assistant 4 12 7 0 1

mason
Carpenter 0 7 5 1 2
Assistant 1 0 1 0 0
carpenter

Con-block 1 2 2 0 0
maker

Iron frame 0 0 0 0 0
maker

Ground 1 5 0 1 0
worker

Other worker 0 3 1 0 0

45
24

15
2

o

o

7

4

08411
o 1 3 0 0

o 3 100
01000

o 000 0

o 2 100

o 1 0 0 0

o 3 100

14
4

4
1

o

3

1

4

59
28

19
3

5

3

8

8

Tot a I 10 53 27 6 6 102 o 19 10 1 1 21 133

Source: Field Survey 1985.

among some of the unskilled, notably migrant assistant

carpenters and nonmigrant masons (Table 6.17). Yet closer

inspection reveals that, whereas all nineteen carpenters
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Table 6.17

Mean and Median Number of Two-Week Periods of Unemployment,
by Skill Category, Nov/Dec 1983 - Nov/Dec 1985

Number of Unemployment Periods
Migrant worker Nonmigrant workerSkill

category
N Mean Median N Mean Median

Mason 45 0.9 a 14 0.7 1
Assistant mason 24 0.8 1 4 1.5 1.5
Carpenter 15 0.7 a 4 0.8 0.5
Asst. carpenter 2 2.5 2.5 1 a a
Con-block maker 5 0.2 a
Iron frame maker 3 0.3 a
Ground worker 7 1.4 1 1 1.0 1
Other worker 4 0.7 1 4 1.7 1

Total 102 0.9 1 31' 0.8 1

Source: Field Survey 1985

experienced at least one period of unemployment, a quarter of

the twenty-four unskilled migrant masons suffered none at all

and half were idle for only one period of two weeks (Table

6.16). This marked difference probably reflects the

flexibility that the unskilled workers have to shift in to

and out of construction work compared to the highly skilled,

like carpenters, who must wait for specific openings.

This pattern becomes more evident when jobs held in

situations other than the construction industry are taken

into account (Table 6.18 and 6.19). About half the migrants

(50 of 102) compared to only one fifth the nonmigrants (9 of

31) had worked outside construction at least once during the
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Table 6.18

Mean and Median Number of Jobs Not in Construction,
Undertaken by Skill Category, Nov/Dec 1983-Nov/Dec 1985

Skill
category

Number of Nonconstruction Jobs
Migrant workers Nonmigrant workers
N Mean Median N Mean Median

Mason 45 0.7 1 14 0.4 0
Assistant mason 24 1.0 1 4 0 0
Carpenter 15 0.4 0 4 0 0
Asst. carpenter 2 0.5 0.5 1 0 0
Con-bl<;lck maker 5 0.2 0 0
Iron frame maker 0 3 0.3 0
Ground worker 7 0.9 1 1 1.0 i.
Other worker 4 0.3 0 4 1.0 1

Total 102 0.7 0 31 0.4 0

Source: Field Survey 1985

N Number of workers interviewed

previous two years (Table 6.19). Among migrants, 62 per cent

of the assistant masons and 57 per cent of the ground workers

had held such jobs, compared to far fewer of the skilled: 33

per cent of carpenters and 49 per cent of masons. In short

most skilled migrants, notably the carpenters and masons,

rarely accepted work outside the construction industry.

This divergent pattern was confirmed in discussion with

several skilled workers. Seldom were they unemployed for more

than two weeks at a time, since wood work was almost always

available from mandors during slack periods, either through

their o~ efforts or by directly contacting the job owners.
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Table 6.19

Number of Jobs Not in Construction, undertaken by Skill
Category, November/December 1983-November/December 1985

Skill
category o

Number of Nonconstruction Jobs
MIGRANT WORKER NONMIGRANT WORKER

1. 2 3 4 Total 0 1 2 3 4 Total

Mason 22 16

Assistant 9 9
mason

5

5 o

o

1

45

24

9

4

4

o

1

o

o

o

o

o

14

4

Carpenter 10

Assistant 1
carpenter

Con-block 4
maker

Iron frame 0
maker

4

1

1

o

1

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

15

2

5

o

4

1

o

2

o

o

o

1

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

4

1

o

3

Ground
worker

other
worker

Total

322

3 1 0

52 34 13

o

o

2

o 7

o 4

1 102

o

2

22

1

1

7

o

1

2

o

o

o

o

o

o

1

4

31

Source: Field Survey 1985.

In contrast, the unskilled change jobs quite frequently,

shifting into and out of construction work to become pedicab

drivers (tukang becak), noodle and meatball traders (tukang

mie-bakso), factory workers (buruh pabrik), assistant

chauffeurs (kenek), and fishermen (nelayan). Among the

nonmigrants, all categories of workers had held fewer jobs
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outside construction; the carpenters, assistant carpenters,

and assistant masons none at all (Table 6.19). Once again

this indicates a higher level of commitment to the

construction industry among non migrants, although not

necessarily to a particular contractor, and perhaps also a

more professional attitude towards work.

Lack of wage work in either the local community or

Bandung and a poorly paying job were the two primary reasons

given for taking Antapani employment by about half the

migrants (50 of 102) and nonmigrants (15 of 31: Table 6.20).

Compared to migrant workers, a substantial number of the

nonmigrant (10 of 31) had received and accepted a direct

offer from a mandor on whose labor gang they had previously

served, in turn reinforcing the good relations that existed

despite the low wages often involved. One fifth of the

migrants (21 of 102), but only one tenth of the nonmigrants

(3 of 31), primarily took the Antapani job to gain experience

in construction. This was particularly true of the assistant

masons, many of whom were newcomers to such project activity.

Most migrant carpenters, in contrast, had responded to direct

offers from a mandor, reflecting both the specialized nature

of their skills and the high level of professional commitment

to their trade.

For many laborers, construction jobs were physically

demanding, hazardous, and without a secure future. Many young

men accepted work at Antapani while unemployed, intending to
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Table 6.20

Primary Reason for Taking Job at Antapani
Site, by Skill category, November-December 1985

Skill MIGRANT WORKER NONMIGRANT WORKER
category -------------------------- ------------------------

A B C D E F G Total A B C D E F G Total

Mason 13 13 7 4 5 2 1 45 4 5 1 2 2 0 0 14

Assistant 9 4 9 0 0 1 1 24 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 4
mason

Carpenter 1 1 3 4 6 0 0 15 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 4

Assistant 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 .0 0 0 1
carpenter

Con-block 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
maker

Iron 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 3
frame maker

Ground 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
worker

Other 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 4
worker

Total 27 23 21 12 11 5 3 102 10 5 3 10 3 0 0 31

Source: Field Survey 1985.

Note A Insufficient income
B No job in village;unemployed in city
C Gain construction experience
D Direct offer from mandor
E Only skill in construction work
F Other reason
G Not available
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leave the Antapani site as soon as they found something

better and having no interest in learning construction

skills. Most wanted to be small traders, chauffeurs, civil

servants, or military personnel. In total, only about half

(71 of 133) intended to continue in housing construction,

with migrants (58%) and the most skilled amongst them

(carpenters, masons) being the most likely to remain (Table

6.21) •

The most important reason given by migrants for wanting

to continue in construction was the higher wages offered at

Antapani (27 of 102) even though, as already noted wage

levels were very low by urba~ standards (Table 6.22).

Paradoxically, two thirds (39 out. of 59) of those migrants

intending to remain were attracted by the income to be gained

or by the high wages offered - a pattern of response that

varied little by skill category. Another common reason,

particularly among workers aged at least forty, was that

experience in construction was all they could to offer an

employer or contractor.

A high level of labor turnover was documented in the two

site censuses, defined both as the number and the percentage

of workers leaving the project between 15 October 1985 and 27

January for almost two thirds of the total workforce (235 of

363) who were censused on 27 January 1986 but had not been on

the Antapani site on 15 October 1985 (Table 6.23 and Fig.

6.3) •
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Table 6.21

Intention To continue Work Construction Sector,
by Skill Category, November-December 1985

Skill MIGRANT WORKER NONMIGRANT WORKER
category Yes No Total Yes No Total

Mason 27 18 45 9 5 14
(60%) (40%) (64%) (36%)

Assistant mason 11 13 24 0 4 4
(46%) (54%) (0%) (100%)

Carpenter 10 5 15 1 3 4
(67%) (33%) (25%) (75%)

Assistant carpenter 2 0 2 0 1 1
(100%) (0%) (0%) (100%)

Con-block maker 2 3 5 0 0 0
(40%) (60%) (0%) (0%)

Steel frame maker 0 0 0 0 3 3
(0%) (0%) (0%) (100%)

Ground worker 5 2 7 1 0 1
(79%) (29%) (100%) (0%)

Other worker 2 2 4 .1 3 4
(50%) (50%) (25%) (75%)

Tot a 1 59
(58%)

43 102
(42%) (100%)

12
(39%)

19
(61%)

31
(100%)

Source: Field Survey 1985.

Turnover was even higher among nonmigrants, most of whom

left the project as soon as they found a job offering better

wages. In the second census, new workers accounted for as

many as 87 per cent of the nonmigrants and 59 per cent of the

nonmigrants (75 of 92 and 160 of 271, respectively). Among

unskilled migrants, the recently employed accounted for two

thirds of the ground workers and three fifths of the

assistant masons conv~rsely, the high percentages recorded

among such specialized workers as drillers and pipe fitters
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Table 6.22

Reason To Remain Working In Construction sector,
by Sldll Category

(November - December 1.985)

Skill MIGRANT WORKER NON MIGRANT WORKER
category A B C D E F G Total A B C D E F G Total

Mason 1 3 8 14 1 0 18 45 0 1 6 '2 0 0 5 14

Carpenter 0 3 3 4 0 0 5 15 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 4

Assistant 1 4 1. 4 0 1 13 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4
mason

Assistant 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
carpenter

Con-block 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
maker

Iron frame 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3
maker

Ground 1 0 0 3 1 0 2 7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
worker

Other 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 4
worker

Total 4 12 13 27 2 1 43 1.02 0 3 7 3 0 o 18 31

Source: Field Survey 1985.

Note A Seek new experience
B Gain income
C Expertise only in construction
D Higher wages
E Easy to earn cash money
F Follow family/relatives
G Not applicable: defined as those who previously

stated no intention to remain in construction.
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Table 6.23

Number of Old And New Workers on Antapani site,
by Skill Category, 27 January 1986

MIGRANT WORKER NONMIGRANT WORKERSkill
category

Old New
Worker * Worker **

Old New
Worker * Worker **

Mason 50 (52%)

Assistant mason 23 (40%)

Drilling worker

Carpenter

Assistant
carpenter

Iron frame
maker

Ground worker

Pipe fitter

Other worker

Tot a I

o (0%)

13 (81%)

1(100%)

o (0%)

18 (34%)

o (0%)

6 (75%)

111 (41%)

27(100%)

46 (48%)

35 (60%)

3 (19%)

o (0%)

o (0%)

35 (66%)

1(100%)

2 (25%)

160 (59%)

o (0%)

7 (50%)

4 (80%)

1(100%)

1(100%)

o (0%)

o (0%)

o (0%)

4 (67%)

17 (13%)

60(100%)

7 (50%)

1 (20%)

o (0%)

o (0%)

1(100%)

1(100%)

3(100%)

2 (33%)

75 (87%)

Source: Census II, 27 January 1986

: * Old workers are those enumerated in census I,
15 October 1985.

** New workers are those whose employment began
between 15 October 1985 and 27 January 1986.
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reflected their demand at a particular stage of construction

rather than indicating high rates of turnover.

In summary, the practice by project management of

subcontracting out for labor has stimulated the circulation

of workers between villages of origin and the project site in

Bandung. These two processes are interactive, in that using

subcontracts to obtain a construction workforce induces these

flows of wage labor that in turn enable project management to

persist with this recruiting practices.

Housing construction is an unstable occupation for

unskilled workers, but relatively stable for the skilled.

Consequently labor turnover, measured by the number of

workers who left the Antapard site was far greater among the

unskilled and reinforced by job and migration histories that

indicated frequent changes in place of work during the

previous two years. Large numbers of workers were employed in

the housing industry for the first time, only accepted such a

job while without one, and would leave both it and the

project site as soon as better prospects had been identified.

The skilled, in contrast, were more committed to both the

construction industry and to the particular contractors for

whom they worked.

As for differential characteristics between migrant and

nonmigrant workers, labor turnover and absenteeism were

associated more with the latter, who considered wages paid at

the Antapani site to be much lower than for comparable
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projects in metropolitan Bandung. Migrants were far more

accepting of the low pay scale and held their urban

expenditures living costs to a minimum, partly by being

accommodated in rent free housing units on the site and

partly by carefully monitoring their daily living cos~s.

Links between Antapani Workers and Village Households

of Origin

The continuing interaction between Antapani site workers

and their village households of origin reflect essentially

the extent to which rural families are integrated within the

urban economic system. Central to this process is the role

that construction labor plays in linking rural households and

the urban economy through the centrifugal forces of city wage

employment in the housing industry and the centripetal forces

of village socioeconomic obligations. Examination of such

links will be approached in terms of in and out remittances,

visiting, and the sending and receiving of letters.

Remittances refer to the total flows of money and goods

that construction workers send or personally take back to

their village homes (in remittances), plus any reciprocal

flows from these places of origin to their city destinations

(out remittances). Workers were asked details about the cross

flows of both money and goods during the previous 12 months,

from December 1984 to November-December 1985. As with the job
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and movement histories, Lebaran 1985 was used as a reference

point to help remembering remittances that had been sent or

received during the months before and after these

, festivities.

On average during the past twelve months, migrants from

west Java sent one and half times more money to rural family

members than those from any other region (Table 6.24 and Fig.

6.4). Most likely this reflects the fact that most carpenters

and experienced masons, the more skilled workers with

comparatively higher incomes, come from this province. Even

so, total remittances ranged widely, from 5,000 to 525,000

rupiah or equivalent to U5$4.50 to $477.27. Regardless of

province of origin, skilled migrant workers sent more

remittances than did the less skilled, the assistant masons

and ground workers.

If remittances sent are restricted to those originating

from Antapani, then amounts vary not only according to skill

but also for length of time spent on the project (Table 6.25

and Fig. 6.5). The overall tendency is for migrant 'workers

who are more skilled and who have been on the site longer to

have remitted greater amounts of money. Within this general

pattern it is also possible to identify one carpenter, for

instance, who had worked from ten to fourteen weeks and sent

160,000 rupiah, whereas another two with between fifteen and

nineteen weeks experience had only remitted an average of

80,000 rupiah. The more skilled an employee and the greater
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Table 6.24

Mean Cash Remittance Sent by Migrant Workers to Village
Households, by Skill Category, November/December 1984

November/December 1985 (Thousand Rupiah)

Location of Village
Skill
category

Mason

Assistant
mason

Carpenter

Assistant
carpenter

Concrete
block maker

Iron frame
maker

We"st Java

250.8
N 29
R 5-525

95.7
N 9
R 22-235

329.1
N 10
R 94-570

210.0
N 2
R 210

Central Java

172.5
N 10
R 35-400

134.0
N 10
R 10-300

216.0
N 3
R 100-308

54.0
N 2
R 8-100

East Java

100.0
N 2
R 100

200.0
N 2
R 150-250

60.0
N 1
R 60

Jakarta

Ground worker 80.0
N 2
R 75-85

36.3
N 3
R 9-50

other worker

Total

420.0
N 1
R 420

234.4
N 53
R 5-525

140.4
N 28
R 8-400

80.0
N 1
R 80

12303
N 6
R 60-250

60.0
N 1
R 60

60.0
N 1
R 60

Source: Field Survey 1985
Notes N Number of interviewed workers
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Table 6.25

Mean Cash Remittances Sent, by Skill and
Weeks Worked, November-December 1985

(Thousand Rupiah: Rp)

Skill Weeks Worked at Antapani
category 0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30 & over

Mason Rp 59.4 81.3 50.0 140.0 143.4 250.0 130.0
N 4 13 1 5 5 1 1
R 5-185 21-180 50 45-350 47-320 250 130

Assistant
mason Rp 16.7

N 3
R 8-30

38.4
5

10-75

40.0
1.
40

112.5 105.0
2 '1

100-125 105

Car- Rp
penter N

R

Assistant
car- Rp
penter N

R

40.0 160.0
1 1

40 160

80.0 140.0 216.0 433.8
213 4

60-100 140.0 100-280 185-900

80.0
1
80

Concrete
block Rp
maker N

R

6.0 125.0
1 2
6 100-150

45.0
1
45

250.0
1
250

Ground
worker Rp 20.3 42.5

N 2 2
R 3-38 35-50

other
worker Rp 10.0 80.0 240.0

N 1 1 1
R 10 80 240

Source: Field Survey 1985
Note: Rp Rupiah

N Number of interviewed workers
R Range
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the number of weeks worked, then the higher the total sums of

money that were remitted, although this pattern is not

immediately obvious. For instance, one carpenter who had been

on the site between ten and fourteen weeks sent 160,000

rupiah, whereas another two who had worked there longer (15-

19 weeks) sent only 80,000 rupiah on average. When the

remittances sent exclusively by migrants from Antapani during

the past twelve months are compared to all cash transfers for

the same period, the former average 60 per cent of the total

and range from 38 to 87 per cent (Table 6.26 and Fig. 6.6).

Makers of concrete-blocks remitted the greatest proportion of

their Antapani earnings (86%), followed by carpenters and

groundworkers, whereas the lowest ratios were recorded for

masons and assistant masons (47-and 43%). In short, cash

remitted do not reveal the same differentials between skilled

and unskilled workers as do those originating entirely from
.

Antapani incomes.

In total, all cash sent by migrants from Antapani ranged

from about thirty to sixty per cent of site earnings, for an

average of 53 per cent (Table 6.27 and Fig. 6.7). Makers of

concrete blocks, who remitted the lowest proportions (33.2%),

were mainly young, single, and came from east Java. Most

probably they spent much income on personal items while in

Bandung; two of them even bought a motor cycle and returned

to the village with it. In terms of total amounts of cash,

carpenters sent the most (232,083 rupiah), equivalent to
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Table 6.26

Mean Antapani and Total Cash Remittances
Sent by Migrant Workers, during Past Twelve

Months, by Skill Category, 1985

Skill
category

Mason

Assistant
mason

Carpenter

Assistant
carpenter

Concrete
block
maker

Mean of Antapani
Cash Inremittances

(Rupiah)
(1)

Rp 104,716
N 30
R 5-525,000

Rp 51,000
N 12
R 8-125,000

Rp 232,083
N 12
R 40-490,000

Rp 80,000
N 2
R 80,000

Rp 120,200
N 5
R 6-250,000

Mean of Total
Cash Inremittances

(Rupiah)
(2)

Rp 220,740
N 30
R 5-350,000

Rp 119,625
N 19
R 10-300,000

Rp 295,200
N 13
R 94-570,000

Rp 210,000
N 1
R 210,000

Rp 127,000
N 5
R 8-250,000

Percentage
of (2)
from (1)

47.4

42.6

78.6

38.1

86.8

Ground worker Rp 31,375
N 4
R 3-50,000

Rp 47,250
N 5
R 9-80,000

66.4

other worI:.::er

Total

Rp 110,000
N 3
R 10-24,000

Rp 114,136
N 78
R 3-525,000

Rp 186,000
N 3
R 60-420,000

Rp 189,104.3
N 76
R 5-570,000

59.8

Source:
Note

Field Survey 1985
Rp Rupiah
N Number of workers responding
R Range
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Table 6.27

Mean Earnings and Total Cash Remittances Sent
by Migrant Workers, by Skill Category, 1985

(Rupiah)

Skill
category

Earnings

( 1)

Total
cash remittances

(2)

Percentage
(2) from
(1)

Mason 185,222 (N 45) 104,716 (N 30) 56.5
Asst. mason 108,000 (N 23) 51,500 (N 12) 47.7
Carpenter 479,200 (N 15) 232,083 (N 12) 48.4
Asst. carpenter 192,500 (N 2) 80,000 (N 2) 41.6
Con-block maker 361,600 (N 5) 120,200 (N 5) 33.2
Ground worker 85,571 (N 7) 31,375 (N 4) 36.7
Other worker 263,666 (N 3) 110,000 (N 3) 41. 7

Total 215,888 (100) 117,136 (68) 52.9

Source: Field Survey 1985

about U5$211) and ground workers the least (31,375 rupiah or

about US$28.50). In contrast, masons remitted the highest

proportion of their earnings (56.5%) and makers of concrete

blocks the lowest (33.2%; Table 6.27).

These proportions are slightly higher than those reported

for west Java from field research conducted in 1973 (Hugo,

1978:595). At that time, circular migrants in Jakarta

originating from west Javanese villages remitted from 21 to

44 per cent of their earnings. Overall, the median amount

sent was 51,700 rupiah (US$123.09). Antapani construction

workers also remitted far more cash to rural families than

did migrant domestic servants in Yogyakarta in 1984-85. On

average, these female servants sent 47,353 rupiah (US$42.66)
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during a period of nine to eleven months (van Bergeijk,

1986:67). About half (46 of 102) the Antapani migrants said

they regularly remitted money to their village, half of whom

took it themselves and about another fifth used relatives or

friends who were returning to the local community. Hugo

(1978:599) documents the same pattern for circular migrants

in Jakarta.

Basic necessities, and especially foodstuffs, were

overwhelmingly the primary use to which these remittances

were meant to be put (Table 6.28). Intended secondary and

tertiary uses included paying school fees for of family

members and buying agricultural items, such as fertilizer and

seed. However, discussion with many workers suggest that

remittances were spent on a far greater variety of items than

originally intended, including buying bicycles, motor cycles,

and jewelry or financing the expansion of a small village

shop (warung). Far fewer migrants (12 of 102) had sent goods

to village households, mainly processed foodstuffs like

biscuits and such manufactured clothing as T-shirts, shoes,

socks, and pants.

Reverse flows of money and goods from village households

to Antapani workers are minor. No fewer than 100 out of 102

migrants had not been sent any money from rural families

during the previous twelve months and 96 of them claimed no

to have received any goods either. Returning to Bandung after

a visit, however, migrants brought such staples as rice,
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Table 6.28

Intended Use of Cash Remittances from Migrant Workers,
by Village Households, 1985

Remittance use

Daily foodstuffs
Buy land
Pay school fees
Buy agricultural
items

capital for local
trade

savings
other

Total

Primary
No. %

79 (95.2)
1 (1.2)
1 (1.2)

1 (1.2)
1 (1.2)

83 (100)

Secondary
No. %

2 (4.2)
3 (6.3)

20 (41.7)
15 (31.3)

8 (16.7)

48 (100)

Tertiary
No. %

1 (3.3)

12 (40.0)

1 (3.3)

13 (43.3)
3 (10.0)

30 (100)

Source: Field Survey 1985-1986.

cassava, sweet potatoes, and yam, just as did the female

domestic servants when going back to Yogyakarta from central

Java (van Bergeijk, 1986).

Many times, migrant workers left the construction site to

go to the rural community and 62 per cent of them (63 of 102)

had visited their village homes at least once (Table 6.29).

Overall, only three of the thirty-one individuals who had

been on the site for at least fifteen weeks had never made

such a visit, whereas half the migrants (50 of 102) returned

at least once every three months. Of the thirty nine workers

at Antapani (38%) who had never gone back to their village,

twenty eight had been employed for less than four weeks and
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Table 6.29

Frequency of Migrant Return by Length of Time on
Construction site, 1985

Weeks Once 1 week- 1-3 More Never
on job a week 1 month months than returned Total

3 months
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

0-4 4 (50) 5 (18) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 28 (72) 37
5-9 3 (37) 12 (43) 6 (27) 2 (40) 5 (13) 28

10-14 0 ( 0) 1 ( 4) 2 ( 9) 0 ( 0) 3 ( 8) 6
15-19 1 (13) 2 ( 7) 4 (18) 0 ( 0) 1 ( 2) 8
20-24 0 ( 0) 2 ( 7) 3 (14) 1 (20) 2 ( 5) 8
25-29 0 ( 0) 2 ( 7) 6 (27) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 8
30 and 0 ( 0) 4 (14) 1 ( 5) 2 (40) 0 ( 0) 7
over

Total 8 28 22 5 39 102

Source: Field Survey 1985

consequently had insufficient earnings to initiate such a

visit.

out of ten migrants from west Java, seven visited their

village once every one to four weeks, whereas those from

central and east Java mainly did so in terms of months rather

than weeks (Table 6.30). Thi~ marked difference in frequency

of return visits reflects the fact that west Javanese workers

can reach most of their communities within two to five hours,

using either bus or minibus and at a cost of from 500 to

2,000 rupiah. In contrast, those from central and east Java

must pay from three to five thousand rupiah and travel twelve
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Table 6.30

Frequency of Migrant Returns Home, by Place of Origin,
1985

Province Once 1 week 1-3 More Never Total
,..~ a week 1 month months than Return-......

origin 3 Months ed
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

West Java 8 (100) 19 (70) 12 (55) 2 (40) 19 (49) 60
Central 0 ( 0) 8 (30) 9 (41) 2 (40) 13 (33 ) 32
Java

East Java 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 1 (20) 6 (15) 7
Jakarta 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 1 ( 3) 1
Other 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 1 ( 5) a ( 0) 0 ( 0) 2

Total 8 (100 ) 27 (100) 22 (100) 5 (100) 39 (100) 102

Source: Field Survey 1985

to fifteen hours from Bandung by bus or train before reaching

their village homes.

On reaching their destinations, half the workers (52 of

102) stayed no more than seven days before returning to

Antapani. Foremost among the reasons for these local visits

was to see families and bring money for them. Some migrants,

however, were meeting obligations for agricultural work,

notably during the seasons for planting and harvesting - all

reasons that parallel those reported in several previous

studies of population mobility in rural Java (Hugo, 1978;

Mantra, 1978; Papanek, 1975; Van Bergeijk, 1986). Lebaran,

the days of Moslem festivities, was the most popular time,
..

reinforced by the fact that in 1985 the Antapani contractor
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designated this week a holiday, so that workers could leave

Bandung and celebrate the festival days (19-20 June) with

their families.

Family members rarely visited the project site and this

had involved to only sixteen out of 102 migrants~ Visits

usually lasted only one to three days normally reflecting the

family's urgent need for money, as to help with the medical

expenses of those seriously ill. Not surprisingly, then,

eighty-four per cent of the workforce had never received such

visits.

since construction workers live on the project site for

relatively short periods and return frequently to their

villages, only one third (35 of 102) had ever sent a letter

to a family member. Perhaps even more important, written

correspondence is not a regular habit of the Sundanese of

west Java or the Javanese villagers of other provinces. Only

nine migrants regularly wrote letters, at intervals ranging

from once a week to once a month, although a few written
,

messages as well as money through workers sent through

coworkers about to return home. Rather different from this is

pattern described by van Bergeijk (1986:69) for women

employed during 1984-85 as domestic servants in Yogyakarta,

perhaps because they did not visit their villages nearly as

often as the Antapani wage workers. For them, letters had

been written at. least once to a village friend or relative

and also, in some cases, to relatives residing in other
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cities. For villagers to send letters to family members was

equally rare and only six migrants received them regularly,

mainly through those returning to the project site.

In short, most migrant workers, regardless of the nature

of their project employment, sent money to family members at

some time during the previous twelve months and this cash

represented a significant contribution to household incomes.

The more skilled the site workers, the higher the

contribution of Antapani earnings in proportion to total

remittances. In turn, this pattern reflects the high

commitment of skilled personnel to the construction industrJ

and their lower frequency of job turnover. Cash remitted was

destined primarily to meet basic needs, notably foodstuffs,

whereas buying agricultural seeds, fertilizer, and equipment

or paying school fees or adding to savings were of secondary

importance.

Most workers returned to village families at least once

every three months, with those west Javanese communities

located relatively close to the Antapani site beinqvi=ited

more frequently than any others. Most went back to see the

family (menjenquk keluarga), to bring money (mengirim uang)

or goods, and to fulfill local agricultural commitments.

Despite considerable distances traveled to reach the local

community and the infrequency of visiting, most workers

remained less than seven days to return visit before

departing again for Antapani. In comparison the sending and
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receipt of letters or written messages between family members

and construction workers was far less common.

Differential Flows of Laber

The contrasting characteristics between migrant and

nonmigrant workers in the housing construction industry add

further dimension to the segmentary labor market, shown

previously to be based on subcontracting out for work and the

stratification of the labor force. The industrial role of

migrants is unique, in that their willingness to accept low

cash returns enables project management to continue with its

practice of labor segmentation. Mechanism used to cope with

such low wages include keeping the daily cost of urban living

to a minimum by preparing food cooperatively, by residing

rent free on site in partially completed units, and by

working longer hours. Migrant workers also subsidize the cost

of the subcontractor's operation by.paying their own

transportation to Bandung. The urQan born, in contrast,

considered project wages too low and accepted such jobs only

when unemployed, as reflected in their far higher rate of

turnover.

From the standpoint of recruitment and training, the

labor market in the construction industry is tightly closed.

Acquisition of skills can occur .only within the labor gang

itself either through informal apprenticeship or through
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experience accumulated by shif'ting from one contractor and

one construction site to another. For most workers,

circulating between village and urban project site is an

efficient way to gain expertise in the housing industry. In

contrast, the urban born at Antapani were conspicuously less

mobile and rarely worked on construction projects beyond the

Bandung metropolitan area.

Most migrants, particularly the unskilled, had little job

security, changed their jobs quite frequently, and often

experienced long periods of unemployment. Among the

unskilled, labor turnover was especially high, since in many

cases they accepted employment while without work but at the

same time did not intend to remain. Since construction work

was heavy, not well paid, and offered no future security, the

unskilled left Antapani for more attractive jobs just as soon

as they were found. Conversely, skilled migrants appeared

more committed to both the construction industry and to the

project manager for whom they worked, and consequently were

in general less mobile. This contrast between the skilled and

unskilled suggests that labor segmentation in the

construction industry shapes the nature, characteristics, and

patterns of population movement, as well as the daily urban,

life of the workforce, which in turn significantly color the

nature and characteristics of the labor market.

The links between the Antapani construction site ..and

village households, when considered in terms of visits made
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and cash remitted, are mainly in the direction of the rural

community. The more skilled the migrant workers, the higher

the portion of earnings remitted to the local family, but

return flows were small and mostly of foodstuffs. Most

workers returned to their home villages at least once every

three months, but those from west Java did do so more

frequently because of the shorter distances and lesser costs

involved. Most visits were made to see family members, to

bring money and urban goods, and to meet agricultural

obligations, especially during the critical times of planting

and harvesting. Many migrants, in fact, continued to regard

themselves as agriculturalists rather than constr~ction

workers.

These dominant characteristics revealed at the broad

scale of enquiry, become both magnified and tempered when

particular cases are considered. local contexts for both the

Antapani construction site and village communities of origin

as well as the socioeconomic characteristics and personal

behaviors of the migrants themselves, complicate these

general findings.

Case Studies of Work Groups

Pak Dita, aged 53, heads a group of ten ground workers

from desa (village) Cipaku, in Majalengka, west Java (Fig.

3.6). They were brought on 22 November 1986 to the Antapani

site by Jono, who was a makelar (middle man) of mandor Kasim.
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Jono offered them a job at leveling soil, for a the rate of

1,200 rupiah for every cubic meter they dug and transported

to the pile about 100 meters away from the area being

leveled.

Once this task was underway, Jono ordered the ground

workers to shift the soil to a more distant heap about 400

meters from where they were digging. Pak Dita and his workers

complained, for Jono's instruction was different from what

previously had been promised, but were willing to take the

soil to the nearest pile. Makelar Jono, who intended to sell

that soil to other mandors, become angry with Pak Dita and

his labor gang, refusing to pay the promised 1,200 rupiah per

cubic meter and instead reducing it to 900 rupiah. Pak Dita,

with experience of several construction projects, commented

that mandors or makelars were very persuasive when wanting

villagers to work but very tricky once they had filled their

labor quotas, even daring to leave a construction site

without paying their workers. Pak Dita and the members of

labor gang felt that makelar Jono had cheated them; one

worker sighed that every rupiah would be redeemed with

shoulder and back pain.

On the morning of 29 November 1985, a Friday, the laborers

watched as the field supervisor, makelar Jono, and mandor

Kasim measured the quantity of earth moved during the

previous week. If they were given insufficient wages for

their week's effort, then they had already decided to return
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to the village. They expected to receive their wages next

day, a Saturday, usually working on the site everyday from

5:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Four days previously, Pak Dita sent one

of his gang back to cipaku because of a small accident, for

which neither mandor Kasim nor makelar Jono had been

responsible.

On leaving the village, each worker received 1,000

rupiah as advance payment from Jono to meet the cost of

traveling to Bandung. During week days, on the site, they

bought rice, dried fish, biscuits, and cigarettes from a

warung owned by relative of Jono, payment for which was

deducted from their weekly wages. According to Pak Dita, from

22 to 29 November 1985 this group purchased 50 liters of

rice, four kilograms of dried fish, biscuits, and cigarettes

from that warung, for a total cost of about 36,000 rupiah. He

complained about the high prices, since for example, one
-liter of rice cost 270 rupiah as against 210 rupiah in the

nearby pasar (market) at Cicadas. But Jono, who controlled

the group's wages would not allow them to bUy groceries

elsewhere and Pak Dita only hoped that the earnings for those

days would be sufficient to pay their purchase at this

warung.

In the village of cipaku, Pak Dita was a petani bating,

landless peasant, who share cropped (nengah) two bahu (1.4

hectares) of land. From each rice harvest, he needed to

produce at least 15 kwintal of paddy from each bahu to repay
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the landlord his rent. He was a little restless while at

Antapani, because it was the rainy season and he should have

begun cUltivating his rented land. Pak nita had five

children, two sons and three daughters, but only the youngest

son continued to live with his parents.

Late in the afternoon of 29 November 1985, while having

tea warung Pak Iping, I overheard a conversation between

mandors Kasim and Edi. It was evident that mandor Kasim had

received 15,000 rupiah from the excavation of 300 cubic

meters of earth measured earlier in the day and undertaken by

Pak nita and his labor gang. If makelar Jono had paid for

this job at the rate of 900 rupiah a cupic meter, then Pak

nita's group would have earned 270,000 rupiah. The week's net

payment to the ten ground workers, minus the amount

automatically deducted to pay the warung debt, therefore

would amount to approximately 234,000 rupiah for seven

working days, or about 23,400 rupiah per worker per week.

Whether Pak nita and his labor gang were satisfied with these

earnings is unknown since they were never seen around the

site from that day (30 November 1985).

Slendro Ground Workers

Three ground workers, Pak Kasiman, aged 40; Paidi, who

was 29; and Mardi, 26, arrived by train from Desa Slendro in

Sragen, central Java (Fig. 5.6). Each had spent 4,000 runiah

on transport, which each had obtai~ed in different ways. Pak
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Kasiman, for instance, borrowed 6,000 rupiah from a Slendro

relative; Pak Paidi sold his only bicycle for 15,000 rupiah;

and Pak Mardi used 5,000 rupiah from the family) savings. They

traveled to Antapani under the guidance of Pak Sudarmo, a

, neighbor, who worked on the project and who had been asked by

his mandor, Mas Warno, another neighbor in Slendro, to

recruit labor from the village.

Their job was to excavate a ditch, along which pipes were

to be laid, for a payment of 600 rupiah a cubic meter. After

working at this site for about three days, but without

knowing precisely how much money they would be receiving,

they decided to distribute the total weekly payment equal~y

among each of them. Although with previous experience of

construction projects, the Antapani job was their first

beyond kabupaten Sragen.

These three men had bought, ten liters of rice and two

kilograms of dried fish from the wife of mandor Warno.

Payment was to be deducted from their wages, but, they had no

idea what these groceries were costing. To minimize living

expenses, they took turns to prepare food and lived rent free

on site in a housing unit still under construction. Not more

than 300 rupiah a day was spent on other necessities, like

soap, cigarettes, and coffee, using money brought with them.

In desa Slendro, these workers cultivated small parcels of

farm and had gone to Antapani to earn additional cash during

the off season of village agriculture (November, 1985).
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Usman, a Concrete-Block Maker

Born in 1963 in Tulungagung, east Java (Fig. 1.1), Usman

completed junior technical high school (Sekolah Teknik) in

1978 and then helped his parents on their small agricultural

holdings. After doing this for about two years, he went in

1980 on his own initiative to Medan in north Sumatra (Fig.

3.2). His parents gave him 60,000 rupiah, half of which he

used to buy a boat ticket. Since Usman had no family or

relatives in Medan, during the first week he wandered around

looking for a city job. Finally he was hired as a daily wage

worker at the Perumnas housing project which was managed by

contractor Rumah Sederhana, the same one as at Antapani.

Usman felt that his work, to set up concrete panels and

electrical piping, was appropriat~ to his educational

background and earned 3,500 rupiah a day.

After seven months, with this project completed, Usman

moved to Padang, in west Sumatra, and later to Jambi in south

Sumatra (Fig. 1.1), where he worked on similar developments

managed by the same contractor for about two years. While at

Padang he was asked by his mandor, Pak Suwardi, to find other

men from his village in Tulungagung areas in east Java who

were interested in construction jobs. Following this, Usman

worked on a housing project located in Klender, Jakarta.

Along the same contractor, Usman arrived at on the Antapani

site in May 1985, the month of Moslem fasting, having brought

a group of concrete-block makers from Baruharjo, Trenggalek,
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in east Java, a village close to his own. As group leader, he

received from 40,000 to 45,000 rupiah every week, while each

of his subordinates could earn from 30,000 to 35,000 rupiah

by producing about 16,000 concrete blocks. Usman was quite

satisfied with this income, as were his subordinates.

In fact, the project contractor paid 25 rupiah for each

concrete block made, from which Mandor Ngatiyo, who held the

order, deducted two rupiah. Usman, as group leader, kept

another three rupiah, so that the block makers received the

remaining twenty rupiah for each item they produced. From

these profitable earnings, Usman had purchased a Yamaha DKX

motorcycle at a cost of 800,000 rupiah (US$ 727) including

administrative expenses of 50,000 rupiah. He took the machine

to his village and entrusted it to the care of his younger

brother.

The making of concrete blocks for the Antapani project

was completed in about seven months. Usman worked at other

jobs, mainly plastering, but his weekly earnings fell

drastically by up to 20,000 rupiah. Most of his crew had

already returned to Baruharjo village but Usman remained

behind, expecting to be given the responsibility for the same

job during the second phase that was scheduled to begin in

JUly-August 1986. During all the time Usman was involved in

construction work he had never sent any money to his parents,

arguing t~at not only had they no need of cash but also that

what they most desired was his being gainfully employed.
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Sumarno, a Young Bricklayer

Sumarno was born in 1966 in Semarang, central Java (Fig.

1.1). His parents had divorced when he was twelve, at about

the same time he had completed elementary school, but his

father remarried soon afterwards. Not being able, because of

family difficulties, to continue on to junior high school,

Sumarno left the next year for Jakarta and began his career

as a construction worker by being hired as an assistant

bricklayer. The housing project was managed by Rumah

Sederhana, who was also the Antapani contractor. On that

first job he was supervised by mandor Kasim, a neighbor of

his father in desa Kedungsuren, Semarang. Since then, he had

worked several times with for the same contractor in

different cities, always under the supervision of mandor

Kasim.

Beginning on the Antapani project in September 1985

represented the second construction job that Sumarno had held

in the Bandung metropolitan area. Two years previously, in

1983, he had worked for about six months on the perumnas

development in Cibuntu (Bandung: Fig. 3.5). Sumarno learned

of prospects at Antapani from the younger brother of mandor

Kasim, who also lives in his father village (desa

Kedungsuren) and often acted as labor middle man for

Kasim. On the site he worked as a mason, assisted by Totok, a

village neighbor. When interviewed in December 1985, both

were responsible to mandor SUkardi, to whom they had
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transferred once when the tasks allocated to mandor Kasim

were almost complete. If more Antapani jobs became available

to mandor Kasim, then both Sumarno and Totok would return to

form his work gang.

Sumamo admitted to earning about 15,000 rupiah each

week and to spending about 4,000 rupiah. He had not returned

to Semarang city during his three months at Antapani, but

three times had given village neighbors a total of 45,000

rupiah to take to his mother in desa Kedungsuren. As owner of

a small fruit trading business, she added these amounts to

the family' savings as insurance against of future unexpected

needs. It was these savings, for instance, that provided the

6,000 rupiah Sumarno needed to cover both transport costs and

spending money when leaving the village for the project site.

Darius, a Painter

Having completed junior high school in ~lores, east

Nusatenggara (Fig.1.1), at age of eighteen Darius left desa

Kotingge in 1980 for Jakarta to continue his formal education

and never returned •..Darius attended a commercial high school

(Sekolah Menengah Ekonomi), finishing his studies in 1984,

but was unable to continue on to college because of his

parents financial problems. In Jakarta Darius lived with his

brother, a sailor, in the Tanjung Priok area.

Having been unemployed for several months, Darius was

taken by a friend from Flores to work'for PT Cahaya Mas, a
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general contractor in the Jakarta area. For a week he trained

as a painter, and while working for this contractor, came to

know mandor Dono, who in turn took him in August 1985 to the

Antapani site. Each week, Darius earned about 25,000 rupiah

as a painter and on average spent about 10,000 rupiah of

that. Although saving to continue his formal education, every

so often he transmitted money to his family in Flores. During

the four months at Antapani he had not sent any remittances,

but while employed at PT Cahaya Mas in Jakarta he had mailed

a total of 80,000 rupiah through the post office.

Prianto, an Assistant Mason

Having completed senior high school (SMA) in 1983,

Prianto applied at the age of nineteen for admission in to

the department of geography at General Sudirman University ih

Purwokerto, central Java (Fig. 1.1), but unfortunately failed

the entrance test. After being unemployed for about a year,

on 8 August 1984 Prianto left his desa Trosobo for Lampung in

south Sumatra, where he was to work as domestic servant

(pembantu rumah tangga) for a relative living in the Tanjung

Karang area. Prianto did not find this job attractive and

after four months returned to central Java.' He remained

unemployed in desa trosobo and his parents often become angry

at seeing him walk aimlessly around the village.

Pak Citro, who learned of the availability of Antapani
, .

jobs from his younger brother, Pak Sardjito, was related to
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Prianto and on 19 October 1985 took him to Bandung. Pak

Sardjito, in turn, was a good friend of mandor Samino, who at

the time was searching for workers. Both Pak Citro and

Prianto traveled from Boyolali (Fig. 7.2) by overnight bus

(bus malam) for a total outlay of 10,000 ruDiah. On arrival

they joined Pak Martono, an old friend of Pak Citro, and

Tiyo, Pak Martono's son, who several week previously had

failed a test to enter the army. Both Pak Martono and" Tiyo

had been employed on the housing project since the first week

in October.

One day after their arrival in Bandung, Pak citro and Pak

Martone began work as bricklayers, while Prianto and Tiyo

were hired as assistant masons. During the first nine days

Prianto earned 5,000 rupiah, but commented that he would only

work at such a physically demanding job while unemployed. He

did not intend to remain doing construction work, which was

unsuitable to someone with his educational background, but

instead wished to become a civil servant or a military

officer and would make application during the next period of

recruitment.

Mas Warno, a Mandor

Mas Warno was born in 1960 in desa Slendro, which is

located within kabupaten (district) Sragen in central Java

(Fig. 5.6). Having completed junior high school in 1978, he

went by himself to Jakarta and was fortunate to obtain a job
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in Pasar Jumat as daily wage laborer (pegawai harian) on a

housing construction project managed by the same contractor

(PT Rumah Sederhana) as at Antapani~ After about nine months

on the job, management asked him to become a mandor and to

recruit villagers for a Perumnas housing scheme in Manado, in

north Sulawesi (Fig. 1.1). Mas Warno traveled to Manado with

about 25 workers from his own village, as well as from desa

Karangnunggal in Tasikmalaya, west Java (Fig. 1.1). While

working in Manado, he married a local woman.

As mandor tetap (fixed mandor) for PT Rumah Sederhana,

Mas Warno had worked at many sites throughout Java. When

interviewed at Antapani in October 1985, he had been there

seven months and was responsible for labor gangs about forty

persons, mostly villagers from Slendro. These he paid on a

piece work basis, although initially they were hired as daily

wage laborers and later if highly productive, transferred to

the status of contract worker. To simplify his job and avoid

diffi~ulties with-fellow villagers, Mas Warno assembled labor

gangs through middle men and tradesmen (kepala tUkang), with

whom he dealt exclusively on matters of payment and labor

allocation. This system of employment reflected Mas Warnots

responsibility for ensuring and certifying the quality and

completeness of all construction work until the moment that

management officially presented this project to Perumnas, the

national Urban Development Corporation. By way of insurance,

the project contractor retained five per cent of weekly
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payments due to mandor Warno until it was obvious that

housing scheme had been satisfactorily completed, probably by

August 1986.

Conclusion

In general the socioeconomic functions of rural

households, the flows of village wage workers, and labor

market segmentation in the construction industry are all

interrelated, which in turn indicates that none of these

processes could be understood in isolation from the others.

Local exceptions, however, reveal that the links between them

are far more complex and diverse than might be first

apparent.

Overall, these intricate relationships involve the

particular characteristics of villagers as actors, and of

the broader but nonetheless local conditions within which

they make decisions and by which their actions are

constrained. Thus the ongoing or intermittent links between

workers and mandors may involve different personalities and

attitudes towards rationality; varying expectations,

satisfactions, and frustrations with the urban workplace;

quite different positions reached within individual life

cycles; personal relationships revolving around the families

of workers and the specific arrangements made between mandors

and warung owners; the influences that neighboring residents
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can bring to bear upon a housing project; and the physical

condition of the Antapani site and its work environment. In

short, these case studies have shown the highly specific ways

in which these conditions and factors intervene between, and

even deviate from, the general patterns documented

previously. These conditions, in turn, could only be

comprehended through an intimate understanding of the varying

local contexts found within the Antapani construction site.

Given this understanding of the system of housing estate

development in a metropolitan center, attention can now focus

more closely on the situations of the workers' communities

and their households of origin.
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CHAPTER VII

SLENDRO COMMUNITY: DOES ADAPTIVE STRATEGY OCCUR?

To explore from a rural standpoint the links between

urban construction workers and their village households, a

detailed examination was made of desa (village) Slendro in

central Java. An important source of labor for the Bandung

project, this community was amongst those located farthest

from the Antapani site. In theory, for village men to travel

so frequently over such long distances may reflect a

deliberate household strategy to offset the uncertainties of

rural incomes, one of the central arguments of this study.

Alternatively, what is plausible theoretically may not

capture the actual reasons for the conspicuous flows of wage

labor from desa Slendro.

To what extent do Slendro households practice a strategy

of rural survival by sending their members to undertake

construction jobs on the Antapani site? If they do, in what

different ways is this strategy pursued, given the variable

levels of skill that village workers have? To what degree do

the rural households of migrant labor assist the operation

of the urban housing contractor to be more economic and more

efficient? To set these questions within a broader context,

the first concern will be with the demographic and

socioeconomic profiles of eight communities in rural Java

from which large numbers of Antapani workers were drawn.



Focus will then shift to the nature of population mobility in

desa Slendro, followed by how labor is allocated within the

households of migrant workers, as well as the kinds of links

that resident and absent member maintain with one ~nother.

oemoqraphic and Socioeconomic villaqe Profiles

Eight Javanese villages dominate all other rural sources

of construction labor at Antapani: desa situmekar (kabupaten

Sukabumi, west Java); Jatitujuh (kabupaten Majalengka, west

Java); Sindangsari and Langensari (kabupaten Ciamis, west

Java); Kedungsuren (kabupaten Kendal, central Java); Joho

(kabupaten Wonogiri, central Java); Slendro (kabupaten

Sragen, central Java); and Baruharjo (kabupaten Trenggalek,

east Java: Table 7.1 and Fig. 7.1). In the first project

census (15 October 1985), the number of workers ranged from

nine for desa Sindangsari to 38 for desa Kedungsuren, and in

the second census (27 January 1986) from six for desa

situmekar to 28 for desa Slendro (Fig. 7.1). For the first

and second censuses, the mean number of Antapani workers

drawn away from all eight communities was 19.1 and 14.3

respectively (Table 7.1).

In 1980, the de jure population of all these communities

ranged from 2,624 to 10,270 (Table 7.2). Population density

varied from 291.6 to 1,816.5 person per square kilometer and,

apart from desa Slendro, all were considerably higher than
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Table 7.1

Antapani Construction Workers from Eight Dominant Villages,
1985-86

Dasa Kabupaten Census I Census II
(village) (district) (15 October 1985) (27 January 1986)

West .:Java
situmekar Sukabumi 10 6
Jatitujuh Majalengka 23 22
Sindangsari ciamis 9 13
Langensari Ciamis 14 11

Subtotal

Central Java
Joho
Slendro
Kedungsuren

Subtotal

East Java
Baruharjo

Tot a I
Mean
Range

Wonogiri
Sragen
Kendal

Trenggalek

56

18
26
38

82

15

153
19.1

9-38

52

15
28
14

57

5

114
14.3

6-28

Source: Field Survey 1985-1986

726 persons per square kilometer, the 1980 average for Java

as a whole. (Central Bureau of statistics, 1982). For desa

Situmekar, Sindangsari, and Langensari, densities of 1,740,

1,032, and 1,141 people each square kilometer were between

two and three times the average for west Java, whereas those

for desa Joho and Baruharjo were about two and a half times

the mean value for central Java and east Java (742 and 609

person per square kilometer: Table 7.2). In contrast, the
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Table 7.2

Population Numbers and Densities of six Dominant
villages of Origin, 1980

Desa
(village)

West Java.

situmekar
sindangsari
Langensari

Central Java

Joho
Slendro

East Java

Baruharju

Kabupaten
(district)

Sukabumi
Ciamis
Ciamis

wonogiri
Sragen

Trengg'alek

Area
(Sq. km)

6
6
9

2
9

2

Number

10,443
6,199

10,270

3,633
2,624

2,861

Density
(per sq.km)

593.0

1,740.5
1,032.2
1,141.1

742.0

1,816.5
291.6

609.0

1,430.5

All Java 91,282,472 726

§ource: 1980 census, Indonesian Central Bureau of Statistics.
De jure enumeration for all persons with permanent
residence, otherwise de facto

density reported for desa Slendro (291.6) unusually low by

Javanese standards and two-fifths the average for the

province of central Java. Comparable data for desa Jatitujuh

(west Java) and desa Kedungsuren (central Java) are

unfortunately not available.

In 1980, between 47 and 54 per cent of the de jure

population of six source villages were aged between 16 and 50

years (Table 7.3), as against 60.5 per cent for Java. as a

whole (Central Bureau of Statistics, 1982). Females outnumber

males in both the total population and the age range 16 to 50
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Table 7.3

De Jure Population by Age and Sex, of six Dominant
villages of Origin, 1980

Desa
(village)

Kabupaten
(district)

Mal e

0-15 16-50 51+

F e mal e

0-15 16-50 51+

West Java
Situmekar

Sindangsari

Langensari

Central Java
Joho

Slendro

East Java
Baruharjo

Sukabumi 2,103
(20%)

Ciamis 1,067
(17%)

Ciamis 2,015
(20%)

wonogiri 704
(19%)

Sragen 505
(19%)

Trenggalek n.a

2,381
(23%)
1,574
(25%)
2,227
(22%)

874
(24%)

621
(23%)

n.a

638
(6%)
412

(7%)
779

(8%)

216
(6%)
154

(6%)

n.a

2,208
(21%)
1,008
(16%)
1,967
(19%)

699
(19%)

484
(18%)

n.a

2,600
(25%)
1,768
(29%)
2,682
(26%)

925
(26%)

684
(26%)

n.a

513
(5%)
370

(6%)
599

(6%)

215
(6%)
216

(8%)

n.a

Total 6,394 7,677 2,199 6,366 8,659 1,913

Source: 1980 Census, Central Bureau of statistics.

years, as reflected in sex ratios for all six villages being

less than 100 six villages (Table 7.4).

Agriculture so dominates household economic activities

in the six villages that those heads engaged in industrial

and other nonagricultural pursuits accounted for less than

two per cent of the total (52 out 3,630: Table 7.5). Overall,

seven out of ten households (2,847 of 4,033) cultivate their

own land (Table 7.6). Except for desa Slendro, holdings

whether owned or rented are uniformly small and average less

than 0.5 hectares in size. The converse situation in Slendro
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Table 7.4

Male and Female Populations of Six Dominant
villages of Origin, 1980

Desa Kabupaten Population * Sex
(Village) (District) -----------------~--- Ratio

Male Female

West Java
Situmekar Sukabumi 5,112 5,321 96.07
Sindangsari Ciamis 3.043 3,156 96.42
Langensari Ciamis 5,022 5,248 95.69

Central Java
Joho Wonogiri 1,794 1,839 97.55
Slendro Sragen 1,280 1,384 92.48

Eas't Java
Baruharjo Trenggalek 1,424 1,437 99.09

Total number and 17,675 18,385 96.14
mean ratio

Source: 1980 Census, Central Bureau of Statistics.
* De Jure definition

is unusual for central Java, in that about half (246 of 473)

of all farm holdings are of more than half a hectare.

In 1980, in short, the dominant source villages from

which Antapani workers come were characterized by high

population densities but a lower ratio of persons aged 15 to

50 than was recorded for Java as a whole. Although the

village population are defined de jure, female slightly

outnumber males. Agriculture is the dominant economic

activity, and most households cultivate their own or rented
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Table 7.5

Household Economic Activities in six Dominant
Villages of Origin, 1980

*Household Economic Activity
------------------------------- Total

Desa
(village)

Kabupaten
(district)

Agricul- Industry
ture

Other

West Java
situmekar Sukabumi 998 8 0 1,006
sindangsari Ciamis 1,027 4 11 1,044
Langensari Ciamis 1,046 10 10 1,066

Central Java
Joho Wonogiri 507 7 0 514
Slendro Sragen 486 n.a 0 n.a

East Java
Baruharjo Trenggalek n.a n.a 2 n.a

To tal 4,064 29 23 3,630

Source . 1980 Census, Central Bureau of Statistics..
* De Jure definition

land, independently or in combination, on holdings that

average less than 0.5 hectares (1.236 acres) in size.

Slendro community

Administratively, desa (village) Slendro lies within the

jurisdiction of kabupaten Sragen. The community is headed by

a lurah (headman), also called a kepala desa (head of

village), whose function is to implement at the village level

the declared policies government as well to serve as a local

leader. In executing the duties and responsibilities of a
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Table 7.6

Land Holdings in six Dominant Source Villages of
origin, 1980

Desa Kabupaten Cultivate Cultivate Cultivate
(village) (district) own land rent land both own and

rent land
---------- ----------- ---------- Total
*1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

West Java

Situmekar Sukabumi 398 104 89 175 80 24 52 41 35 998
Sindangsari Ciamis 483 225 118 78 41 4 40 38 31 1,058
Langensari Ciamis 558 219 126 126 48 8 38 55 50 1,228

Central Java

Joho wonogiri 70 151 15 9 19 2 0 1 9 276
Slendro Sraqen 21 40 230 77 83 4 2 4 12 473

East Java

Baruharjo· Trenggalek 81 n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a.

Tot a 1 1,611
739

578
465

271
42

132
139

137
4,033

Source: 1980 Census, Central Bureau of statistics.

* 1. Less than 0.25 hectare
2. 0,25 - 0.50 hectare
3. More than 0.50 hectare

government servant, the lurah is assisted by a carik (village

secretary) and by staff in charge of different aspects of

village affairs: economy and development, community welfare,

general affairs, and village government. As a community

leader, he is ai~ed by kepala dusun, or the heads of

constituent hamlets.
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Desa Slendro, located about 35 kilometers north of

Sragen city and about five kilometers east of Gesi town,

nestles at the foot of the Kenaeng plateau at about 300-400

meters above sea level (Fig. 7.2). There is no public

transport between Gesi and Slendro, so that those without

personal means of transport must walk a narrow, bumpy, and

hilly road that during the rainy season (September to April)

becomes extremely muddy. Desa Slendro consists of twelve

hamlets dusun: Slendro, sugihwaras, Bulakrejo, Kepundung,

Bandil, Kedawung, Gondang, Banjarejo, Jumbleng, Ngronggah,

Sidorejo, and Kleco (Fig. 7.3). At the same time the first

and second Antapani censuses (15 October 1985 and 27 January

1986 respectively), there were 26 and 28 construction workers

recorded as coming from this particular village (Table 7.1).

~ommunity facilities in desa Slendro include three elementary

schools and one small mosque (surau), a village office, and a
-small market (Fig. 7.3: inset). In 1985,there were 464

elementary school children supervised by nineteen teachers in

these three schools.

The topography of the Kendeng plateau (Fig. 7.2) is

undUlating and gently rolling, underlain with soils that

consist of soft clays and marls, and with harder rocks like

limestones, sandstones, and breccias forming isolated steep

ridges (Dames, 1955). This entire area is situated within

the upper part of the basin of the Solo r.iver (Bengawan Solo:

Fig. 7.2). Desa Slendro itself is located to the north of
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Sragen city on a subriver basin of tUffs, named Padas, that

covers an area of approximately 4,043 hectares or 9,990.3

acres (Hadipoernomo, 1977).

In this region of Pegunungan Tengah, the central

mountains of central Java, the major agricultural activity is

dryland farming, particularly at the foot of volcanoes and

within hilly areas (Kano, 1987). Wet rice is cultivated in

the small valleys between these mountains. During the dry

season, July to October, soils become dry and groundwater

levels sink, so that very little cultivation is possible. The

soils of the Kendeng hills consist of alluvium and lithosol,

which are particularly susceptible to severe erosion, notably

in gently undulating to level terrain (see also McComb and

Zakaria, 1971; Hadipoernomo, 1977). For about 1,855 hectares

(88 per cent) of kecamatan Gesi, slopes vary from two to

fifteen per cent (Dir~ktorat Tata Guna Tanah, 1974). The

texture of the soils is soft, and effective depth mostly less

than 30 cm. Erosion and land slumping are visible features of

so many localities of desa Slendro that the local government

has begun conservation measures by planting lamtoro (leucaena

leucocephala) in them. During the dry months July to

September the rainfall station at Tangen, located three

kilometers northeast of desa Slendro (Fig. 7.2) has recorded

totals that range from 25 to 58 mm a month, or from 1.12 to

2.10 per cent of the total annual rainfall. In contrast,

rainfall during the wet months varies from 320 to 465 mm,
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reaching a peak in January. The ratio of dry to wet months is

one to two which, according to the Fe~guson and Schmidt

formula indicates a moderate climate (Direktorat Tata Guna

Tanah, 1984:21-22).

In the dry and infertile limestone area of desa Slendro

(tanah kapur, the dominant agricultural systems consist of

rainfed sawah (sawah tadah hujan), and various types of

dryland gardens (Fig. 7.3 and Table 7.7). Overall, dry land

and state forest dominate the village area, especially to the

north and south, and accounts for about three fifths of all

land. About one tentb of the rainfed sawah and garden land,

twenty-two and six hectares respectively out of 259, are

Table 7.7

Land Use of Desa Slendro, 1985

Land use Areal (ha) Per cent

Rainfed sawah 68.86 7.4

Garden 190.14 20.5

Dry land 340.31 36.7

Pasture land 2.00 0.2

state forest 235.00 25.3

Other 91.00 9.9

Tot a 1 927.82 100.0

Sources: Office of Slendro Village, 1986.
Purwaningsih, R. et.al, 1985
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designated tanah bengkok pamong desa (lungguh) and tanah kas

desa. The former is community land utilized by village

officials in lieu of salaries during their periods of

government appointment and the latter is for the community's

general use. The designation of such land, mostly located in

the most fertile areas, reflects a common and long-standing

tradition in Javanese village society. Given the dominant

systems of dryland production, annual patterns of rainfall

are highly influential on seasonal levels of agricultural

productivity.

Field checking of official Slendro records established

that, in 1985, was paddy rice (66 hectares), followed by

cassava (55 hectares), several kinds of seeds, beans and

sweet potatoes (42 hectares), and salad vegetables. (17

hectares). There are no irrigation systems in Slendro, but

during the dry' season water can be drawn from seven small

dams (Fig. 7.3). In addition, twelve wells supply water for

drinking, agricultural, and other purposes, but these become

dry during the dry season and the community relies heavily on

water impounded by dams or in scattered ponds.

These absence of irrigation systems and variable land

fertility means that in 1985, in general, agricultural

productivity and crop yields in Desa Slendro are low. An

average of 1.7 and 2.0 tons of unmilled paddy were produced

for each hectare of wet rice fields under cUltivation,

whereas in other parts of kabupaten (district) Sragen yields
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were as high as 5.8 tons. Yields of dryland paddy in Desa

Slendro parallel those of comparable areas in central Java,

like kabupaten wonogiri (Fig. 7.1), which in 1982 produced

1.38 tons per hectare (Central Java statistics office, 1984).

These levels of agricultural productivity contrast markedly

with wet-rice cultivation throughout central Java, which in

1982 averaged 4.9 tons per hectare.

According to the 1980 national census, almost half the

agricultural households in desa Slendro (230 of 473)

cultivated more than 0.5 hectares of their own land (Table

7.6). This proportion is unusually high by Javanese standards

and also much greater than for any of the six communities·

from which Antapani construction workers came. Based on a

report from the statistics officer (mantri statistik) of

Kecamatan Gesi, the statistics office of Kabupaten Sragen

estimated that during the first quarter of 1985 the average

per capita production of paddy rice was only 9.13 kilograms

(Table 7.8). Although this estimate probably excludes rice

cultivated on communal lands, tanah bengkok and tanah kas

desa, nont~theless it clearly indicates the low yields of

paddy cultivation in desa Slendro and the overall poor

productivity of its agricultural land.

In January 1986, the de jure population of desa Slendro

totaled 2,782 persons, consisting of 620 families for an

average size of 4.48. Based on several different sources

(Table 7.9), it can be estimated that during 1980-86 the rate
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Table 7.8

Agricultural Production in Desa Slendro, Firsr- Quarter 1985

Paddy

Cassava

Total
cultivated
area (ha)

27

30

Harvested
area
(ha)

15

n.a

Estimated
total
production
(kg)

25,500

n.a

Productivity
(kg/capita)

9.13

n.a

Sweet potato

Peanut

3

5

1

n.a

1,400

n.a

0.50

n.a

Source: Statistics Office, Kabupaten Sragen

Table 7.9

Population of Desa Slendro, 1961-86

Year Male Female Total Sex Ratio Source of Data

1961 1,079 1,049 2,128 102.8 National census, 1961

1980 1,280 1,384 2,664 92.5 National census, 1980

1982 1,357 1,432 2,789 94.7 Sragen in Figures, 1983

1984 1,351 1,442 2,793 92.2 Sragen statistics
Office, 1985

Jan. 1,347 1,435 2,782 93.9 Office of Desa
1986 Slendro, 1986

1961 and 1980: de jure definition for persons permanently
resident; otherwise de facto.

1982-86: de jure village registration.
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of population growth averaged 0.70 per cent for each of six

years. Closer inspection reveals that, during 1980-82, the

total population increased by 2.32 per cent per year whereas

between 1982 and 1986 there was an annual decrease of 0.64

per cent. Since these figures ar~ based on a de jure

definition, it seems that levels of outmigration rose during

1982 and 1986 given the absence of any severe epidemics. Only

once (1961) during this twenty-five year period did males

outnumber females, so that, sex ratios varied from 92.2

(1984) to 94.7 (1982: Table 7.9). In January 1986, crude

population density of desa Slendro was about three pe~sons

per hectare, or 300 persons a square kilometer, based on a

total land area of 927.82 hectares. However, if the area in

state forest is excluded (Table 7.7 and Fig. 7.3), then the

average population density rises to 400 persons a square

kilometer, which is still considerably lower than the figure

of 742 reported in 1980 for the province of central Java

(Table 7.2).

In 1984, 62.7 per cent of the de jure population of Desa

Slendro (1,751 persons out of 2,793) were in the working ages

ten to 59 (Table 7.10 and Fig. 7.4). This proportion

parallels the 64.9 percent recorded in 1980 for central Java

(Statistical Yearbook of Indonesia, 1981:64-65) but is lower

than the 69.2 per cent reported in 1982 for Kabupaten

Sragen (Sragen Statistics Office, 1982:28). These different

proportions for the working-age population, when compared
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Table 7.10

De Jure Population of Desa Slendro, by Age and Sex, 1984

Age group Male

Number Percent

Female

Number Percent

Total

0-4 307 11.0 292 10.5 599
5-9 178 6.4 190 6.8 368

10-14 181 6.5 176 6.3 357
15-19 125 4.5 132 4.7 257
20-24 109 3.9 112 4.0 221
25-29 141 5.0 143 5.1 284
30-39 121 4.3 140 5.0 261
40-49 78 2.8 109 3.9 187
50-59 75 2.7 109 3.9 184
60 and over 36 1.3 39 1.4 75

Total 1,351 48.4 1,442 51.6 2,793

Source: Sragen Statistics Office, 1985

with the remaining age groups (0-9, 59 plus) for each, were

also reflected in dependency burdens of 59.5 per 100 for

Slendro village (1984), 65.7 per 100 for Sragen district

(1982), and 61.3 per 100 for the province of central Java

(1980).

According to the village registry, during 1984 there

were 67 births and 16 deaths in Slendro, together with three

instances of outmigration (pindah) and two of inmigration

(datang: cited in Purwaningsih at aI, 1985). At the end of

the calendar year the de jure population was 2,793, to give a

crude birth rate of 23.9 per 100 and a crude death rate of

5.7 per 1000. Both crude birth and death rates for Slendro
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are extremely low compared to most areas in Java, whose birth

rate during the 1960-70 was estimated at 41.3 per 1,000,

based on the de jure enumerations of successive national

censuses. During the same period, the crude death rate for

Indonesia as a whole was calculated to be 20.0 per 1000 (Cho

et aI, 1980:18). For the community of Slendro, the rate of

natural increase during 1984 amounted to 18.2 per 1000

whereas the rate of net migration was -0.3 per 1000.

As throughout Java during the past decade, this situation

reflects the influence of strong local campaigns for family

planning. A high acceptance of birth control has been

reported for Slendro and in 1985 242. of 620 couples (39%)

used the IUD and a further ten the pill (Office of Desa

Slendro, 1986). Even so the child-women ratio, defined here

as the number of children aged between zero and four years

divide~ by those females 15-49 years old, was rather high at

0.94, when set against 0.44 for all of rural Indonesia

(calculated from Supas intercensal"national population

survey: Central Bureau of statistics, 1987:1). This

relatively a high value for Desa Slendro may reflect the

recency of local family planning programs, compounded by

previously high levels of fertility throughout the community.

Lack of local statistics prevents isolating the factors that

have resulted in such a low death rate.

Agricultural activities dominate the village economy and,

in January 1986, land-owning agriculturalists accounted for
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89 per cent (722 of 81~) of all those economically-active

males and females reporting their employment to village

officials (Table 7.~~). A further sixty nine were

agricultural wage workers and the remainder construction

workers, petty traders, civil servants, military personnel,

and retired persons. Levels of formal education as of March

1986 were generally low, with one fifth of all villagers aged

at least fifteen never having received such schooling (566 of

2,782). Another fifth of Slendro adults (520) had only

completed elementary school. In contrast, most of the younger

generation aged between seven and twelve were attending

village elementary school in Slendro (Village secretary,

personal communication, 1986).

Field observation made to overcome the unavailability of

data on per capita incomes revealed the extent of poverty

amongst the communities of desa Slendro. In the hamlets

(dusun: Fig. 7.3), almost all houses were made of woven

bamboo rather than stone and had roofs of rumbi~ (woven palm

leaf) and not tiles. than tiles or stone. Dwellings have no

water supply or electricity and kerosene lanterns are used

for lighting at night. Likewise, houses have no indoor

sanitary facilities. In some households, families keep their

chickens, sheep, and cattle inside the dwelling unit. The

relatively large areas of land given over to cassava, rather

than to cUltivating more nutritious -crops, is yet another

indication of poor levels of collective wellbeing.
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Table 7.11

Employment structure of Desa Slendro for Persons
Aged at least Ten, January 1986

Nature of Employment

Land-owning agriculturalist

Agricultural wage worker

civil servant/military

Construction worker

Petty trader

Retired

Tot a 1

Source; Office of Desa Slendro

Number of person
(de facto)

722

69

8

6

4

2

811

Per cent

89.03.

8.50

0.98

0.74

0.49

0.24

100.00

The local public health program is administered jointly

by the health service and the coordinating board of the

family planning program (BKKBN) of kecamatan (subdistrict)

Gesi. Orientation and guidance about methods of family

planning seemed successful given the high levels of

acceptance of contraception but, for other programs in

nutrition, limited incomes and a scarcity of trained local

personnel meant that medicines were not readily available and

environmental health was precarious. During prolonged

drought, as in the late 1950s and early 1960s, there was

little to eat and malnutrition was common among many of the
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poor, dryland communities of central Java, including Sragen,

Wonogiri, and Gunung Kidul in southern Yogyakarta (Fig. 7.2).

In short, desa Slendro is characteristic of many poorer

co~~unities situated on the dry uplands of central Java.

Agriculture is the dominant economic activity, but the low

annual output of paddy rice reflects the lack of irrigation

systems, a highly seasonal rainfall, and porous limestone

soils. Although the population density of desa Slendro is

low, the slightly negative rate of annual growth for the

de jure population indicate that during 1982-86 more people

had moved away than moved into the community. desa Slendro

also suffers from a poor living environment, having neither

potable water nor indoor sanitary facilities.

population ~obility in Desa Slendro

The movement of Slendro people into and out of their

hamlets is of long standing. Many able-b~died males and

females have left their communities in search of urban jobs

in Sragen, Solo, Yogyakarta, Surabaya, Bandung, and Jakarta

(Figs. 3.2 and 7.2). Whereas women generally work as domestic

servants (pembantu rumah tangga), the men are employed as

pedicab drivers (tukanq becak), construction workers (buruh

bangunan), food sellers (pedagang makanan), and in many other

forms of casual enterprise. Yet most migrants return to desa

Slendro at least once a year, particularly during the moslem
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festival of Lebaran, although men reappear more frequently

than women. To be considered permanent residents of desa

Slendro, migrants are required to report in person at least

once every six months to the village office and to declare

what kind of job they have, but in most cases family members

made these reports.

As throughout Java, rural resident wishing to travel are

expected to ask the village secretary (carik) to issue an

official letter of permission (surat keteranqan bepergian).

Although records are unlikely to exist for every person in

desa Slendro who asked for permission, nonetheless available

documents for the periods March to September 1985 and January

to March 1986 provide some indication of the people's

mobility (Table 7.12). The most common reason for going was

to search for jobs in the large urban centers of Jakarta (8),

Bandung (5), Surabaya (5), Surakarta (1) and Madiun (1: Fig.

3.2); to sell livestock, bicycles, and firewood in the

markets of Sragen city (6); and to relocate to towns and

rural places, especially for marriage (4). The number of

males who moved greatly outnumber the females, 59 to 14. To

avoid suspicion from trading in stolen property, travel

passes have to specify which goods might be traded or sold.

Even the lurah (headman), when selling cattle on 3 July 1985

at a livestock market in Sragen city had to carry this

,document.
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Table 7.12

Characteristics of Slendro Residents Issued Travel Passes:
March-September 1985 and January-March 1986

Date No. of Age Males: Dominant Desti- Purpose of
persons range fe- occupa- nation travel

males tion (Figs. 3.2
and 7.2)

19-30 9 n.a n.a Agri- Semarang (1) Sell firewood (2)
March culture Sragen Sell bicycle (1)
1985 city (1) Transmigra-

n.a (3) tion (4)
Sumatra (4) Sell cattle (1)

Look for job (1)

10-19 6 23-29 5:1 Agri- Sragen Relocate(2)
April culture city (2) Sell cattle (2)
1985 Madiun (1) Look for

Jakarta (1) job (1)
Tanggang (1)
n.a (1)

1-30 11 20-51 8:3 Agri- Sumatra (3) Sell cattle (3)
May culture Sragen Sell bamboo (1)
1985 city (3) Relocate (1)

Surabaya (l)Work on
n.a (4) plantation (1)

n.a (5)

3-29 18 16-54 14:4 Agri- Sragen Look for job (5)
June culture city (7) Sell cattle (3)
1985 Bandung(4) Apply for job (2)

Jakarta (1) Apply for bank
Gesi (1) credit (1)
Surabaya (l)Sell wood (1)
n.a (5) Sell radio (1)

Relocate (1)
Get job in

Bandung (1)
Get married (1)
Have immun-
ization (1)

n.a (1)

Continued over
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Table 7.12 (continued): Characteristics of Slendro Residents
Issued Travel Passes: March-September 1985 and January-March
1986

Date No. of Age Males: Dominant
persons range fe- occupa-

males tion

Desti
nation
(Figs. 3.2
and 7.2)

Purpose of
travel

1-25 11 17-62
July
1985

19-30 10 21-52
August
1985

3-30 17 17-40
January
1986

5-28 28 n.a
February
1986

10:1

7:3

15:2

n.a

Agri
culture

Agri
culture

Wage
workers

Not
avail
able

Sragen
city (5)

Jakarta (1)
Bandung (1)
Bandil (1)

n.a (3)

Sragen
city (5)

Sura
karta (1)

n.a (4)

Jakarta
(4)

Surabaya
(2)

Sragen
city (2)

n.a (9)

Sragen
city(4)

Surabaya
(1)

Poleng (1)
Sumatra

(14)
n.a (8)

Sell cattle (4)

Look for job (2)
Get married (2)
Wprk in
Antapani (1)
Relocate (1)
n , a (1)

Sell cattle (3)
Sell firewood (2)
Sell bicycle (2)
Trade (1)

Look for job (6)
Sell firewood (4)
Sell cattle (3)
Sell bicycle (1)
Get married (1)
Relocate (1)
Apply for bank
credit (1)

Look for job (3j
Sell firewood (2)
Sell cattle (2)
Sell bicycle (2)
Attend daughter's

wedding (1)
Transmigration

(14)
n.a (4)
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Table 7.12 (continued): Characteristics of Slendro Residents
Issued Travel Passes: March-September 1985 and January-March
1986

Date No. of Age Males: Dominant
persons range fe- occupa-

males tion

Desti
nation
(Figs. 3.2
and 7.2)

Purpose of
travel

3-25
March
1986

11 n.a 9:2 Not
avail
able

Jakarta
( 1)

Sragen
city (1)

n.a (9)

Sell firewood (6)
Sell cattle (2)
Work as a
pedicab
driver (1)

Report farmer
association
activity (1)

Visit
relative (1)

Source: Slendro village office, 1986

.Despite the considerable number of Slendro villagers

involved in construction work at'Antapani, only three out of

40 departures in the official record were for this reason.

The first entry was for 23 June 1985 when Sudarmo, a middle

man, accompanied ten construction workers from Slendro to the

construction site. The second was for Tarjo, who went by

himself to Bandung on 2 J"uly 1985 while the third referred to

another middle man SUdarmo, who left the same day with some

other villagers (Table 7.12). This suggests that either the

official records are incomplete or that villagers do not

necessarily ask carik for official permission to travel. Such

an interpretation parallel those of Hugo (1982) in his

extensive review of both the untapped potential and the
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difficulties of village-level registries for analyses of

Javanese population mobility.

The Slendro record also documents that 17 villagers went

often to Sragen city to sell firewood as a means of

supplementing agricultural incomes. Fallen branches and twigs

of acasia and mahogany lying in the floor of the state forest

are collected for this purpose and in some cases, trees

felled illegally and subsequently sold in town markets.

Selling cattle, another recurrent reason for traveling, was

confined to those villagers with sufficient capital to own

and trade these animals.

On 26 March 1985, one Slendro family of four departed for

Sumatra under the auspices of the government's official

program of transmigration. Following this, on 15 February

1986, another three families totaling 14 persons also left

for sumatra. How these transmigrants reacted to their new

situations is unknown given that they emigrated near the end

of field enquiry.

Many absent villagers sent money to families, either

by post or through trusted friends or relatives. Those who

transmitted money had to send it to the headman's address,

since in Slendro there is no mail delivery to individual

households. When family members appeared at the nearest post

office, either the headman or the village secretary had to

verify that the official money order had been given to them.
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The family receiving the money also had to pay an

administrative fee of two percent to the village office. Such

fees become part of the community's development fund, despite

the fact that villagers have no control over their use.

Despite this elaborate system, the pest office was a minor

means of transferring funds and former construction workers

revealed that most of them had either carried the cash when

returning to Slendro or sent it with trusted friends.

Not captured by the official village registry were those

who commuted (nglaju) into and out of Slendro and other

places, the importance of which has been documented in

Mantra's (1978) rural studies of central and southern

Yogyakarta. During field observations in March-April 1986,

about 20 to 25 young women were found to commute almost daily

between Slendro and Sragen city (Fig. 7.2). They were picked

up by small truck at six in the morning and had reappeared by

four in the afternoon. These women, bakulan or petty traders

whose merchandise is carried in bamboo baskets, were selling

jamu (herbs), food and biscuits (kue-kue), and vegetables on

the city streets. Often they also tried to dispose of their

neighbor's produce (titipan), mainly garden products,

vegetables and fruits, for which they received a commission.

According to the carik (village secretary) this practice of

women commuting to supplement family agricultural incomes is

recent, began in the early seventies, and has expanded

rapidly during the 1980s.
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Sixteen of the nineteen elementary-school teachers in

Slendro also commuted six days a week from their homes in

Sragen city or Gesi town. Most owned motor cycles and took up

to half an hour to reach Slendro, reaching school by 7:00 am

when class began. By about two o'clock in the afternoon, and

even earlier on Friday (11:30 am) they had left the village

to return home.

In short, limited sources of economic livelihood in desa

Slendro have led many able-bodied adults to go away and

undertake casual urban jobs, but most returned to the

community at least once a year, notably during lebaran. Often

money remitted to family members to either augment or

increase rural incomes. This practice suggests a distinctly

subsistence dimension to movement in which local basic needs

are met partly, if not entirely by those family members who

either work for urban wages" for several weeks or commute more

regularly to Sragen city to sell rural produce. Given this

pattern, a detailed examination was made of eighteen Slendro

households that contained former construction workers to

consider how far participation in the Antapani project

reflected a considered household strategy of supplementing

inadequate agricultural incomes.

Slendro households and the Antapani workforce

Eight of the eighteen Slendro households (somah)

examined were located in dusun (hamlet) Slendro, two in dusun
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Bandil, and eight in dusun Jumbleng (Fig. 7.3). The term

household, used interchangeably throughout with term family,

refers to an income- and labor-pooling unit whose members do

not necessarily share the same residence but nevertheless

maintain a high degree of mutual social and economic

obliga~d.on. This concept of household incorporates the

realit~.. Co"f bi- and multilocal residence that Chuang (1976,

cited in Huang, 1987) has called a 'federated family', whose

members are mutually supportive despite the amount of

physical distance that separates them. In ~~her words, the

household is here conceived of as a resource system.

The de facto size of these 18 households ranged from

three to seven persons, with a mean of 4.3 and median of

five. Two thirds of them (11 out of 18) had four to five

members (Table 7.13). In contrast, their de jure size varied

from three to eight, with a mean of 4.9 persons and a median

of five. Thirteen of the eighteen (72%) were conjugal

families, consisting of a husband and wife plus their

unmarried children, whereas the other five (households B, E,

H, M, N) were joint or extended families that contained a

husband and w~fe, their unmarried children, and varying

combinations of brothers or sisters-in-law and fathers or

mothers-in-law of the household head. All eighteen heads

ranged from 24 to 49 years old, for an average age of 36.8.

Each household contained one or two wage workers, defined

as having either Antapani project jobs or other kinds of
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Table 7.13

Demographic Characteristics of 18 Slendro Households
of Antapani Workers, March-April 1986

House- Family Loca- Size No. of Status Age of
hold struc- tion ----------------- wage of house-

ture (Fig. ) De facto De jure workers Anta- hold
(1) 7.3) (2) pani head

worker
(3)

A C Slendro 4 (2M/2F) 5 (3M/2F) 2 In res. 49
B E Slendro 3 (lM/2F) 3 (lM/2F) 1 In res. 24
C C Slendro 4 (lM/3F) 4 (lM/3F) 1 In res. 28
D C Bandil 3 (lM/2F) 3 (lM/2F) 1 In res. 27
E E Bandil 5 (3M/2F) 6 (3M/3F) .." In res. 47~

F C Slendro 6 (3M/3F) 6 (3M/3F) 1 In res. 40
G C Jum:bleng 3 (lM/2F) 4 (2M/2F) 1 Absent 33
H E Jum:bleng 4 (3M/lF) 5 (3M/2F) 2 In res. 45
I C Slendro 3 (lM/2F) 3 (lM/2F) 1 In res. 25
J C Slendro 5 (2M/3F) 5 (2M/3F) 1 In res. 47
K C Slendro 5 (3M/2F) 5 (3M/2F) 1 In res. 34
L C Slendro 4 (2M/2F) 4 (2M/2F) 1 In res. 46
M E Bandil 7 (4M/3F) 8 (4M/4F) 2 In res. 45
N E Slendro 4 (2M/2F) 5 (2M/3F) 2 In res. 26
0 C Slendro 5 (2Mj3F) 6 (2Mj4F) 2 In res. 44
p C Bandil 5 (4M/lF) 5 (4MjlF) 1 In res. 32
Q C Slendro 5 (2M/3F) 5 (?M/3F) 1 In res. 26
R C Slendro 6 (3~/3F) 6 (3M/3F) 1 In res. 44

Source: Field Survey, 1986

1- C = Conjugal; E = Extended
2. Antapani construction workers, plus other

absentee members.
3. In res. = In residence
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monetary employment. When investigated, in March-April 1986,

seven households had one member absent for wage work (A, E,

G, H, M, N, 0) and all but one (G) had a former construction

worker in residence, since the project cycle was nearing the

end of its first phase. In age, these Antapani workers ranged

from 17 to 49, with a mean of 33.9 and a median of 32.5

(Table 7.14). sixteen of them were households heads whereas

the other two were the eldest son.

All eighteen households owned land, which ranged widely

in area from 0.10 to 1.50 hectares, for IDean and median

values of about 0.60 hectares (Table 7.14). Almost three

quarters of them (13 of 18) have between one quarter and one

hectare of land available for agriculture which, as for

Slendro in general (Table 7.6), is far more than is typical

of most areas of central Java. Similarly, most holdings were

of infertile garden land, in some of which it is difficult to

grow food crops during the dry season (musim kemarau).

Overall, there was 8.3 times more agricultural land owned

than rented by these 18 households in desa Slendro. All but

one (G) had owned its land for very many years, acquired it

by inheritance or purchase. Each year in addition, six of the

families (e, 0, E, G, P, Q: Table 7.14) rented agricultural

(beli tahunan) that ranged in area from 0.125 to 0.360

hectares. For instance, between August 1985 and August 1986,

two agricultural plots totalipg 0.250 hectares were leased by
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Table 7.14

Socioeconomic Characteristics of 18 Slendro Households
of Antapani Workers, March-April 1986

Household Land farmed (ha) , Luxury' Antapani Worker
items -------------------

Owned Rented Family Status Age

Head
Head

Bicycle Head
Head

Bicycle Head
Head

Cattle Head
Head

Motor cycle, Son
cattle

A

B
C
D
E
F
G

H
I

J.
·K
L
M
N
o
p
Q
R

Total

1.50

0.95
0.60
0.52
0.15
0.60
0.70

0.90
0.28

0.25
0.30
0.10
0.20
1.00
0.40
0.25
0.95
1.25

10.90

0.12
0.18
0.15

0.25

0.25
0.36

1.31

Cattle,
bicycle

Bicycle
Motor cycle,

radio,
lantern,
furniture

Bicycle,
goat

Head

Head
Head
Head
Head
Head
Head

Son
Head

49

24
28
27
47
40
33

19
25

47
34
46
45
26
44
32
26
17

Source: Field survey, 1986
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household G for 70,000 rupiah. Mas Saridi, of household C,

used 0.125 hectares of leased land to cultivate ~awah,

despite the fact that he owned another 0.6 hectares which,

being dry1and (tegalan), could only produce such crops as

corn, cassava, and taro.

Irrespective of whether the agricultural land was owned

or rented, it was utilized by all 18 households to grow

rainfed paddy rice (sawah tadah hujan); for the garden

cultivation of such other food crops as cassava, corn,

coconut, soybean, fruits, and vegetables; and for the ·smaller

family and backyard plot (pekarangan) to grow selected food

crops and fruits like papaya and guava. Despite this wide

range of agricultural produce, everything was for household

consumption. Apart from oWning land, a precious commodity in

Javanese rural communities, eight of these households (A, F,

G, I; L, N, P, R) also had goods that most villagers could

not afford and consequently would be considered luxuries by

local standard. These included bicycles, transistor radios,

lanterns (Petromax), furniture, motor cycles and cattle

(Table 7.14).

As mentioned in chapter four, to collect accur~te data on

rural incomes for previous years is extremely difficult,

given especially the fact that the sources for almost all

Slendro households are both diverse and variable. As a

result, household heads were asked to recall their different

sources of income for only the past twelve months, beginning
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with two months before lebaran 1985 to the time of detailed

interview (March/April 1985 to March/April 1986). Each was

asked to identify the primary source of daily foodstuffs

(rice, cassava, corn) and whether these were ample to cover

family needs; to describe other sources of family income,

including money that originated from Antapani or elsewhere,

and to what uses they were put; and to make a qualitative

judgment about the relative significance of various income

sources from the standpoint of daily consumption needs and

the total amounts available to spend (Appendix III, question

18 and 19). All answers were cross-checked for internal

consistency with the details obtained about land ownership

(Table 7.14).

More than three out of four households (13 of 18)

identified agricultural land to be their primary source of

basic livelihood and only four (I, K, L, M), whose land

holdings were quite small, specified wage labor, notably at

Antapani (Table 7.15)~ Even so, earnings from construction

were the most common secondary source of income (11 of 18

households) and contributed significantly to the family

livelihood. The use of this supplementary cash ranged from

buying food, like dried fish, spices, and cooking oil, to the

purchase of household goods and land (household G). Income

from wage work also helped household R expand its warung

business, that sold not only basic groceries dried fish,

cooking oil, kretek (clove) cigarettes, soyabean bean
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Table 7.15

primary and Secondary Sources of Income for 18 Slendro
Households, March-April 1986

Household Primary Source Secondary Source

A Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
B Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
C Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
D Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
E Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
F Agriculture Factory Labor
G Antapani Wage Labor Agriculture
H Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
I Antapani Wage Labor Agriculture
J Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
K Antapani Wage Labor Agriculture
L Antapani Wage Labor Agricultural Wage Labor
M Antapani Wage Labor Factory Labor
N Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
0 Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
p Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
Q Agriculture Antapani Wage Labor
R Agriculture Warung Petty Trading

Source: Field Survey, 1986

products (tahu, tempe, kecap), spices, kue-kue (biscuits) 

but also luxury items like bottled Coca Cola and lemonade.

According to the warung owner, both~ (school teachers)

and pamong desa (village officials) were the most frequent

consumers of bottled beverages. Two other households (F, M)

indicated that their collective socioeconomic situation had

been greatly helped by factory work. Members of household G

revealed that, during the past year, the 0.70 hectares of

land they owned, together with the 0.25 hectares they rented

had yielded about two tons of unmilled paddy rice, three tons
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of corn, and some cassava. Although having a monetary value

of about 350,000 rupiah, the family's primary source of

income still remained the 825,000 rupiah remitted when its

head worked at Antapani.

Living conditions for most of the 18 families were poor.

Their daily diet was plain, consisting mainly of rice or

boiled cassava and dried fish, supplemented by tempe

(soyabean cake), tahu- (soyabean curd), end eggs. Meat and

chicken were prepared only for special guests or a ceremonial

feast (slametan). All but two residences consisted of a

wooden frame covered with woven bamboo, ranging in size from

about 80 to 120 square meters, with one or two bedrooms or

another room used for many purposes.

The total incomes derived from primary and secondary

sources of income for 18 selected households suggests that,

for most of Slendro, agriculture remains the basis of rural

livelihood. Where households (I, K, L, M) owned smaller

amounts of land, earnings from the Antapani site or other

places of employment became the primary sources of family

income. Overall, the cash available from wage work (notably

Antapani) contributed significantly to the basic needs of all

households, in some cases being expressed also in the

accumulation of 'luxury' items and in some cases not (Table

7.14).
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Labor Allocation within the Rural Household: Does Adaptive

strategy Occur?

By examining the allocation of labor within the rural

household, it is possible to determine how far members are

deliberately deployed to ensure basic family needs. To

analyse this question within the context of 18 Slendro

households of Desa Slendro, the focus will be on the reason

why family members leave for wage work.at Antapani and

elsewhere; the decisions involved and how far this is a

process of conscious planning; the degree to which social

networks play a role in both identifying and obtaining paid

employment; and whether family resources are involved in such

a strategy, if and where it exists.

At the times of interview all but one household (G) had

construction workers from Bandung in residence (Table 7.13).

Sudarmo, the head of household G, was still working at

Antapani, and therefore only seventeen workers previously

employed at Antapani were interviewed. Fourteen of the

seventeen men acknowledged having been offered their jobs

construction jobs by SUdarmo, who lives in Jumbleng hamlet

(Fig. 7.3) and acts as a middleman. Two other Antapani

workers, Supardi of household F and Dharsono of household R,

applied directly to Sudarmo. In contrast, Pak Kromodibroto

(household J) was cont~cted directly by Mandor Warno, his
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eldest married son, who at the time worked on the project

site. Sudarmo was one of Warno's middlemen and an old friend.

When interviewed at Antapani, Sudarmo mentioned being

asked by many Slendro villagers to employ them, but such

obvious favoritism was impossible and he had to be selective.

Usually, in fact, only those whom he or his wife, Sulaika,

knew well were recruited. Despite his personal dislike of Mas

Paimo (household D), he accepted him at the request of the

headman, to whom he was related. Later, however, Paimo

complained to the headman that Sudarmo was deducting too high

a percentage from the workers' weekly wages. Most of those

recruited for Antapani had some experience of local

construction projects, like building a small dam or working

on a large sCQeme in Sragen city, although others (households

L, Q, R) had none.

Sudarmo made job offers verbally. A weekly wage of

between 15,000 and 20,000 rupiah, should the men work

diligently, was appealing to villagers. Free accommodation on

the site would be available in partly completed house units,

but a commitment of at least three or four weeks was

necessary to defray the cost of transport from Slendro.

Sudarmo also promised potential workers that they could

remain on the project for as long as jobs were available and

providing that they performed well.

Such an offer sustained wage employment in construction

was an obvious temptation to leave the local community and
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household heads both informed' and consulted their families

about leaving to earn such good money at Antapani for such

good money. In household E, forty-seven year old Pak Sudiro

received his offer in July 1985 and immediately discussed it

with his wife Miyem (43), eldest daughter Supiyem (18), and

two sons, Suwardi (16) and Marsonc (12: Fig. 7.5). Despite

feeling too advanced in years to consider such a physically

demanding job, Pak Sudiro realized that he must try, so as to

supplement the family's agricultural income. He was also

encouraged by his family to go to Antapani and his

children promised, while he was away, to take care of their

small plot of land.

Many times, in younger years, Pak Sudiro had earned a

living for his family by working in construction and also as

a pedicab driver in Sragen, Solo and Yogyakarta (Fig. 7.2).

By the time he was interviewed in March-April 1986, his

daughter Supiyem already had left for Jakarta to be a

domestic servant, after contacted by Kustinah, a girlfriend

from Slendro, who already was in the capital doing the same

kind of job. Suwardi was likewise about to go and be employed

as a pedicab driver in Solo (Surakarta), central Java.

Pak Sudiro observed that it was now time for he and his

wife to remain in the village and to take care of their land,

his youngest son Marsono (12), and his mother-in-law Mbah

Tur~inah (60), who also lived with them ~Fig< 7.5). It was

now appropriate for their adult children to undertake city
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work as a way of supplementing the family income. However,

Supiyem, who had left Slendro six months previously, so far

had not sent them any money. Pak SUdiro, who continually was

concerned for supiyem's safety in Jakarta, was sure that she

would as soon as possible. Supiyem was a good daughter and in

Javanese custom children had an obligation to care for their

parents, particularly as they grow older. Without additional

income from sources like wage-labor, on the other hand; Pak

Sudiro thought that the family would have difficulty making

ends meet, particularly since their 3,000 square meters of

dryland and rainfed sawah yielded only a little paddy rice

and some cassava. In the end Pak Sudiro left for Antapani on

July 1985 raised money to meet the cost of transport.

For household R (Table 7.14 and Fig. 7.5), in contrast,

sending the eldest son Dharsono (17) to Antapani in November

December 1985 was mainly to provide experience of urban

employment in Bandung, rather than to meet a critical need

for cash. Since this family owned a warung (village shop) in

Slendro, its standard of living was considerably'above the

subsistence level. For Dharsono, who the previous year had

completed junior high school (SMP) in Tangen (Fig. 7.2),

working on a housing project constituted a personal challenge

and was his first experience of being employed outside

Slendro and independent of the family's warung. Although only

accepted as an assistant mason, he asked for the blessing

(doa restu) of his parents Pak and Bu Ngatiyo, who both
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agreed that he should go to Antapani. Based on that positive

exper.ience, Dharsono's parents were encouraging him to return

again once the second phase of construction began.

This expectation in household R, was found in most of the

18 households and some workers had already reserved their

place with middleman Sudarmo. For example Pak Kamto, of

household P, was willing to employ someone to cultivate the

family sawah if he could be hired a second time. In general,

the main reasons why for both collective households and their

wished to continue in construction work was response to the

relatively high wages and the stability of comparatively

long-term employment.

Ultimately, discussions between family members included

how collectively tq mobilize the resources necessary to cover

~ransport costs to Bandung as well as money for ~he first

days of being on the job. To this end, households were
.

willing to convert important resources, into cash, often on

the grounds that working at Antapani represented a good

investment. Almost three quarters of the workers (11 of 18)

used either family or personal savings to meet the travel

costs involved, while other sources included leans, gifts,

and the proceeds from selling such items as bicycles and

chickens (Taple 7.16), savings; irrespective of their source,

often involved loans or the sale of property.

On c.verage, these 18 households mobil.ized 8, 111 rupiah

(US $7.36) for a range of between 5,000 and 10,000 rupiah.
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Table 7.16

Cash Resources Mobilized by 18 Slendro Workers to Reach
Antapani Site, 1985-1986

Household

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
o
p
Q
R

Amount
(Rupiah)

10,000
6,000
6,000
7;500
5,000
6,000
9,000
6,000

10,000
7,000
9,000
6,000

10,000
6,500
6,000

10,000
10,000
10,000

Source

Own savings
Own savings
Own savings
Sold five chickens
Borrowed from friend
Family savings
Family savings
Sold goat.
Family savings
Family savings
Family savings
Family savings
Family savings
Sold bicycle
Gift from brother
Family savings
Sold bicycle
Family savings

Mean
Median

8,111 (US $7.36)
7,250 (US $6.59)

Source: Field Survey, 1986

For an assistant mason, this average amount represented about

four or five days earnings at Antapani and for a skilled

mason about three or four days. Transport costs between

Slendro and Bandung, a distance of about 350 kilometers,

averaged 4,600 rupiah but might vary from 4,000 to 6,000

rupiah. Pak Manto of household N, for instance, sold his

bicycle for 12,000 rupiah (cf. Tables 7.14 and 7.16), because

at the time, the family had insufficient cash for his
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transportation. He took 6,500 rupiah of this amount, 4,600 of

which was spent to reach Bandung and the remaining 1,900 on

food during his first welek on the job.

In March-April 1986, seven out of 18 households in

Slendro had one member absent for wage work at Antapani and

other places. These included four males and three females who

ranged in age from 17 to 33 years, for an average age of 21.3

years. Four were sons or daughters (households A, E, M, 0)

while the other three (G, H, N) included a household head and

a brother- or a sister-in-law of the head himself (Table 7.17

and Fiq. 7.6). Two of the women worked as domestic servants

(pembantu rumah tangga) in Jakarta (households E, 0) and the

other (M) in a herb factory at Solo (Surakarta), central Java

(Fig. 7.2). Of the four men, two (A, N) were engaged in petty

food trading in Yogyakarta and Bandung, whereas another (G)

had a construction job at Antapani. During the past twelve

months, six of these seven persons had returned at least once

to Slendro, not only to visit but also to bring money. Only

.Supiyem (household E), who in October 1985 had left for

Jakarta, had never been back.

Mbok Miyem, the mother of Supiyem (Fig. 7.6), said that

in 1980 her daughter had been anxious to obtain a job after

having completed elementary schooling in Slendro. Her father,

Pak SUdiro, worried about her safety should she work in the

city and decided that she must stay at le~st for as long as.

he had the ability to earn sufficient money for all the
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Table 7.17

Members of 18 Slendro Households Away at
Wage Work, March-April 1986

House
hold

Absent
Member

Sex Age Place of occupation
work
(Fig. 3.2)

Relation to
the head of
household

A Sungkono M 21 Yogya-
karta

E Supiyem F 18 Jakarta

G Sudarmo M 33 Antapani,
Bandung

H

M

N

o

Dasiun

supriati

Parwati

Kasmini

M

F

F

F

22 Lampung,
south
Sumatra

17 Solo

19 Bandung

19 Jakarta

Petty food Son
trader

Domestic Daughter
servant

Middleman, Head
construction
la1:?or

Plantation Brother-
estate in-law
worker

Herb Daughter
factory
worker

Petty food Sister-
trader in-law

Domestic Daughter
servant

Source: Field Survey, 1986

family. Kustinah, one of Supiyem's childhood friends who was

a domestic servant in Jakarta, returned to Slendro about

September or October 1985. She had been asked by a relative

of her majikan (employer) to find a young village female who

was willing to help in her household and even had bought some

money from the potential employer to help with transport

costs. Kustinah kindly offered this job to Supiyem, who
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enthusiastically accepted • Initially, Pak Sudiro would not

allow his daughter to go to Jakarta, but eventually relented

after realizing that it was becoming increasingly difficult

for him to supplement ,the family's income by accepting

physically demanding jobs, as in the construction industry.

Instead, he should rely on his children. In fact, Pak Sudiro

had gone to Antapani in July 1985 b"L'.t t~le demanding

conditions had meant that he stayed tor only two months, even

when asked by middleman Sudarmc to continue. Later, Pak

Sudiro both encouraged and gave his oldest son Suwardi (Fig.

7.6) his blessing to augment the family earnings by becoming

a pedicab driver in Solo, central Java.

Supriati, aged seventeen and from household M, was

another young woman who had left Slendro for wage employment

after having graduated from elementary school in 1985.

Fortunate to have an uncle who was security guard (Satpamj in

a well-known herb factory in Solo (Surakarta: Fig. 7.2), she

was offered a job sorting herbal materials. From the

beginning Pak Karto and Bu Tiyem, Supriati's parents (Fig.

7.6) encouraged their daughter to accept that offer as a

means to help support the family. Consequently they were very

proud of the contributions she was now making towards

household expenditures. Each week Supriati earned about 7,CCC

rupiah and about once a month brought between five and ten

thousand rupiah when she .returned to Slendro to visit.
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Supriati continued to live with her uncle in Solo but was

soon to marry her boyfriend, who was a fellow worker at the

herb factory.

Detailed field observations indicate that the allocation

of labor within households involves almost all family

members, including children, being engaged in income

generating activities. Daughter not only help mother with

housework but also prepare food that is sold in Sragen city

or Gesi town (Fig. 7.2), either in person or through someone

else. In three families eF, I, K), mothers and daughters

commute between desa Slendro and Sragen city to sell cooked

food, medicinal herbs (jamu), fruits and vegetables. In the

afternoon, schoolboys in household P often worked in the

sawah (rice paddy fields) or kebun (gardens), helping their

father collect fresh grass for the cattle. Sometimes they

went with him to fish, by net, in one of the small dams or to

collect firewood in the forested areas. Almost all'

households raised poultry, often for sale as well as for

their own consumption.

The difference between the de facto and de jure size of

Slendro households, the number of wage workers within each

(Table 7.13), and their variable experience of paid

employment basically reflect how the labor power available to

rural families ebbs and flows in response to the centripetal

forces of urban construction projects and other external

economic activities. These intersecting characteristics are
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most visible for those family members from whom places of

wage work and of residence are physically separate and offer

distant from one another. Having learned that the second

phase of the Antapani project would commence in JUly or

August 1986, those households with former construction

workers began a collective process of planning how the family

could adjust its labor requirements to take advantage of this

fact. For instance, Pak Kamto of household P decided to hire

local workers to farm his land should he be offered the

opportunity to go to Antapani a second time. The broader
. .

context of these collective discussions in Slendro is

provided by an estimate made by the World Bank (1984, cited

in Hugo, 1987:34) that at least a quarter of all rural

households in Java have one or more family members employed

for part of the year in an urban area.

Deploying family members to work at the Antapani site is

only one of several possible strategies to supplement

agricultural incomes. other~ include able-bodied females

being sent to work as domestic servants and as factory

workers, having young adult males engage in casual urban

jobs, and senior female members commuting between desa

Slendro and Sragen to sell vegetables, fruit, and biscuits.

Observing village behavior also establishes that children

often help parents in small but important tasks - netting

fish and collecting grass for cattle - that in time generates

supplemental income.
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Only households that were advanced in their family life

cycle and whose head was aged at least forty-four could

spare more than one adult member to urban employment (Table

7.13). In contrast, households in the active phase of family

formation and whose h~ad was less than forty years old, could

only dispense with the services of one member, usually the

household head himself. Apart from position in the family

life cycle, household size also influenced the number of

adults who were potential urban workers and, in general, only

families with at least five members had more than one of them

away in wage employment (cf. households F, J, K).

Ties be~weeD Slendro Households and AD~apani site Workers

with strategy of labor allocation among Slendro

households considered, two questions remain. First, to what

extent do such strategies affect the socioeconomic

condition of village households? Second, how important is the

strategy of deploying family members to Antapani when

compared to all other possible strategies of supplementing

rural incomes? The nature of interaction occurring between

Slendro households and Antapani site workers will be examined

to address these two questions. Although the primary concern

will be with transfers of income, as defined previously,

consideration also will'be given to visiting and to the cross

flows of letters. That the retrospective informa'tion needed
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on income transfers related solely to remittances, compounded

by the additional fact that in Slendro they originated from a

common source (Antapani), both reduced difficulties people

might have in recalling detail about the previous twelve

months and resulted in field descriptions of good accuracy

(see Appendix III, questions 4 to 11).

Income transfers from Antapani during the twelve months

prior to March-April-April 1986 ranged from 30,000 rupiah

(household F) to 825,000 (G), for a mean of 150,000 (US

$136.36) and a median of 100,000 rupiah (US $90.90: Table

7.18). When remittances from all sources are considered, the

range remained almost the same but the mean value rose

slightly to 162,000 rupiah (US $147.27). Taken together,
~.

Antapani remittances accounted for between 59.3 and 100 per

cent of all cash transfers received by 18 Slendro households

during the previous year, at an average of 92.9 per cent. For

instance, Pak Karto, the head of household M provided 200,000

rupiah from his construction job while the contribution of

75,000 rupiah by his daughter Supriati, derived from her

factory wages at Solo (Surakartai Fig 7.2) accounted for only

27.3 per cent of the family total. Household A, in addition

to receiving 110,000 rupiah from Pak Prapto, its head who

worked as a mason at Antapani, had the use of another 20,000

(15.4 per cent of the household total) that were transmitted

by Sungkono (Fig. 7.6), a son who sold mie bakso (noddle and

meat balls) in Yogyakarta.
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Table 7.18

Inremittances to 18 Slendro Households,
March/April 1985 to March/April 1986

(1,000 rupiah)

Household Type of
worker

Antapani
income
transferred

(1)

Annual (1)
transfers
from all
sources

(2)

as Percen
tage of (2)

A Mason 110 1.30 84.6
B Mason 140 175 80.0
C Ground worker 35 45 77.8
0 Mason 35 40 87.5
E Mason 100 100 100.0
F\ Ground worker 30 35 85.7
G Middleman 825 825 100.0
H Ground worker 40 40 100.0
I Wood worker 300 300 100.0
J lofason 300 300 100.0
K Wood worker 100 100 100.0
L Asst. mason 80 135 59.3
M Mason 200 275 72 ..7
N Mason 40 40 100.0
0 Mason 60 60 100.0
P Mason 120 120 100.0
Q Asst. mason 95 95 100.0
R Asst. mason 100 100 100.0

Total 2,710 2,915 92.9
Mean 150 161.9 93.0
Median 100 100 100.0

Source: Field Survey, 1986
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Overall, Antapani construction workers contributed

between 83 and 100 per cent of all remittances received in

Slendro by these 18 families during the ~welve months prior

to being interviewed (Table 7.19)~ For middlemen and the

skilled like carpenters, these cash transfers accounted for

all remittances whereas the village households of the less

skilled workers (assistant masons and laborers) were a little

less reliant on income originating from one source.

Table 7.19

Mean Inremittances to 18 Slendro Households, by Skill
Category, March/April 1985 to March/April 1986

(1,000 rupiah)

Skill
category

Mean of Antapani
inremittances

(1)

Mean of Total
inremittances

(2)

(1) as Percen
tage of (2)

Middleman 825.0 (N 1) 825.0 (N 1) 100.0

Wood worker 200.0 (N 2) 200.0 (N 2) 100.0

Mas 0 n 122.8 (N 9) 137.8 (N 9) 89.1

Assistant. 91.6 (N 3) 110.0 (N 3) 83.3
mason

Ground worker 35.0 (N 3) 40.0 (N 3) 87.5

Source: Field Survey, 1986

During the twelve months prior to March-April 1986, the

mean of all inremittances was 162,000 rupiah (US$ 147.27),

twenty per cent less than the average of 189,104 rupiah (US

$168.01) sent during the previous year by workers interviewed
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in October-November 1985. Even so, both these amounts were

higher than the 47,353 rupiah (US $42.66) that female

domestic servants in Yogyakarta transferred to their rural

families from July 1984 to April-June 1985 (van Bergeijk,

1986:67). Yet another comparison, for the twelve months June

1972-73, is provided by Hugo (1975:599) who found that the

cash sent by circular migrants from fourteen villages in west

Java averaged about 51,700 rupiah (US $123.09) and ranged

between 22,500 and 71,400. Even allowing for the impact of

inflation on wages during the past decade, it is clear that

the amount of cash being remitted to rural households from

urban earnings.

Amongst three quarters of the households (14 of 18)

claimed to have used this money primarily for basic

necessities, notably such foodstuffs as dried fish, cooking

oil, eggs, tempe (soyabean cake), tahu (soyabean curd),

spices, cigarettes, village biscuits, and kerosene, purchased

mainly in Gesi town or Slendro hamlet (Fig. 7.2). There were

only instances of these remittances being converted into

local investments - in one household (G) to buy 1,250 square

meters of agricultural land and in the other (R) to expand

thewarung business.

Sudarmo (33), head of household G (Table 7.14), usually

returned with 40,000-50,000 rupiah every two to three weeks

when visiting his family •. Having worked since May 1985 as a

middleman at Antapani enabled him to provide his household
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with the annual equivalent of 825,000 rupiah. Apart from

purchasing some agricultural land, this money paid the yearly

lease (beli tahunan) for two plots amounting to 0.25 hectares

as well as for hiring agricultural laborers to work all the

family land in Sudarmo's absence. Some of these remittances

also were used to purchase daily foodstuffs, some furniture,

and a little jewelry and gold. During the past agricultural

season (1985), five local laborers were employed to hoe,

weed, plant, and harvest paddy rice, at a cost of about

18,000 rupiah for work done intermittently over four weeks

equivalent. In contrast, the two other households (e, N) that

had hired farm workers could only afford two and one person

respectively, to whom they had paid 9,000 and 5,000 rupiah.

At the other end of the scale Kamto, head of household P

(Table 7.14), had worked in Antapani from July.1985 to

January 1986 yet only managed to remit 120,000 rupiah to his

wife and three children. Although most of this cash had been

spent on daily foodstuffs, about 19,000 rupiah was used to

bUy fertilizer, seed, and pesticides for the 0.25 hectares of

rainfed sawah that the family share cropped. Most workers

brought these urban savings with them when visiting or going

back to Slendro, but Kamto often sent his through Sudarmo

(household G), the middleman and who visited the community

far more frequently than he did.

Bulky or expensive items were rarely sent by Antapani

workers to their Slendro households - the single exception
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being the receipt of a second-hand bicycle by household H 

but most families often received clothing (shirts, T-shirts,

shoes, trousers) and food (bread, biscuits). During the

previous twelve months, no Slendro household had sent money

or bulky items to those members on the construction site, but

workers were commonly supplied with rice and cassava when

they first went away or left following a return. In fact, the

availability of such local foodstuffs was essential if

household members were to have the ability to save any money

from their meagre earnings. Given the expense of buying food

or taking meals at the warung (stall), having the use of

rural produce was especially critical during their first week

on the pr.oject site.

The main reason that Antapani workers returned to Slendro

was to satisfy agricultural obligations, particularly to

cultivate and harvest their rainfed sawah as well as the

second crops of corn and cassava that had been grown on

dryland. Twelve of the seventeen who had returned noted

having visited several times while in Bandung. In contrast,

no family members had visited the Antapani site during the

months their brothers, husbands, sons, or fathers worked

there. Given the frequency of visiting Slendro by

construction workers, reinforced by the distance between this

community and Bandung, only a household crisis or some other

emergency would have stimulated family members to travel to

the city.
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sending and receiving letters to and from the 18

households also occurred rarely. During the previous twelve

months only five households ( A, G: J, M, R) had written to

someone at Antapani and only one (K) had received a return

letter. The frequency of written illessages, sent mainly with

friends or relatives going to or returning from Bandung,

ranged from once every two to once every four weeks.

By March and April 1986, when fieldwork was being

undertaken in Slendro, most construction workers were back

because the first phase of this housing project was almost

completed. Even the mandor himself, Mas Warno, was soon

expected to reappear. During this gap in construction

activity, the men attended to multiple and variable tasks

around the village, notably those associated with farming,

fishing, and collecting fuelwood. Although something of a

burden for rural families to reincorporate these absent

members into their households, there were many benefits other

than the psychological, such as having manual labor avail.able

for agricultural tasks and house repairs. For instance Pak

Kamto, of household P, was pleased to be home and to be able

to play, fish, and collect firewood with his three children.

Now he no longer had regular income, but that was no

different than before he left in the first place.
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concluding Observations

within the poor communities of desa Slendro, where

agricultural productivity is low due mainly to the absence of

irrigation systems and the infertility of limestone soils,

many villagers have to seek additional sources of income to

meet basic needs and to sustain a subsistence livelihood.

Almost all family members, including children, are involved

in productive activities, whether by working as locally-hired

labor, gathering firewood, raising livestock and poultry, or

selling prepared foods. Moving away from Slendro to urban

sources of money is another strategy used by the people to

adjust to their limited chances of earning local incomes.

Many able-bodied women are employed as domestic servants in

large cities like Jakarta, Yogyakarta, and Surabaya, while

adult males become casual workers on construction projects in

Bandun9, pedicab drivers (tukang becak) in Solo, wage

laborers in Surabaya, and petty traders in Solo, Yogyakarta,

and Sragen.

Nevertheless, these absentees maintain close contact with

their rural families through frequent visits and periodic

transfers of cash. Slendro households are bi- or multilocal

in structure, being composed of members who do not

necessarily or physically share the same residence but who

continue maintain a high degree of socioeconomic interaction

'and to acknOWledge their mutual and collective obligations.
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Equally important is the daily commuting of about twenty-five

women between desa Slendro and Sragen city, where they sell

food, vegetables, firewood, and jamu (medicinal herb). Again,

this is essentially a strategy to supplement low agricultural

incomes and help provide for everyday needs.

Closer observation of 18 Slendro households indicated

that, for most, the deployment of adult members to the

Antapani site was mainly to earn urban wages, much aided

however by the fortuitous opportunities offered by middleman

Sudarmo and the lack of year-round agricultural tasks. Having

adjusted to the first experience of construction work and

knowing that a second phase was about to begin, all the

affected households began to plan for the potential loss of

one or more adult males, to make necessary adjustments to the

division of labor within the ~amily, and to hire outside

labor to work their agricultural land. In general, the

attractions of such job were the relatively high wages and a

greater than average stability of such paid employment.

The identification and hiring of specific workers was

much influenced by the significant role of kinship in

Slendro, as in all Javanese rural communities. The

detail personal knowledge that the middleman and his wife

(household G) have of potential job candidates was displayed

frequently in their choice and recruitment of labor gangs.
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Even so, the recommendation or expressed preference of the

lurah (headman) could also affect the selection of local

candidates •

. Of those villagers recruited for the first phase of

Antapani, sixteen were heads of a household and two the

eldest sons. In the case of the former, the decision to go

away was largely their own but made in consultation with

family members and with particular concern for necessary

adjustments to the agricultural division of labor (Pak Sudiro

in household E). For eldest sons, permission to leave

inevitably involved parents, since it is Javanese custom to

ask the blessing of one's father and mother before being able

to go (Dharsono: household R, and Supiyem: household E).

Given the opportu~ity of secure and paid employment at

Antapani, the deployment there of family members represents a

viable household strategy of allocating labor to maximize the

collective income. Nor is this the only viable strategy,

since some households achieve the same purpose by having

adults engage in other kinds of casual economic activities

and domestic work in Jakarta, Bandung, Yogyakarta, Solo

(Surakarta); and Sumatra. Overall, such practices incorporate

all members of the rural family, including children who work

in the paddy fields and wives who commute to sell local

produce in city market places. Such occupational mUltiplicity

and the consequent variety of income sources are particularly

characteristics of poorer families.
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For five households (G, I, K, L, M), remittances from

Antapani were the primary source of income during the

previous twelve months, and for thirteen out of eighteen an

important secondary source. On average, total cash transfers

accounted for ninety percent of all income received by these

Slendro households. Families whose head or eldest son were a

labor middleman and or skilled tradesman depended far more on

remittances from Antapani than did those with less skilled

workers.

About three out of four households used mainly these

remittances to buy such foodstuffs as cooking oil, dried

fish, and eggs whereas the more fortunate remainder bought

agricultural land, expanded the family business, purchased

household goods, and hired agricultural labor. In short, for

most rural households the deployment of family members to

Antapani has been a critical strategy to sustain subsistence,

whereas for a few (G, R) it has involved a means to

accumulate capital and wealth. Closer examination indicates

that contrasts in these collective strategies are related

more to the group level of socioeconomic wellbeing and rather

less, surprisingly, to the nature of construction skills held

by particular family members. This suggests that cash

transfers .from urban workplaces to rural communities tend to

widen the socioeconomic differential between village

households, as the more favored families become richer and

the poorer remain the same. Given the dominant use in Slendro
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of remittances to purchase foodstuffs, it is unlikely that

earnings from urban wage work will promote economic

improvement throughout the community as a whole.

The flows of visitors, and of messages received and sent,

are largely from Antapani to Slendro. Even so, rural'

households contributed twicely to the Bandung housing

project, partly by meeting the transport costs of family

members hired to join labor gangs and partly by providing

them with foodstuffs when they first left for Antapani or on

subsequent returns after visiting Slendro. Whenever

construction activities temporarily cease, as in March-April

1986, wage workers inevitably return to their local

communities. During these periods, rural families incur the

cost of sustaining a potential urban workforce until,- such

time as a project contractor, operating through a mandor,

requests them to go back to Antapani or any other housing

site. Consequently it is the rural household and not the

urban employer that bears the cost of ensuring th~

availability of labor. Yet benefits also flow in the

direction of village families, since returning wage workers

mean more labor for agricultural tasks, more members to meet

family obligations, and more hands for community activities.
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CHAPTER VIII

WAGE LABOR AND URBAN CONSTROCT~OH ~N WIDER CONTEXT

Although long of great concern to sociologists and

economists, the urban labor market has been largely neglected.

and its spatial dimensions thus usually ignored (Fischer

1986:1418; Fischer and Nijkamp, 1987a:2; Martin, 1986). As

Martin (1986:570) explicitly argues:

Although the economic theory of labour market, both
orthodox and radical, is extensive, little if any of
this has explicitly recognized the spatiality of the
employment process. For their part, geographers have
not yet filled this gap.

Fischer (1986:1418), a geograph~r much concerned with

analysing labor-market processes, observes that a spatial

perspective is important on several grounds:

First, labour-markets are by no means as homogenous
as neoclassical labour-market theories allow for. In
reality, labour markets are segmented in a number of
ways, especially by occupation or skill and by
space. Thus, the concept of vertical and spatial
labour-market segmentation plays an important role
in e~laining current labour-market problems. That
is, the macroprocess of labour-market segmentation
is associated with a spatial segmentation process •
••• Second, most countries. are displaying strong
spatial variations in rates of regional
unemployment ••• Third, geographical space exerts a
frictional effect on labour-market adjustment
processes. Additionally, geographical distance often
acts as a barrier to the flow of information about
job opportunities. Last, the spatial distribution of
job loss contrasts with that of job creation.

Given these overall gaps in research on the labor market,

it is not surprising that only recently have geographic

specialists of Indonesia or even Southeast Asia begun to look



closely at these dynamics of the urbanization process. Even

so, their recent empirical studies do not explicitly examine

the spatial dimension of labor-market phenomena, being in

orientation both descriptive (McGee, 1974; Van Bergeijk,

1986; Leinbach, 1987; Costello, Leinbach, and Ulack, 1987 and

structural (McGee, 1979; Forbes, 1982; Hugo, 1985; Armstrong

and McGee, 1986). The ebb and flow of labor is not put within

the context of the continuing interaction between the

centripetal forces of urban economic activities and the

centrifugal ones of rural household and community activities.

Despite a great ability to portray the nature and dynamics of

the urban labor market, most research by geographers has over

emphasized the urban component while overlooking the rural

dimensions (compare Hugo, 1985).

Given this intellectual situation, the present study

argues that the urban labor market in third world countries

like Indonesia can only be understood as a continuing

interaction between rural households, which supply the labor

supply and urban economic activities, within which originate

the demand for particular kinds of labor. In other words, one

component of this process cannot be fully understood in

isolation from the other. According to Martin (1986:571),

studies of the spatial division of labor certainly have

highlighted how changes in industrial organization and the

labor process affect the territoriality of employment but

their dominant concern is with the ongoing spatial
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differentiation of labor demand (Massey, 1984; Walker and

storper, 1985). Far less is written about the geography of

labor supply or on the exchange processes of the local labor

market. As a result, Martin (1986:571) decleares that

industrial geography

provides an incomplete conceptual framework in which
to analyse the complex interplay of demand and supply,
or how changes in the geographical differentiation of
labour demand are differently accommodated and structured
in different area;

and further that

There is at present no comprehensive theory of spatial
labour markets and their operation.

In short, what is needed is a unitary framework that

examines both the demand and supply of labor, which in turn

is a primary goal of the present study. This final chapter

will bring its findings at both a broad level of

generalization as well as at the micro level to demonstrate

their relationships to one another. Finally, it will review

the implications of this analysis of housing construction

workers in Bandung the broader fields of population and

industrial geography, as well as suggest several policy

implications for rural-urban mobility and the labor markets

of urban economic activities.

Does Every~hinq Come Together?

To cope with problems of labor supply and demand, in

Indonesian cities, the housing construction industry employs
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a strategy of labor-market segmentation. Thus the labor

component of a project is vertically disaggregated and the

reponsibility for almost all labor-intensive components

transferred to mandors, who are paid in terms of the quantity

and pieces of work completed by their labor gang within a

certain period of time, usually one week. From the standpoint

of both the industry in general and a particular project

manager, this is a desirable practice. First, it is a risk-

averse method of transferring to mandors all the risks and

uncertainties related to weather conditions, availability of

materials, and volatile rates of inflation, and they in turn

subsequently pass on those costs to the workforce. Second,

this method allows project contractors to minimize the cost

of not only the recruitment but also the training of labor.

Third, it permits them to deal easily with the highly

fluctuating demands for labor so characteristics of the
.

housing const~~ction industry. Finally, but of equal

importance, the practice of labor segmentation prevents a

workforce from organizing for collective action and

bargaining for improved conditions, which to the contractor

could result in adverse socioeconomic pressures. On the

whole, the presence of labor-market segmentation demonstrates

how a large construction firm maximizes its control over

costs associated with a workforce while having far less

control over such other components as the price of building

materials, inflation rates, and urban taxes (compare Ball and
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Connolly, 1987:162-63). Thus the labor market is eXhibiting

flexibility in response to the needs of capital.

Throughout Indonesia, laborforce in the construction

industry is far from homogenous, consisting of different

kinds of workers operating under variable site conditions and

having quite different commitments to their jobs. The

contractor's permanent employees, the manager and assistant

manager, have good working conditions, clear prospects of

promotion within the firm's internal organization and

understandably, are highly committed to the industry. The

impermanent employees, the field supervisors, mechanics,

technical and administrative staff, are those who hold

certain responsibilities within the project but who have

little prospect of promotion and for whom long-term

employment is therefore not assured. For the mandor,

continuity of employment depends upon his working relations

with a particular contractor (in general, the industry),

while the fourth work group is the casual laborers hired and

paid to perform certain construction tasks defined by their

mandor. This last group has neither project authority nor

stable job security yet, despite sharing the same working

conditions, the more skilled among them - carpenters and

experienced brick layers - are far more committed to both the

construction industry itself and the particular contractor

for whom they work. In general, this stratification of labor
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and job tasks reveals that only a small fraction of the

workforce is internal to the firm and most is external.

Given this practice of subcontracting out of labor,

mandors prefer to recruit workers from their own villages or

from among persons known through previous urban construction

projects. The fact that a mandor's labor gang often contain

family members and relatives greatly simplifies their

supervision and control. Only when the number of construction

workers needed outstrips the resources of a labor gang will a

mandor request a middleman to hire workers from other rural

communities'. Consequently it is extremely difficult for

villagers to obtain jobs on an urban construction site

without being part of the mandor's regular gang.

The specific construction tasks which laborers are

engaged are allocated by the project contractor to their

mandor. Weekly payments are based on pieces of work

accomplished, at rates approximately 10-20 per cent lower

than what the mandor receives from the contractor. When these

jobs are completed, then workers return home to the village

until asked by their mandors to return to the urban site of

another housing or construction project. Essentially, the

labor market of the construction industry is a closed system

and marked improvement in work skills can only occur by

moving from one project site to another. Consequently it ~s

impossible to pursue a career in construction within the
, .

limits of a particular firm.
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Mandors are not only managers and technical supervisors

of their workers but also act as patron to clients. Once a

villager has secured a position with a labor gang, it is the

mandor who helps him solve personal problems with finances,

health, and family members. In return, most of the labor gang

is willing to serve him and help with small tasks outside

working hours.

Job and movement histories reveal that the more skilled

the workers, the more committed are they to the construction

jobs. Some of the skilled and most experienced were involved

in housing projects managed by the same contractor (Rumah

Sederhana) on other islands like Sumatra and Sulawesi,

whereas for many of the unskilled Antapani was their first

construction job·and they also shifted quite frequently, from

one project site to another. Labor turnover among the

unskilled is consequently far higher than among the skilled,

which also indicates how the circulation of construction

workers between villages of origin and urban sites is

stimulated by prevailing practices of recruitment.

Given the nature of labor-market segmentation and

patterns of labor recruitment, do important differentials

exist between migrant and non migrant workers? Irrespective

of skill, most migrant workers show them to be more mobile

than their non migrant counterparts, with seventy-one per

cent of the latter never having undertaken construction work

beyond the Banduhg Metropolitan Area. Conversely, labor
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turnover is much higher among the non migrant, most of whom

only accept such poorly paid jobs while unemployed but leave

the construction site just as soon as they obtain a better

one. On average, migrants work far mor~ hours each week than

do their non migrants (65 versus 60) and some even continue

at night, in general to maximize urban incomes during the

restricted period of employment but perhaps also to counter

the boredom of being away from families. Solidarity appears

stronger among migrant workers, particularly when they come

from "the same village, perhaps as a result of living together

in partially completed house units and of sharing the same

demanding conditions of construction work.

Given these differentials, migrant workers play a

substantial role in this system of segmentary labor. In no

month during 1985-86 did they constitute less than three

quarters of the total workforce at Antapani and throughout

the project were a source of reliable and cheap labor. They

were willing to accept weekly wages considered too low by non

migrant workers and minimized expenditures by using on

average no more than 1,000 rupiah each day on foodstuffs, as

well as being permitted to live rent free in units under

construction. Migrant workers also subsidized the

contractor's operation by being responsible for their own

transport costs. Under these circumstances, project

management has been able to take advantage of the dominantly

rural nature of surplus labor in Javanese society, whose
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contribution to the housing project has been to make it

economically far more efficient than otherwise would be the

case.

In sum, labor-market segmentation in the constL~ction

industry consists of three distinct but intricately

intersecting dimensions (Table 8.1). The first is

stratification of the laborforce, characterized by five

groups with different work conditions and contrasting

commitment to the industry: permanently employees, the

project and assistant manager; the firm's contract and daily

wage workers; mandor; skilled tradesmen like carpenters and

experienced bricklayers; and unskilled workers. The second

dimension is the subcontracting out for labor, in which

mandors are responsible for recruiting construction

workers, which in turn guarantees project output at a

predetermined price. The third dimension is the segmentation

based on migrant and nonmigrant workers.

It is clear that segmentation expressed through

subcontracting for migrant labor has become a necessary part

of workforce management that simultaneously compounds the

territorial mobility of construction employees. This

mechanism of subcontracting by mandors channels the flow of

wage laborers from the village, the success of which in turn

reinforces the perpetuation of such a practice. In character

the housing.industry, like any other, is inherently

fragmented but project management has devised methods to
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Table 8.1

Dimensions, Characteristics, and Functions of Labor-Market
Segmentation in the Construction Industry: Antapani Site,

1985-86

Dimension Characteristi.cs
Function

(contractor's
viewpoints)

- Separate primary and
and most important
tasks conducted
by core workers
(project and
assistant managers)
from routine mechanical
and casual activities
undertaken by
contractor's wage
workers

Workforce
stratifi
cation

- Heterogeneous labor
market and different
working conditions;

• project manager and
and assistant ~anager:

good working condition,
prospects of promotion,
highly stable job

• contractor's monthly
and daily wage workers:
little job security,
almost no prospect
for promotion

• mandor: employment
continuity depends on
good relations with
contractor

• skilled workers: job
career external to the
firm, highly committed
to construction
industry and particular
management

• unskilled workers:
unstable job, skill
acquisition only by
shifting from one site
to another

- Role of mando~ as - Transfer to mandor
labor-only subcontractor and ultimately to all
to recruit, allocate, workers most risks
pay, and terminate associated with
workers fluctuation of

construction
materials, inflation
rates, and weather
conditions

Labor
sub
contracting

continued over
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Table 8.1 (continued): Dimensions, Characteristics, and
Functions of Labor-Market segmentation in the Construction
Industry: Antapani site, 1985-86

Dimension

Migrant
versus

Characteristics

- Migrant workers:
• accept lower wages

and work longer hours
• attempt to maximize

income and minimize
daily living
expenditures

• less mobile labor
• more obedient to
. mandors

- Non migrant workers:
• undertaken poorly

paying construction
jobs only while
unemployed

• high turnover
• urban resident and

relatively immobile
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Function
(contractor's
view-points)

- Minimize costs of
labor recruitment
and supervision

- Cope with greatly
fluctuating demands
for wage labor

- Maximize control
over methods of labor
contracting and
directly relate to
project outputs and
labor costs

- Hamper worker
solidarity and
ability for .
collective action

- Externalize costs of
labor reproduction

- Take advantage of
rural labor power:
cheap, readily
available, willing
to move



adjust to this while at the same time ensuring that the

overall operation be both economically more efficient and

more profitable. Thus, the project contractor takes advantage

of the fact that rural labor is cheap, readily available, and

willing to move, which in turn tightens the existing economic

relations between village and urban society.

Thi~ ongoing interaction, most visibly apparent in the

circulation of wage workers, reinforces both the special

skills of and the differentials within the labor force.

Construction skills can only be acquired within a labor gang,

the members of whom in most cases originate from the same

village. Hence the community itself, as well as particular

villagers, most likely have in a few particular skills to

offer: like brick laying, ground working, or wood working.

Gradu~lly village communities become linked ~hrough the

specialized skills sought by mandors, which in turn leads to

the territorial fragmentation of labor supply. Once housing

development is underway, as exemplified at Antapani, the

construction management mobilizes and organizes village

workers from these rural territories of specialized skills to

fit the project's need.

From the standpoint of the migrant, work at the Bandung

site is principally to supplement the income of the rural

household. Most consider themselves agriculturalists rather

than construction laborers and believe that their obligation

to the family's landholding is far more important than any
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other economic activity. While on the site, migrants try to

maximize their urban incomes by working diligently for long

hours, six or seven days a week. Daily expenditures are kept

low by living rent free in housing units under construction,

by limiting food expenditures to basic necessities, and by

having their families stay behind in the village. As a

result, migrant workers are able to save as much as two and

three fifths of their weekly earnings.

Most of these savings are sent to rural families and on

average account for 40 and 60 per cent of migrant total

earnings. In general, the more skilled the worker, the higher

the total amount of money sent and the greater its proportion

of urban income. Cash remitted from Antapani during the past

twelve months accounts on average and ranged from 38 to 87

per cent. Family used, most of these remittances to buy

foodstuffs and very few could afford the luxury of investing

them in land or agricultural equipment.

In general, the interaction between construction workers

at Antapani and their rural families is unidirectional, from

urban workplace to village of origin. Three out of five

migrants claimed to have returned home at least once while

employed on the project, but the farther from Bandung their

village the less frequently they visited it. Virtually no

money and goods went sent from the local community while

visits and letters from family members also were very rare.
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National census data for 1980 indicate that construction

workers at Antapani were drawn dominantly from six

agricultural communities: desa Situmekar, Sindangsari, and

Langensari in west Java; desa Joho and Slendro in central

Java; and desa Baruharjo in east Java (Fig. 7.1). In one of

these, desa Slendro in kabupaten Sragen, where agricultural

productivity i~ very low, due mainly to lack of irrigation

systems and infertility of the limestone soil, villagers must

seek other sources of livelihood to meet basic needs and to

maintain the level of subsistence. Population movement

represents one viable strategy and many able-bodied women

work as domestic servants.in the large cities of Jakarta,

Yogyakarta, and Surabaya just as the adult males hold

casual urban jobs in housing construction at Bandung, pedicab

driving (tukang becak) in Solo, or petty food tradings in

Yogyakarta and Sragen. Close links are maintained between

migrants and their Slendro families by periodic'visits and

transfers of money. Within the rural household itself,

virtually all members engage in income-generating activities.

Young children help supplement the returns from agriculture

by gathering firewood, young daughters prepare items for sale

locally, and everyday from twenty to twenty-five adult women

commute between Slendro and Sragen to sell foodstuffs,

fruits, and vegetables in the city market.

Having able-bodied men leave their rural families for

construction workers work at Antapani is only one of several
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viable options to supplement agricultural incomes. Based on

detailed observation of 18 Slendro households, others include

encouraging family members go to work as urban domestic

servants, factory workers, and petty food traders or for

wives and daughters to commute between the community and

nearby city markets. The larger the rural household, those

with more than five members, and the further their progress

through the family life cycle, the more adult members who are

away at wage work - usually sons and daughters in addition to

the head himself. Slendro households, rather than having a

predetermined plan to send family members to Antapani, were

and instead responding to opportunities presented middleman

Sudarmo, himself a member of the community. Once aware of job

prospects available during the second phase of the Antapani

proJect, families began consciously planning how to adjust

their needs for agricultural labor so that at least one adult

male, usually the he~d himself, could return a second time to

construction work.

To maintain an adequate level of SUbsistence, each of

these 18 families of Slendro had to be highly flexible in the

use and allocation of their collective labor force. This

careful deploYment of labor resources is reflected in a

family that is bi- or mUltilocal, whose members do not

necessarily share the same place of residence but remain in

constant contact with one another and meet: rural obligations

irrespective of where they are temporarily located. Thus
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neither the movement of rural people nor even the process of

urbanization leads to family disintegration. In fact, the

cohesiveness of Slendro households was strengthened in that

migrant workers maintained very close link with village

families (cf Rawat, 1986).

The cash needed to meet the cost of transport to Antapani

came from family savings or from selling such property as

bicycles or livestock. UltimatelYi this outlay was more than

Offset by the remittances received. Of eighteen households,

rive acknowledged the cash derived from urban wages to be a

primary source of rural income during the previous year and

for another twelve it was an important secondary source. On

average, Antapani earnings accounted for about 93 per cent of

all cash transfer.s received during the past year and families

of middlemen and skilled workers were more dependent on those

remittances than the less skilled.

Despite slight variations, most rural households used

these remittances for basic necessities, notably foodstuffs

and cooking fuel. only two families had the luxury of

investing in land, expanding the warung business, or buying

some gold and jewelry. For most Slendro households, having

family members work on the Antapani project represented a

necessary strategy of collective survival and for only two of

eighteen did it primarily involve the accumulation of wealth.

The fact that the latter were economically the more favored

in the community might perhaps lead in the future to widening
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differential between the socioeconomic positions of Slendro

families.

On completing their Antapani contracts, migrant workers

returned to Slendro and became preoccupied with agricultural

tasks and family responsibilities, at least until asked by

the mandor to accept another construction job in the city.

Although these household heads and eldest sons cultivate the

family land and take charge of younger children, in general

the rural household bears the cost of daily sustenance and

local investment. Viewed from a structuralist perspective,

this means that it is village families who must shoulder the

burden of reproducing the labor force for the construction

industry, without which project management would have no

ready supply of unskilled workers.

At the macrolevel of generalization, this study of

construction workers in the h~using industry of Bandung has

documented the close interaction between processes of labor

market segmentation, project, intermediaries (mandors),

individual workers, the socioeconomic division of family

labor, and village household strategies (Fig. 8.1). The

spatial dimensions of these interactions, simplified as

interconnections between the 'urban' and the 'rural',

emphasize the pivotal role played by individual migrant

workers. Urban resources flow into rural households mainly

through the remittances saved from wage earnings and,

conversely, the construction industry draws on resources from
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rural households by expecting migrant workers to pay for the

costs of transport and to be available for employment

whenever needed. Equally important is the mode of labor

recruitment, which plays a central position in reinforcing

the connections between labor segmentation, as practiced by

an urban construction industry, and the socioeconomic

division of family labor characteristics of rural societies.

So consistent are these findings of housing construction

in Bandung that it is not surprising to discover parallel

results for the processes and reproduction of wage labor in

other third world societies. For instance,

Casual employment is the norm in Mexican construction
indust~I. Building firms rarely employ workers directly;
instead they deal with various types of labour agent,
with whom long-term relationships are built. (Ball and
Connolly, 1987:161)

The role of the mandor in the Indonesia construction is

similar to the that of the maestros de obras, who

play an important part in the Mexican construction
industry. Their prime function is to act as middle
men in the labour process, but they also oversee the
activities of the workforces on the site. When used
by construction firm, maestros bring access to a
network of potential workers who can be hired or
fired as the tasks dictate. Generally, such workers
are in client relationship to specific maestros,
each of which informs operatives from their network
when jobs are available. The relationBhip is that of
obligation and, to a certain extent mutual reciprocity.
The maestro will cover the labourer for absences
or faulty work, for instance. But they also often
deduct substantial commissions from wages paid by
construction firm. In short, the maestros are
akin to master c,raftsmen with a "family" of associated
workers. Such a system clearly guarantees the
availability of a docile workforce. (Ball and Connolly,
1987:161) ,
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By acting as labor agents for construction firms, both

mandors and maestros de obras perform two critical functions.·

First, they help to reduce the circulating capital
required in the sector. The effect is to lower both
the direct and indirect costs of labour and to increase
the flexibility of the workforce employed •••• In the
second place, labour agents displace a direct
relationship between capital and labour with an
indirect one, principally to the advantage of capital.
(Ball and Connolly, 1987:162)

As in Indonesia, so in Mexico the reproduction of

construction labor is shouldered by the family, household,

and local community rather than by the construction industry

(Ball and Connolly, 1987:164):

It is clear that the construction industry draws on
the vast pool of labour pO~l'er partially reproduced
within the rural (or urban) domestic economy. Only
part of reproduction needs are taken care of by
construction wages •

••• ,in times of unemployment, a male building worker
may hire himself out in the non-commodity
housebuilding or self-build sector. Many construction
labourers still live in or maintain strong contacts
with, a rural community, often centred round the
communal smallholding property system (ejido) •••
with regard to the skill training aspect of
reproduction. labour power, the domestic economy also
plays an important role in the training of certain
types of specialized workers, such as plumbers and
electricians. Technical knowhow in these trades are
often passed on from one generation to another, within
the family division of labour. More important for the
general training of construction labour is the maestro
apprentice system (Ball and Conolly, 1987:164)

In summary, the processes of labor in the Mexican

construction industry do not arise simply from low wages

relative to the additional sums of fixed capital required for

rises in worker incomes, but from the way in which labor
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power is utilized and controlled in economic production (Ball

and Connolly, 1987:168).

Detailed consideration of the Antapani construction site

and the agricultural community of Slendro reveals that the

diversity and complexity of linka~es between an urban

economic activity and rural society. Local conditions on the

project and in the village locality each have their own

peculiarities, as well as forming the context for the actions

and characteristics of individuals. Consequently the full

meaning of these linkages could not be comprehended unless

the small-scale societies of Antapani and Slendro were also

considered as important as the behavior of individual actors:

project managers, mandors, migrant and nonmigrant workers,

members of village households, and rural headmen. The

intricate ways in which the broad socioeconomic dimensions of

the flow of labor intersect with local contexts and more

individual characteristics are summarized in Table 8.2.

At a high level of gen~ralization, the findings of this

study of housing construction in Bandung confirms the two

sets of propositions with which enquiries began. First, most

construction workers, particularly those doing unskilled

jobs, are villagers who circulate between rural communities

and urban project sites as a local household strategy to

satisfy basic subsistence needs. Second, the labor market in

the housing construction industry is highly segmented and,

reflecting management's strategy of dealing with the demand
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Table 8.2

Interaction of Macro and Local/Individual Levels of Analysis:
Antapani Construction Industry and Slendro Rural Households

Macro Level

I. Antapani setting

A. Institutional
1. Urban

construction
industry

2. Labor market
segmentation

B. Individual

3. Individual
migrant
worker

Local/Individual Level

- Sawah transformed to residen'tial
areas

- Peripheral urban precinct
experiences sudden population
influx, as people move to new
residential areas

- Local people give up land
- Jealousy of local people to

migrant workers reflected in
theft and minor violence

- Establish good relations with
local Antapani leadership

- Employ local people, despite
low productivity and
laziness

- Fund some local social activities
- Maintain close relations with

mandors
- Secure night watch men by allow

migrant workers to live rent free
in units under construction

- Lack direct control over workers

- No wage differential authorized
for digging hard soil on Antapani
site

- Contractor not concerned about
worker's accident compensation

- Contractor takes no account of
rainy weeks during construction

Maximize urban wages and m1n1m1ze
daily expenditures, partly to
overcome boredom:

continued over
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Table 8.2 (continued) Interaction of Macro and Local/Individual
Levels of Analysis: Antapani Construction Industry and Slendro
Rural Households

Macro Level

4. Mandor

5. Warung
owners

II. Slendro setting

Local/Individual Level

1 Work long hours, including at
nilght

2 Sell unused cement sacks to
itinerant buyers

3 Live rent free with coworkers or
covillagers in house units under
construction

4 Form cooking cooperatives
5 Express solidarity when conflicts

occur with local people
6 Are obedient to mandor

- Expect better job and experience
than available in village

- Frustrated at inappropriate job
tasks, family affairs, etc.

- Get temporary work while unemployed
- Perform socioeconomic obligations

to rural family
- Good personal relationship with

mandors

- Expect to be held in high regard by
villagers and families

- Maintain good relationships
with workers and contractor

- consistently good relations with
headmen and other leaders in home
village .

- Accept informal responsibilities to
migrant workers

- If unscrupulous, has chances to cheat
workers

- Good personal relations with
mandor

- Unirrigated land and infertile
limestone soils

- Relatively low population density
- Villagers own relatively high

amounts of agricultural land

Continued over
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Table 8.2 (continued) Interaction of Macro and Local/Individual
Levels of Analysis: Antapani Construction Industry and Slendro
Rural Households

Macro Level

A. Institutional
1. Mode of

labor
recruitment

2. Remittances
and other
ties

3. Household
st.rategy

Local/Individual Level

- within travel distance of Sragen
city

- Headman dominant figure

- Preference of middleman and
wife for particular workers

- Influence of headman in recruitment

- Differential use of remittances
reflect family status and wealth
(basic necessities, land, luxury
goods

- One-way-urban to rural interaction
(Antapani-Slendro) reflects great
distance between them

Different strategies pursued,
survival vs. accumulation) exemplify
available family wealth

- Family labor allocation in village:
1. Flexible and involving multi

occupation of all members,
including children

2 Greater number absent for wage
work reflect more sizable family
and advanced position of life
cycle

3 Family resources used to send
corporate members to city

4 Kinship ties and personal
relations help family members
secure urban job

5 Goal of working to have broader
experience working outside the
village

Continued over
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Table 8.2 (continued) Interaction of Macro and Local/Individual
Levels of Analysis: Antapani Construction Industry and Slendro
Rural Households

Macro Level

4. Socioeconomic
division of
family labor

Local/Individual Level

- Urban recruitment based on kinship;
involves families, relatives,
headman

- Skill transfers occur only within
labor gang, through informal
appren'ticeship

2. Household

B. Household/Individual
1. Worker - Continues to meet social obligations

to families, parents, agricultural
work

- Has connections with mandorsl
middleman.

- On return from wage work, brings
urban clothes and foods for family

- Older construction workers do not
hard physical labor

- Parental concern for safety of
daughter working in Jakarta

- Family plan for labor allocation to
permit acceptance of job offer for
Antapani project, phase.II

- Flexibility of income-generating
activities in village facilities
intensive use of family labor force

- Family joyful at return migrant
workers:
work on agricultural land and play
with children

- Wives and daughters commute to city
market to supplement family's
agricultural income

- Parents prOUd of daughter regularly
sending remittances

- Duties of absent household head
assumed by son and daughter

- Collective members influence
specific of labor recruitment

- Money indirectly collected from
workers workers for village use
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for and supply of labor, is characterized by workforce

stratification and the practice of subcontracting out for

employees. Although the linkages between labor market

segmentation and rural household strategy have been shown to

exist they are also highly complex, mediating and even

contradicting the general findings in particular ways that

can only be understood by examining the specific behaviors of

the actors involved and the local conditions under which

their decisions had to be made.

contribution to the Fields of Population, urban, and

Industrial Geography

In the study of population movement, neoclassical and

structural scholars each over emphasize the aggregate

socioeconomic context and, equally overlook the importance of

the househol~ and its individual members. Similarly,

humanists deal largely with classification and other

empirical aspects of mobility while ignoring the role of

socioeconomic and other kinds of context. This research has

attempted a forward step by examining the two-way,

dialectical interactions that exist between macro

socioeconomic and spatial processes, the movement of

individual migrant workers, and the households from which

they come to examine how in a third world setting each is

transformed by the other. Embedded in this approach are three
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levels of analysis: the l.:lrban-rural system, the household,

and the individual.

This field enquiry of west and central Java makes four

principal contributions to the fields of population, urban,

and industrial geography. First, it illustrates the linking

scale of human behavior in a rural-urban context; in

particular, the connections between individual city wage

workers, urban industrial activities, rural household

memberships, and village communities, in which each is

treated as part of and influenced by the other. In other

words, an attempt has been made to unravel the two-way

interactions between population movement and the dynamics of

socioeconomic change. Such complex interactions are difficult

to identify in mobility studies dependent on census or large

scale survey data, especially those c:oncerned with linking

different scales of analysis. More gEmerally, this study

shows how structuration theory might be applied in human

geography (Giddens, 1979 and 1984; Thrift, 1982 and 1983;

Kellerman, 1987a and 1987b).

The second demonstration, an extension of the first, is

how to implement field research for a scale-linkage approach

to population movement. Given a concern with the construction

industry and its labor force, both migrant and nonmigrant,

enquiries began with, the project site and employed several

intersecting methods of enquiry: field census, participant

observation, formal questionnaire survey, job and migration
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histories, and indepth interviews with the workers

'themselves. Attention then shifted to a Javanese village from

~~hich construction workers came to examine whether the rural

urban flows of labor might be conceived as a household

strategy to supplement inadequate local incomes. Based on

such an intersecting field methodology: t~la generalizations

from this study derive logically from a series of

propositions that in turn are immediately linked to the

conceptual stances initially adopted (compare Mitchell, 1983;

Chapman, 1987; Armstrong and McGee, 1986: xiii).

Thirdly, it has been demonstrated flows of wage workers

are spatially fragmented. Unlike to the neoclassical

assumption that migrants accept the risk of waiting for well

paid jobs, since their mobility is a function of the

differentials between rural and urban wages, to move from a

rural Javanese household is a low risk effort action when

migrants already know in what kind of urban work they will be

engaged. Not only does population mobility reinforce the

spatial division of labor in rural societies; in turn

affecting its nature and intensity, but also the involvement

of particular local contexts, kinship networks, and

individualistic human behavior make the underlying processes

far more complex than described by over-simplified structural

perspectives. Despite a lack of interest by geographers, the

territorial dimension is' embedded rural household strategies,
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the comprehension of which is necessary to probe the dynamics

is of these two processes.

Fourthly, geographers who attempt to understand the

socioeconomic nature of industrial development in third world

societies need to proceed beyond the conventional macroscopic

theories of industrial location to such emergent concepts as

local labor markets (pinch, 1987), industrial and urban

regional systems (Malecki, 1982), industrial segmentation and

the spatial division of labor (Taylor and Thrift, 1982;

Cooke, 1983; Masey, 1984; Scott, 1984, 1986; Imrie, 1986;

Fischer and Nijkamp, 1987a, 1987b, and 1987c; Peet, 1987),

the interna~ional division of labor (Norcliffe, 1985; Saasen

Koob, 1987; Scott, 1987, Stuckey, 1987); entepreneurial

strategies (Stohr, 1987; Bluestone, 1987), and the process of

technological change (Castell, 1987; Nijkamp and Rietveld,

1987). The common ground of these 'new industrial geography'

concepts lies in placing the territorial dimension of

i~dustrial development within its broader socioeconomic

context (storper, 1987:590-591). As storper (1987:586)

specifically writes:

Industrial location theory - like economic geography
generally - has never achieved a prominent place in
the social sciences because its traditional versions
"are little more than direct applications of various
other economic or organizational models to spatial
behaviour. Traditional industrial location theory
has no theoretical content of its own, in that it
reveals nothing essential about industrialization or
economic development as processes, only about the
allocation of a given set of activities to locations.
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The new industrial geography is attempting to shed
this allocational legacy by linking the study of
industrialization as a process to the analysis of
spatial development.

Depicting the unique interaction between urban industrial

activities and rural households of Javanese through

multilevel analysis provides a novel perspectives on urban

industrialization in Indonesia (compare Wolf, 1986). Overall,

this reflects the 'spaces of places' being replaced by the

'spaces of flows' (Castell, 1987:58), that is the actual

dynamics of a given territory rely mainly on the connection

of the population and activities and decision that go far

beyond the boundaries of each locality (Castell and

Henderson, 1987:7).

In exemplifying the concept of labor-market segmentation

at the level of the contracting firm, this study reveals the

dynamic interaction between the two forces of labor

segmentation: strategies by which the contractor controls

labor performance and copes with uncertainties inherent to

the construction industry and the need for society to have a

supply of specialized construction workers. In Java, as in

many third world situation, this interaction involves

considerations of kinship and of the natural environment of

the project site, which can be:come highly complex. Similarly

the notion of household strategy when applied to a particular

rural community, can be confounded by the availability of
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local resources and enlarged by the flexibility of household

membership.

Population geographers specializing in third world

societies ought to be more active in enriching our

understanding of the spatial aspects of the labor market l

grounded as they are in territoriality of rural-urban

systems. In her recent book, The Spatial Division of Labour:

Social Structures and Geographv of Production, the British

geographers Massey (1984:x, cited in soja, 1987) confesses:

My basic aim had been to link the geography of
industry and emplo~dent to wider, and underlying,
structures of society••• the initial intention, in
other words, was to start from the characteristics
of economy and society, and proceed to explain
their geography. But the more I got involved in the
subject, the more it seemed that process was not .
just one way. It is also the case - I would argue 
that understanding geographical organization is
fundamental to understanding an economy and
society. The geography of a society makes a
difference to the way it works.

Policy Implication

A common assumption in the social and behavioral sciences

is that policy implications cannot be drawn from local-level

studies. This is challenged by Chapman (1981:86-87) on the

ground that conclusions based upon a given village or urban

neighborhood may be generalized to other places for which the

same set of contextual conditions apply. Such generalizations

moreover do n~t derive from statistical extrapolation but

from an astute mix of intuition and a detailed awareness of
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the inner workings of a piece of social reality. There are

two practical ramifications of this manner of reasoning:

First, results from micro-studies reveal far more
common ground and consequently a much greater ability
to generalize than is usually assumed. Second, careful
comparison of field investigations and their particular
context can identify different mobility reactions to
changing sets of socioeconomic conditions - and in a
way not possible from more aggregative research
(Chapman, 1981:87)

It h,as been shown here that rural-urban mobility, as

exemplified by the of flow of construction wage-earners,

usually but not exclusively reflects a rural household

strategy to supplement meager agricultural incomes. The case

of Slendro also rev'eals that such a strategy involves a

mUltiplicity of occupations and a highly flexible division of

labor among family members. The availability of construction

jobs in Bandung permits Slendro villagers to leave their

homes temporarily, especially attractive strategy to risk

averse individuals and families (compare Goldstein,

1987:926). Similar situations have been reported in several

field studies of Indonesian population mobility (Papanek,

1975~ Hugo, 1975 and 1978~ Jellinek, 1978~ Forbes, 1980~

Lerman, 1983). Jellinek, for instance, shows that ice-cream

vendors who circulate to Jakarta from a central Javanese

village were earning urban incomes for their rural families

in the village, with whom they continued to regard themselves

as member rather than an independent city dweller.
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As Prothero (1987:1301) maintains, the destinations to

which people move become in part extensions of their places

of origin, whatever the cUltural, social, or political

circumstances in which they find themselves. Hugo's (1975 and

1978) study of migrants from fourteen villages of west Java

also found that circular migrants sent remittances to

supplement the agricultural incomes of rural families. In a

more recent article (Hugo, 1987:35) he writes:

In sum, it is important to realize that many
Indonesians work in one place but consume, spend,
and invest their earnings in another place. Quite
apart from the impo~ant implication of such patterns
of mobility for social change, this significant
phenomenon must be taken into account in planning
the investment of source development resources.

Thus rural-urban mobility can become a powerful force in the

redistribution not only of labor but also of income, without

however assuming a more equal distribution of income either

across regions or households (Mazumdar, 1987:1117).

Migrant workers both help implement metropolitan projects

and are a necessary part of urban development. It is perhaps

not too exaggerated a statement that much economic progress

in the city is brought about by rural people in the role

migrants and is even implemented at their expense. This dual

role, of functioning as a mechanism of income redistribution

while both undertaking urban projects and helping to maintain

the subsistence of the rural family seems not to be well

understood by planners and policy makers. In gen?ral, their

attitude towards city migrants has been excessively negative.
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Many city governments in Indonesia have strictly limited such

economic activities as street vending (kaki lima) and low

income transport (becak and bemo) by confining small-scale

entrepreneurs to certain streets and in particular locations,

even to certain times of the day. To enforce these

regulations, control teams (Tibum) have been established and

their forceful actions often reported in local newspapers and

magazines.

Based on Southeast Asian experience, McGee (1979:63)

writes:

It may well be asked why the city government persits
with these actions and what does it hope to achieve?
The questions can be fairly simply answered. The
government persists with actions because it does not
understand the role and economic contribution of the
poor (migrants) to the city.

This argument has been echoed more recently by Goldstein

(1987:918):

circulation may help to avoid or at least reduce some
or many of the undesirable effects of permanent
migration on the mover and on conditions at origin and
destination. Yet we still know little about these
relations, largely because of the limited research
undertaken on temporary movement. As a result, planners
and policy makers have been slow to recognize the role
circulation may have in ·the national development
process, especially in the redistribution of the labor
force.

It could also be argued that city governments have been as

ambivalent towards urban development against migration

policies. On the one hand, they stimulate the development of

like manufacturing, commercial, and residential activities
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but reject the consequence of making the city a more

actractive place for villagers to live.

Acknowledging such arguments about rural-urban mobility,

McGee (1979) and Goldstein (1987) suggest policy

implications. First, urban p~li,cies should take a positive

view of poor migrants, accepting the fact that poverty is a

national problem and that the efforts migrants make to cope

can be utilized in a positive manner (McGee, 1979). Second,

policies should promote the prospect for migrant

participation in urban economic activities, since these are

functional to both the village household and city

development. Third, and more broadly, policies should

recognize that mobility may be an effective way of achieving

an improved balance in resources, economic opportunities, and

population distribution, given that migrants retain their

rural residence while sharing in urban economic opportunities

and contributing the manpower needed for city development

(see Goldstein, 1987).

Recent empirical studies of rural Javanese society (Hart,

1985; Wolf, 1986a; Kasryno, 1986; Wiradi, 1986; Bandiyono and

Conroy, 1986; Manning, 1988), have documented household

income to be increasingly dependent on non agricultural

activities. Based on ten Javanese villages examined in 1980

81, Kasryno (1986) shows that 44 per cent of their rural

labor force was employed in small-scale industry, petty

trading, local construction, and government services - a
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pattern especially evident among landless households. In

village Janti of east Java and Rowosari of central Java,

Wiradi (1986) found that one or two family members worked in

off-farm activities. Despite variations in village patterns,

all more or less reflect the declining ability of Javanese

rice cultivation to absorb greater number of landless

laborers (Collier et aI, 1982) and should alert government to

the increasing need to promote off-farm employment, for the

rural poor of Java, particularly in small-scale local

industries. families.

Manning's (1988) recent study of rural Java documents

that dramatic increases in agricultural productivity during

the 1970s and early 1980s, notably in paddy rice have

stimulated little off-farm employment. What advances have

occurred have been induced mainly by increased government

expenditure on projects to develop rural infrastructure

rather than to increase agricultural productivity.

Conversely, numbers of villagers have been absorbed into wage

labor in large cities, many of whom circulate between their

rural homes and urban workplaces (Manning, 1988:44). Manning

basically argues that such economic involvement in urban

areas reflects the survival strategy of rural landless

households in dealing with the problems of few agricultural

employment opportunities in the village. In short, large

cities have benefited from the surplus labor of poor and

landless rural households.
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Even so, the integration of rural and urban labor markets

may have widened both the relative and absolute inequality of

incomes found in rural areas. In general, the formally more

educated and the economically more advantaged have tended to

benefit more from the high-paying jobs offered in

metropolitan areas. Manning (1988:47-49) also points out

that, although government has supported labor-intensive

programs of development for the poor, substantial

improvements in offoofarm employment in rural areas will only

come by reevaluating the country's development policy,

especially for agricultural activities.

with respect to the construction industry and its labor

market, the primary question to address is whether

regulatioI1ls for minimum wage, establishment of labor unions,

and initiation of formal measures to train and hire labor,

would help the construction industry become more efficient

and its workers to cope better with fluctuations in

construction works. From ~anagement's point of view,

SUbcontracting out for labor is a very efficient method of

controlling the labor process and lowering the costs of

recruitment and job training (compare stretton, 1983). Wages

are directly related to construction output but are often

lower than minimum wage, although not in the case of

Antapani. The average daily wage of 2,500 rupiah on the

housing project for an assistant mason, considered the lowest

category of worker, was higher than the 1,219 rupiah minimum
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set in 1982 by the FBSI (National Indonesian Labor

Federation) for Bandung city (Wiradi, 1986), as well as the

2,000 rupiah minimum established by the West Java regional

office (Kanwil Tenaga Kerja Jawa Barat) of the Ministry of

Labor Force. This suggests that, at least for Antapani, any

minimum wage legislation will not improve the industry's

operations.

From the standpoint of the mandor and construction

workers, the institution of a more formal system of hiring

through agents, for instance, could weaken the highly but

effective informal methods of labor recruitment. For mandors

in particular, their key roles in the construction industry

might even be assumed or eliminated. Similarly labor gangs of

workers from the same or nearby villages are an effective

means to acquire construction skills. In short, ~ny

institutionalization of labor recruitment would weaken the

efficient operation the construction industry. Even more

detrimentally, it would destroy the effectiveness of the

mandor system and replace kinship-based methods of

recruitment. considering more formal means of institution

control in the construction industry should therefore be

resisted.
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APPENDIX I

TABLE A.1

DAILY EXPENDITURES OF TEN MIGRANT WORKERS
OF' ANTAPANI SITE, NOVEMBER 1985-JANUARY 1986

Worker Date Time of Items of Amount of
expenditure expenditure expenditure

(Rupiah)

Prianto: 11/14/85 6 am-7 pm Food 500
assistant 11/15/85 5 am-8 pm Food, shampoo 550
mason, 22 11/16/85 7 am-6 pm Food 650
years old, 11/17/85 8 am-7 pm Food 650
from 11/19/85 7 am-8 pm Food, movie ticket 925
Boyo1ali, 11/21/85 6 am-8 pm Food, shampoo 900
central Java 11/22/85 7 am-6 pm Food, soap 1,000

11/23/85 6 am-8 pm Food, movie ticket 1,100
11/28/85 5 am-8 pm Food, shampoo 700
11/29/85 6 am-7 pm Food 900
11/30/85 8 am-8 pm Food, transport 1,250

to cipadung
12/01/85 9 am-8 pm Food, rice, spices 2,450*
12/08/85 6 am-7 pm : Rice, dried fish 1;700
12/09/85 6 am-7 pm Food 500
12/10/85 7 am-8 pm Food, T-shirt 1,850
12/11/85 8 am-7 pm Food 750
12/12/85 7 am-6 pm Food 850
12/13/85 6 am-6 pm Food 1,000
12/14/85 7 am-8 pm Food, transport 1,250

to Cipadung
12/15/85 6 am-6 pm Food 850
01/24/86 6 am-6 pm Food 750
01/25/86 7 am-7 pm Food 800
01/26/86 7 am-7 pm Food, movie ticket 900
01/27/86 7 am-7 pm Food, movie ticket 1,150
01/28/86 8 am-6 pm Food 1,000

Suyitno: 12/08/85 6 am-8 pm Food, shampoo, soap 900
mason, 21 12/09/85 8 am-7 pm Food 850
years old, 12/10/85 5 am-8 pm Food 1,050
from 12/11/85 6 am-8 pm Food 950
Purwokerto, 12/12/85 8 am-7 pm Food 1,000
central Java 12/13/85 7 am-6 pm Food, mosquito 1,050

repellent

continued over
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Table 6.4 (cont'd): Daily Expenditures of Ten Migrant Workers
of Antapani Site, November 1985-January 1986

Worker Date· Time of Items of
expenditure expenditure

Amount of
expenditure

(Rupiah)

750
3,800

oil

Darmin:
mason,
23 years
old from
Boyolali,
central Java

12/14/85
12/15/85

01/25/86
01/26/86

01/27/£:05
01/28/86

6 am-7 pm
7 am-8 pm

6 am-S pm
n.a

7 am-S pm
6 am-7 pm

Food, movie ticket
Food

Food
Rice, sugar,
spices, cooking

Food, cigarettes
Food, cigarettes

1,400
900

900
750

1,200
SOO
900

J.,400
1,250
1,450
1,800

700
1,050
1,300

Food, cigarettes
Food
Food, cigarettes,
mosquito repellent

Food, cigarettes
Food, cigarettes
Food, cigarettes
Food, cigarettes,
movie ticket

Foqd, cigarettes
Food, cigarettes
Food; transport
to Cipadung

5 a.-n-7 pm
7 am-6 pm
7 am-2 pm

S am-7 pm
7 am-7 pm
6 am-7 pm

7 am-7 pm
7 am-S pm
6 am-7 pm
7 am-7 pm

11/21/85
11/22/85
11/23/85

12/08/85
12/09/85
12/10/85

12/11/85
12/12/85
12/13/85
12/14/85

Sumitro:
skilled
mason, 50
years old,
from Boyolali,
ce~tral Java.

Sumardi:
mason, 23
years old,
from
Kaliwungu,
central Java

Karwita:
mason, 45
years old,
from
Padalarang,
west Java

11/28/85
11/29/85
11/30/85
12/01/85

6 am-7 pm
7 am-S pm
S am-7 pm
7 am-8 pm

Food, cigarettes
Food, soap
Food, cigarettes
Food, cigarettes

1,150
1,'050

950
900

Marsono:
assistant
mason, 25
years old,
from Sragen,
central Java

1/08/85

12/09/85
12/10/85
12/11/S5
12/12/S5

6 am-S pm

7 am-7 pm
6 am-7 pm
S am-S pm
7 am-5 pm

Rice, dried
spices

Food
Food
Food
Food, soap

fish, 2,150*

400
450
SOO

1,050

continued over
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Table 6.4 (cont'd): Daily Expenditures of Ten Migrant
Workers of Antapani site, November 1985-January 1986

Worker Date Time of Items of Amount of
expenditure expenditure expenditure

(Rupiah)

12/13/85 6 am-7 pm Food 900
12/14/85 6 am-7 pm Food, movie ticlcet 1,400
12/15/85 5 am-7 pm Food, kerosene, soap 1,100

Sutikno: 12/08/85 8 am-6 pm Food, cigarettes 950
mason, 27 12/09/85 7 am-1 pm Food, cigarettes 700
years old, 12/10/85 7 am-8 pm Food, cigarettes 1,050
from 12/11/85 8 am-8 pm Food, cigarettes, 1,150
Purworejo, shampoo
central Java 12/12/85 6 am-7 pm Food, cigarettes 950

12/13/85 6 am-7 pm Food, shampoo 1,100
12/15/85 6 am-7 pm Food; T-shirt, 2,000

toothpaste

sugito: 12/08/85 8 am-8 pm Food 1,050
assistant 12/09/85 8 am-8 pm Food 850
mason, 21 12/10/85 6 am-8 pm Food 950
years old, 12/11/85 7 am-7 pm Food 950
from 12/12/85 6 am-8 pm Food 1,225
Wonogiri, 12/13/85 7 am-8 pm Food 1,000
central Java 12/14/85 8 am-8 pm Food 1,100

12/15/85 5 am-7 pm Food, shampoo, 1,400
soap

Jono: 11/16/85 6 am-6 pm Food 825
mason, 26 11/17/85 6 am-6 pm Food 800
years old, 11/18/85 6 am-7 pm Food 850
from Boyola- 01/24/86 7 am-7 pm Food 400
lali,central 01/25/86 7 am-8 pm Food, rice, vege- 4,100*
Java tables, cooking

oil, spices
01/26/86 7 am-7 pm Food 700
01/27/86 7 am-7 pm Food 750
01/28/86 7 am-7 pm Food 650

Source: Field Survey, 1985=1986.
* Basic groceries for cooking.
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APPENDIX II

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SURVEY OF ANTAPANI CONSTRUCTION WORKERS,
1985-1986

I. Individual Background

1. Name (optional):
2. Place and date of birth/age:
3. village of origin (Please indicate Kecamatan and

Kabupaten) :
4. Religious affiliation:
5. Date of hire at Antapani:
6. Mandor:
7. Formal education (Please specify grade level): Year:
8. Informal education/vocational training:
9. Marital status: married/single/widow

10. Number of children still alive:
11. Profession:

a. Mason
b. Carpenter
c. Assistant

Mason

d. Assistant Carpenter
e. Concrete-block Maker
f. Iron-frame Maker

g. Ground Worker
h. Other (Please

specify)

12. a. Where do you live in Bandung?
b. Do your family also live in Bandung?

II. Construction Job:

13. a. What is your worker status in this project?

1. Contract worker
2. Daily wage worker
3. Contractor's employee
4. Other (Please specify)

b. How many workers are in your work group?

14. w~y do you undertake job in this housing project?

1. Direct offer from mandor
2. No job available in village/unemployed in city
3. Not enough income
4. To gain experience of construction job
5. Only skill to offer
6. Other (Please specify)
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15. What kind of jobs have you undertaken at Antapani site?

1. Digging soil
2. Setting foundation
3. Constructing bar
4. setting roof frame
5. setting asbestos roof
6. Making window and door
7. Fitting pipe

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

frame 13.
14.

Assisting mason
Assisting carpenter
Transporting materials
Making concrete-block
Making iron-frame
Finishing/plastering
Other (Please specify) .

16. How many times have you worked in construction projects
before come to Antapani site?

1. Never 2. Once 3. Twice 4. More than twice

17. How many times have you worked in construction projects
carried out by this contractor?

1. Once
2. Twice

3. Three times
4. More than three times

18. How do you obtain job in this project?

1. Direct offer from mandor
2. Personal application

3. Through friends/
relatives

4. Other (Please specify)

19. a. Have you unemployed for more than two weeks during past
twelve months?

1. No
2. Yes How many times?

a. Once c. Three times
b. Twice d. More than three times

b. Have you engaged in non-construction jobs during past
twelve months?

1. No
2. Yes How many times?

What kind of jobs?

20. Do you intend to c~ntinue working at construction projects?

1. Yes
2. No

continue to question 21 and skip question 22
continue to question 22

21. Give three reasons why you intend to continue working at
construction projects
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22. Give three reasons why you do not intend to continue
working at construction project

23. Please m~nticn briefly what kind of job you want to have
in the future

24. What means of transportation did ,you use to go from your
village to Bandung?

1. Bus 2. Train 3.Minibus 4. other (Please specify)

25. How much money did you spent for transport?

26. What is the main source of that money?

1. Own money
2. Family savings

3. Borrowing from ••••.•••
4. Given away from •••••••.
5. Other (Please specify)

27. Do you have another job in Bandung, in addition to
Antapani job?

"29. How much money, on average, did you save per week during
past four weeks?

30. When rain or other disturbance causing you cannot work,
what do you usually do?

1. stay of site and wait until job can be done again
2. Went back to village, until mandor call to return
3. Looking for other job in this site, such as •••••.••
4. Looking for other job outside construction site
5. Other (Please specify)

31. What construction tools do you have? (up to four answers)
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III. Migration and Job History During Past Two Years

32. Please describe place of live and job you have during
past two years

------------------------!-----------------------!------
Date Migration ! Job !Family

----------------------- !-----------------------!Event
Vill- Kabu- Provo Reason!Place Type Posi- Reason
age paten ince for ! of of tion for

Move 'Work Job Move

IV. Remittances (Only for Migrant Workers)

33. a. Did you oring money and or foods from village when you
came here?

1. Yes
2. No continue to question 34

b. What kind of goods did you bring? (up to four answers)

c. How much money did you bring?

d. What is the main source of that money?

1. Own
2. Family savings
3. Given away

4. Borrowing from families/relatives
5. Borrowing from others
6. Others (Please specify)

e. What for have you used that money? (up to four items)
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34. How do you obtain money for foods and other necessities
during first weeks on site?

1. Money brought from village
2. Borrowing from mandor
3. Borrowing from family/relative who worked on site
4. Borrowing from others (Please specify)
5. Other (Please specify)

35. a. Have you received any goods including foods sent from
your family in village during past twelve months?

1. Yes
2. No continue to question 36

b. What kind of goods nave you received? (up to four items)

c. In what ways have you received those goods?

1. Sent through friends or relatives who visit village
community

2. Brought by family members or friends from village
3. Sent through mandor
4. Sent through post-office
5. Other (Please specify)

d. For what purpose have you used such goods?

36 a. Have you received money from family in village during
past twelve months?

1. Yes 2. No continue to question 37

b. How much money have you received?

c. How much money have you received at Antapani?

d. What is the main medium for sending that money?

1. Through friends who visit village community
2. Brought by family/friends from village
3. Through mandor
4. Through post-office
5. Other (please specify)

e. ~~at is the main source of th~t money?
1. Own 3. Borrowing from ••.••.••
2. Family savings 4. Other (please specify)

g. For what purposes have you spent that money?
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37. a. Have you sent goods including foods to your family in
village during past twelve months?

1- Yes
2. No continue to question 38

b. What kind of goods have you sent? (up to four items)

38. a. Have you sent money to your family in village during
past twelve months?

1. Yes
2. No continue to question 39

b. How much money have you sent during that period?

c. How much money have you sent from Antapani site to your
family in villa"de?

d. How regular have you sent money to your family in
village?

1. Regular How often?
How much per sending?

2. Not Regular
3. Only if asked

e. What was the main method of sending?

1. Brought by self
2. Brought by friends or relatives who visited village

community
3. Taken by family members from village who came to

Antapani site

f. What do you intent your family in village to use that
money?

1. For daily food
2. Buying land
3. Buying agricultural tools
4. Capital for trade
5. Building/repairing house
6. Paying-off debt
7. Paying family member's school fee
8. Savings
9. Do not know

10. Other (Please specify)
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V. Ties with Villages (Only for Migrant Workers)

39. How often do you visit your village community since
undertaking job in this construction project?

1. Every day
2. Several times in a week
3. Once in a week
4. Once between one and two weeks
5. Once between two and four weeks
6. Once between one and three months
7. Once more than three months
8. Never returned

40. Give three main reasons why you visit village

41. How long do you usually stay in village when you visit it?

1. One day or less
2. Two to three days
3. Three to seven days

4. More than one week
5. irregular
6. Other (Please specify)

42. a. How often do you send letter to village during
undertaking job at Antapani?

1. Once in a week
2. Once between one week and one month
3. Once more than one month
4. Irregular
5. Never continue to question 42c
6. Other (Please specify)

b. What is the main way of sending letter to village?

1. By post
2. Through friends or relatives who visit village

community
3. Other (Please specify)

43. a. How often do you receive visits of family members from
village?

1. Once in less than one month
20 Once between one to three months
3. Once in more than three months
4. Irregular
5. Never been visited continue to question 44

b. How long do your family members usually stay in Bandung?
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44. Please indicate if your family in village posses the
following items

Yes No

Land
House
BUffalo/Cattle
Plough
Bicycle
Motor cycle
Radio
T.V. Set
Others
(Please specify)

VI. Day-to-day life on Antapani site
(Migrant and non-migrant)

How many hectares?

45. Who is the first person to ask for help if you are in
emergency, like need extra money?

1. Mandor
2. Relative/friend from the same village
3. Warung owner in this project
4. Other (Please specify)

46. How do you usually take meal during undertaking job at
this site?

1. Cooking self
2. Buy from warung on this site
3. Debt to warung owner on this site
4. Buy or debt from warung outside this site
5. Other (Please specify)

47. How much money do you usually spend for food each day
during past two weeks?

1. Less than 500 rupiah
2. Between 500 and 999 rupiah
3. Between 1,000 and 1,500 rupiah
4. More than 1,500 rupiah

48. a. Apart from daily foods, what other goods do you usually
buy e.vel.-Y week?

1. Candle
2. Kerosene
3. mosquito repellent
4. Tea/coffee
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b. How much do you usually spend per week for those items?

49. What time do you usually start and finish working each
day?

start working•••••.•
Finish working•.••••

50 a. How often do you work at night?

1. Never continue to question 52
2. Once in awhile
3. Often
4. Almost every night

b. What jobs have you undertaken at night?

51. What kind of leisure or recreation do you usually have
during your spare time?

52. What was your job in village?
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APPENDIX III

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SURVEY OF SLENDRO HOUSEHOLDS CONTAINING
ANTAPANI CONSTRUCTION WORKERS, 1986

Name of respondent (optional)
Place and date of birth/age
Family status

I. Household memberships

1. a Please give information about all family members
living in this house

Name Relation
to
household
head

Place Sex
and
date of
birth

Occupa
tion

Place
of
resi
dence

Formal
educa
tion

Marital
status

b Are there nonfamily members living in this house?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 2)

c Please give information about persons mentioned
in lb.

Name Place Sex Formal
and educa-
date of tion
birth

Village of occupation
origin

Reason for
coming to
Slendro

2. a Are there family members Woo are living elsewhere?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 4)

b Please give information about persons mentioned in 2a.

Name Relation Place Sex Occupa- Place Formal Marital
to and tion of educa- status
household date of resi- tion
head birth dence

3. a When did those family members most recently leave
this house?

Name Date
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b Have they returned back since then?
(please specify)

Name Returned/
Not returned

Main Reason Frequency of return

II Transfers from Family to Migrants

4. Please give information about family members who worked
at Antapani:

a How much money did they bring out to Antapani for
the first time?

Name Amount of money
(Rupiah)

Source

b In addition to personal belongings, like clothing,
what other goods did they take?
(limit to three kinds of goods, including food)

Person Goods

5. a Have you or other family members sent money or goods
to Ant~pani to family members who worked there?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 6)
3 Do not know (continue to question 6)

b Please give details about those sending money or
goods:

Goods Value Method of sendingRecipient Amount
(Rupiah)

Use of
Money

Money Goods

6. a Other than those who worked at Antapani, did you or
other family members send money or goods to other
migrant family members?

JI. Yes 2 No (continue to question 7)
3 Do not know (continue to question 7)

b Please give details about those sending money or
goods:

Method of sendingRecipient Amount
(Rupiah)

Use Goods
of
Money
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7. a Did you send any letters to family members working
at Antapani and/or elsewhere?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 8)

b How often did you sent letters?

Recipient Place living Frequency How sent

III. Transfers to Family

8. a During the past twelve months, did family members
working at Antapani and/or elsewhere send money to
you?

1·Yes 2 No (continue to question 9)

b Please specify those sending money:

Sender Recipient Amount Frequency How sent

cHow much money has been sent from Antapani alone?

Sender Recipient Amount Frequency How sent

d When was the last time you received remittances from
people at Antapani?

Sender Date How sent

e How did the sender intend you to use that money?

Sender Purpose

f In fact, how did your family actually use those
remittances?

Sender Use of Money

9. a During the past twelve months, did family members at
Antapani and/or' elsewhere send goods to you?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 10)

b What kinds of goods did they send?

Sender Place sent Goods
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10. a Did they send letters during the past twelve months?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 11)

b How often did you receive those letters?

Sender Place sent Frequency How sent

11. a During the past twelve months, did they also send
money and goods to other family members living
elsewhere?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 12)

b Please specify those sending such money and goods:

Sender Recipient Place of
Recipient

Amount
(Rupiah)

Fre
quency

Good Method of
sending

IV. Family Property and Allocation Qf Labor Force

12. a Do you own land?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 13)

b How many plots of land do you have? (please specify)

Lot Size Use
number (ha.)

Amount of
land
used (ha , )

Value of
production
(1 yr.)

Method of
irrigation

c Did you use labor outside your family during the
past agricultural season?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 12e)

d How-- much nonfamily labor did you use during the
past agricultural season? (please specify)

Agricultural No. of
activity labor

Time
(weeks)

Method of Cost
payment

Labor's
place of
origin

e Please specify any cash payments for agricultural
ac·tivities during the past season

f Do you rent land to anyone?

1 Yes
2 No

To whom: •••••
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g Do you lease land from anyone?

1 Yes
2 No

From whom: •••.•• How many hectares: ....
(continue to question 14)

h For what do you use that leased land?

i If leased land was used for agricultural purposes,
what kind of irrigation was involved?

j Please explain briefly the system of land leasing
involved

k During the past agricultural season, what was the
value of production obtained from leased land?

I Please specify any cash payments made to utilize
leased land

13. a For all family members including children, please
describe the jobs held and places lived in from
Lebaran (June) 1985 until January 1986

Name Relation to
household head

1985
July

1986
Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan.

b During the past agricultural season, were any
children aged less than ten years involvsd in or
help with income-generating activities?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 15)

c Please specify jobs undertaken the past month by
children in this family:

Name Job Helping adult member? Wage

15. a Who owns this house? (please circle one)

1 All the family How was it acquired: ..•..••
2 One family member
3 Someone from whom family rents
4 Other (please specify)

b How long has this family lived in this house?

c What is the size of this house? And
its land?

House ••.•••• (sq. meters)
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d How many bedrooms are in this house?

e Does it have a bathroom?

f Does it have an indoor toilet?

g Does this house have electricity?

h How do you obtain water supply?

16. Please indicate if this household have the following
items:

1 Kerosene stove 7 Wall clock
2 Radio 8 Lantern
3 Bicycle 9 Bed
4 Cattle/buffalo 10 Furniture
5 Goats 11 TV set
6 Other livestock 12 Motor cycle

(Please specify)

17. What kind of agricultural tools has this household?

V. Incomes and Expenditures

18. Please indicate the major sources of income for this
household during the past twelve months

19. Please estimate your household's expenditures during
the past; four weeks. (For both questions. 18 and 19):

Item Source/
expenditure

Approximate amount

VI. Construction Workers Returned from Antapani.

20. a When did you start working at the Perumnas housing
project at Antapani in Bandung?

b What were your jobs there?

c Who were your mandors?

d In the last four weeks you were there, what was your
average weekly wage?

e In the last two weeks you were there, what was your
average daily expenditure?
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f What were the main reasons for returning to Slendro
village?

21. a When you worked in Bandung, did you receive money or
goods from your family in Slendro village?

1. Yes 2. No (continue to question 22)

b How much money did you receive from your family?

c At Antapani, for what purposes did you use that
money?

d What kinds of goods did you receive? (limited to
three goods). What were the value of this goods?

e By what means did your village family send these goods
to you at Antapani?

f For what purposes did you use the goods received?

22. a Did you take money or goods to Antapani when you
went for the first time?

1 Yes 2 No (continue to question 23)

b How much money did you take.to Bandung?

c For what purposes did you use that money?

d What kinds of goods did you take to Bandung?
(limited to three goods)

23. a By what kind of transport did you go .to Antapani
the first time?

b What was the cost of that transport?

c How did you pay that costs?

24. a Give three reasons why you took a construction job
at Antapani?

b Who encouraged you to accept such a job? (please
circle) :

1 Own 2 Family 3 Friend
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c with whom did you go to Antapani for the fi~st time?
(please circle)

1 Alone 2 Group: How many workers ••••••

25. a Please describe briefly the places lived in or
worked at during the past five years:

Date

Lived

Place

Worked

Type of job

b What were the main reasons for returning to this
village after working in Antapani?

c When living away from this village, did you return
durihg ~he season of planting and harvesting?
(1)lease circle)

1 Never 2 Sometimes 3 Always

26. a When working at Antapani or elsewhere, did you send
money or goods to your village family?

1 Yes 2 No '(continue to question 27)

b During the past twelve months, what kinds of goods
did you send to your village family? ? (limited to
three kinds of goods). What were tpe values of those
goods?

c During the past twelve months, how much money did you
send to your village family?

d In total, how much money did you send from Antapani
to your family?

e For what purposes did you intend your family to use
that money?

f On what, in fact, did your family spend that money?

27. In the village, what are your major sources of income?

28. a Do you intend to return to work at Antapani?

1 Yes (continue to question 29)
2 No (continue to question 28b)
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b Do you intend to work at other places?

1. Yes 2. No

Please specify your reasons:

29. Details of Antapani workers:

a Name (optional)
b Place and date of birth/age
c Formal education
d Marital status
e Number of children
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